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."NOthing i..46 going to wank except what

mietz the Atudents' immediate penceptiona

oti What they lime they shout.d be doing

in 4c.hoot."

Hanky Smattet
(CONTACT teachet)



"Att ztuden.tz attend Sat an education. I attend Son the
svme 'mason. I woutd yew much tike to 6(1U* my ztudiez
in Engtizh and mathematics.

I woutd tike to teatn to communicate ceith teachenz az
peopte tathet than Autertz oS att peopte. 1 woutd tike
to communicate beta with the wottd.

I woutd tike zome hetp and dizciptine in zchoot, but I
woutd atso tike to wank an my own. I guezz I need to
be puzhed a tittte, but 1 tike to wokk on my own time
and tevet.

Today, I Sind it iz hand to took Son a job with an ed-
ucation. Haw about without?

I have a good 4tudent to teachet tetationzhip with my klem;

teachet who iz 6antaztic -- not too hatd and not too
sost."

(COUTACT 4tudent)



"1 ieet 4tudent4 come to CONTACT becauze they ate

ignoked at othet achoota, ao they come 6ot attention.

And I eet 4ome 4tudent4 come hete becau4e it Za an

eaay achoot to ad./cat to.

And anotfet teazon they come to CONTACT 14 becau4e no

othet achoot woad accept them.

I came to CONTACT becaulte I got kicked out oi anothet

achoot. The teaaon I got kicked out 14 I coutdetiO
cope with theik achoot.

Some 4tudent4 come to CONTACT becauae they have pkobtem4

which no one mitt ti4ten to."

(CONTACT 4tudent)



"Most students attend achoot eot a bettek
education on becaue they can 't ?Sind a job
and need a perie to be duAing the day.".

(A CONTACT 4tudent)

a
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"Student4 have come CONTACT becau4e 06 the
oppoxtunity to ttaxn at the.o. own pace with

no ont,to.bug them. They come hete to team
to atudy and have a bettek education. 16

4ome 4tudentz don't tike it, they u4uatt9' Leave.

they Zike it, they 4tay. The4e day4, you

bettet 1,66 in Lik a gAade tweeve.
Man, you can't even be a gatb .man without

a gtade b./aye education, H thete aten't

any teacheA4 that,6itt you up theit tutu
and no one give4 you a deadtine on you& wotk.

1 think i6 thete wete mote CONTACT 4choot4, a
tot mote dnopouts woad go back to 4choot."

(CONTACT Atudent)

"
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INTRODUCTION

During the 1972-74 school year, the Research Department of the

Board of Educaeion for the City of Toronto completed a study of dropout

students entitled Patterns of Dropping Out (Young-and ReichL 1974). Here are

three quotations from that study:

"The zize oi the dxopout pAobtem in Tononto iz ztaggening.
FAOM ow,. zampte, we eztimate that appnoximatety 7,500
Atudentz daopped out oven the couaze oi-the yean, on 24
pen cent oi the totat zecondany ichoot poputation. Thi4

iz a tate about 2 7/2 timez what haz been neponted ion
othen MetAo boAough4. &Aiaking down these 6igu.Aes by
gAapie4, it appeaa4 that onty 40 pet cent chi the students
emteting glade nine witt gnaduate inom gnade tvetve and
onty 20 pen aent 6nom gtade thiAteen."

(page 43)

"The pictune oi dnopouts witich emengez 6:etom th.i4 ztudy

oi young aduttz whose deciaion to teave snhoot iz
pant o6 the 6abnic o6 theit own peazonatity, paezent
citcumztancez and view oti thg 6utute, az wett az theit
past necoad oi pooAeA than avencoe 4.,cademic pet6oamance."

,(page 45)

"Each dnopout iz an individuat....thene iz no zingtz
4otut2on that the zchootz can adopt. Sotution4 need
to be taitoned t4 the sevetat di6tietent typez oi
dtopout4. FuratitAmote, thete can be no zimpte zotutionz
since mozt4tudentz &Lop out in nezponze to tioAces
extenna2 az wett az intennat to the schoot.",

(page 43)

The study identified six general types or patterns of dropping

out which fairly well described most of the Toronto student dropout population.

These were:

(1) The Work Oriented (53%)

These students are interested in assuming adult roles and in
getting a job that serves that function for them. However,
they do not hafVe a clear idea of how their lives might develop
later on. For these students, dropping out to wo.A might be
beneficial, allowing them ta'mature and develop a clearer idea
of Where they want t1.6.9o.
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(2) The Classic Dropout (23%)

These students have exhibited poor attitudes to school, have

poor attendance, are failing subjects and are among the oldest

at their grade level. For these students, leaving school is

a negative act. They have no clear idea of their f4tuxe d

are likely to be unemployed after leaving.

(3) The Family Supporter (7%)

These are often New Canadians who leave school, sometimes against

their wishes, to help support their families in times of crises.

It is unlikely that these students u .1 be able to continue

full-time education in the future.

(4) The Homemaker (6%)

These yoang women leave school either to take up homemaking

directly or to obtain employment in order to save money for

marriage or a family. Leaving school is part of their life

plan. Many of them are currently working. Economic pressures

may force many of them to seek further trainilig and to continue

in employment, rather than take up full-time homemaking.

(5) The Intellectual Elite (3%)

These students have a variety of persohal goals and a value

system which emphasizes individuality. They do not view them-
seljusif part of the mainstream of society and in many cases

embody the "active radical response." These students have the

capacity to do well in school, but have renounced the system.

(6) The Cultural Isolate (2%)

Some recent immigrants experience considerable difficulty in

adjusting to the oultural and social environment of the school

system. Although these are one of the highest achieving of

the dropout groups, their isolation has caused them to withdraw

from school.

During November of 1976, a committee was formed in response to Trustile

Bares request that the Director of Education, in consultation with the Chair

man of the Board, bring forward recommendations relating to each of the six

general types or patterns of dropping out.

The committee, which became known as the Patterns of Dropping out

Committee, presented its report containing thirty recommendations to the School

Programs Committee of the Board of Education for the City of Torcnto in June
.)

of 1977.
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One of the committee's recommendations which was received and ap-

proved by the School Programs Committee awl addressed the general problem of

dropouts was:

I that the Contact SahooL Concept be evatuated to
e how it meet4 the need4 06 chopout 4tudent4.'

(Minutes of the Board, June 28, 1977,
page 12)

The Patterns of Dropping Out Committee felt that such an evaluation

would serve to: (1) provide CONTACT School with valuable feedback and

(2) Wentifi elements of the CONTACT School Concept which could be adopted by

other schools (:.egular or alternative) co help meet the needs of dropout or

potential dropout students.

The evaluation addressed the following four questions:

(1) What are the needs of dropout students?

(2) What are the characteristics of the dropout students in
CONTACT?

(3) How does CONTACT attempt to meet the needs of dropout
students as identified in (1) above?

(4) Which elements of the program at CONTACT are successful
in meting the needs of dropout students?

The evaluation was designed and carried out by the Research

Department of the Board of Education for the City of Toronto over a period of

two years according to the following timetable:

4.

July 1977 - Auust 1977 - the study was designed;

September 1977 - December 1977

January 1978 May 1979

- the study was described to the
Area Superintendents and the
staffr at CONTACT and their co-

,

operation Was assured;
- the needs of dropout students

identified;

- ::11! instruments were developed;
- tests were chosen;

- more instruments were developed;

- data were collected-by using tests,
questionnaires, interviews and
by examining school records;

- data were analyzed;

/
June 1979 - Augest 1977 - the report was written.
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0 HISTORY OF CONTACT SCHOOL

During the spring of 1972, a group of educators composed of theorists

and teachers evolved a plan for setting up a school designed to meet the

11

needs of two groups of young people:4p

(1) dropouts, and
(2) students enrolled in secondary schools but

not benefitting by their programs.

The alternative school was to be called CONTACT and the proposal

drawn up by the educators, requesting the full-time placement in September 1972

of four teachers and two lay-issistants for a proposed enrolicent of approxi-

mately fifty students, was passed by the Board of Education for the City of

Toronto in June 1972. The proposal with addendum, recommendations and amend-

ments is given in Appendix A. A pamphlet describing CONTACT ilistributed by the

Board of Educatl.on for the CiLy of Toronto is given in Appendix B.

Unfortunately, the proposal was submitted and approved only after the

1972 budget had been passed and teaching positions had been allotted to schools

for the ensuing academic year. The CONTACT group was informed that the four

teaching positions for CONTACT could be created only if and when it was demon-

strated in September that the actual secondary school attendance figures exceeded

the projections made the previous spring.

Rather than suspend plans for the school until October, it was decided

to request that CONTACT begin in the fall as a part-time proRram, and then

switch to a full-time program in January 1973. A proposal requesting this was

submitted to th Advisory Vocational Committee. Consequently, on August 24, 1972,

the Board approved,CONTACT on a part-time basis for t:he fall of 1972. A budget

of $8,700 for thirty teaching hours per week and twenty-four lay-assistant

hours per week and $2,000'for equipment and supplies was also passed for the

period from September 1972 to December 1974.4
1.1
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Because CONTACT was unable to '3gin full-time verations in the Call

of 1972, major alterations had to be made in the original proposal. It was im-
.

possible to build up a continuous program that could focus on the affective

development of the students outside of formal class time. There was no permanent

lo:ation to which the students could go and.be comfortable during any part

of the day and there were no full-time staff members who could contribute in a

positive way to the day-to-day activities and development of the students. The

evening program was of most interest and benefit to those students who worked

full time during the day.

Since the part-time operations not only affected the affective devel-

opment of the students but affected their cognitive development as well, the

CONTACT group came to the decision that it would not be beneficial for CONTACT

to continue on a part-time basis.

Consequently, on March 22, 1973, representative students and

teachers of CONTACT presented a proposal for CONTACT for the 1973-74 school year

which was endorsed-by the Board of Education for the City of Toronto and for-

warded to the Budget Committee with a recommendation that a full-time program

be included in the 1973 budget. The proposal for the 1973-74 school year was

much the same as the original proposal for CONTACT (Appendix A); however, based

on their experiences, the following changes and additions were made:

Student Body

The group hoped to attract the students from the downtown area who

required extra help in the basic .1:kills. They hoped that the Board of Education

'would instruct the secondary schools in Toronto to provide a list of students who

dropped out of the regular program so they could make a personal contact with

the students and encourage them to enroll in an alternative program.

1. 5
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Teachers

Because of the nature of the student body, the group expected the Board

to assign teacher positions in the same student ratio IS was used in the special

high schools in the city (seven teachers would be required for 100 students).

In addition, they felt that 35 hours per week of lay-assistant time

was essent!,d1 to the opeTation.

Accommodation

The group askeC for a setting designed for 100cstudents. They wanted six

classrooms, one common room and some kitchen facilities. If they had to share

a building, they hoped for one entrance they could use exclusively.

Curriculum

The group proposed that the curriculum would take the following form for

the majority of CONTACT's students:

(a) Basic Skills

Approximately 40% of the curriculum would involve concentrated

and structured work in the area ofeguage and mathematics

skills.

(b) Community Studies Courses

Another 40% of the curriculum would consist (pi' an integrated

program aimed at raising the students consciousness of their

immediate community. Such subjects as consumer education, law,

man in society, geograph3r, home economics, history, world
politics, health, environmental science, and nursery school and

child care would be combined to provide a basic program in com-

munity orientation.

(c) Optional Courses

The remaining 20% of the curriculum would consist of optional

courses: art, music, phisical education, typing, theatre arts,

etc.

The students' need for short-term goals would be met by operating

the community studies and optional couises according to three-week modules) in

the afternoon which would allow the students to obtain one-quarter of a credit

for each module. 16
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For the 1973-74 school year, six rooms on the third floor of the

Duke of York Elementary School were made available to CONTACT and the Principal

of Castle Frank High School became the signing officer with the following

responsibilities: *

(a) Staffing

The signing office: shall ensure that any new member of the

staff of CONTACT be properly qualified. However, aside from
this, tile choice of the staff member will be made by the
staff and students of CONTACT as stated in the proposal which
the Board has already passed, subject to the submission of
its decision to°the appropriate officials of the Board for
consideration.

(b) Accreditation of Courses

Since it is the legal responsibility of the signing officer
to ensure that accredited courses fall within the guidelines,
CONTACT's signing officer shall inspect all courses of study
for this purpose and shall submit to the Ministry for acproval
any courses for which there are no current guidelines.

(c) The Granting of Credits

As it is the legal responsibility of the signing officer to

ensure that any student granted a credit has earned it. CONTACT's
signing officer may wish to attend classes in the school or to
examine the work of any student in any subject. The CONTACT
staff will comply with.any such wish on request.

(d) In any other matters, the staff and students of CONTACT shall

make decisions democratically.

(e) There will be continuous liaison (on a weekly basis) and con-

sultation between the staff and the signing officer On all
matters concerning:

1. responsibility 4,13 designated under current legislation;

2. matters affecting the security, health and welfare of

the students;
3. the maintenance of a positive learning atmosphere; and
4. the professional responsibilities of members of the OSSTF

(Ontario' Secondary School Teachers' Federation).

Approximately thirty students were in attendance at the school's

opening on September 4. 1973 and the enrolment increased to seventy-five La

* These responsibilities are a combination of: (1) conditions laid down by the

Ontario Ministry of Education, (2) requirements of the Board of Educatinn for

the City of Toronto and (3) requests of CONTACT jitilf.
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January 1974: At that point, enrolment was frozen And the decision was made

to consolidate the stlident body into sixty regularly attending students who

were gaining maximum benefit from the school.

CCNTACT operated on a democratic basis, the school's signing officer

delegated responsibility in most matters to the staff. The staff in turn,(with

the exception of the area of program, tor which it retained control) delegated

much responsibility to the student body which dealt with matters relating to

general activities and student involvement within the school.

In March of L974, CONTACT staff and students reported two drawbacks

to sharing, facilitieS at the Duke of York Elementary.School. First, because of

the location of the stairs, it was necessary for the students at CONTACT to

enter and leave through a main area of the Duke of York classes. Unfortunately,

this caused some problems and on several occasions CONTACT students were repri-

. manded for loitering in the area or for being involved in "hassles" with students.

from the elementary school. Secondly, while the classroom space was certainly

sufficient for the number of students enrolled, the lack of specialited areas

was a problem - especially a library-study room, a science lab and adequate gYm

facilities. For these reasons,,the staff and students felt that a change of

location Agmed necessary for the fall.

Also, during March of 1974, the signing officer asked to be relieved

of his duties SO that he could devote more of his time to his own school. The

CONTACT staff requested that the area superintendent, or some other person from

the administration, be appointed to the position.

At the meeting of the Alternative in Education Committee of March 11, 1974,

the &NTACT staff presented a detailed outline of the school's operation'for the

1973-74 icademic year'(most of the details have been described in the preceding'

paragraphs). At that time, the staff also presented the following requests for

'the 1974-75 academic year: 18



(1) They expected an enrolmenL ^f"approximately 100 students for
the 1974-75 academic year (they had thirty students on a
waiting list). They hoped to be able'to expand to accommodate
all the students and to provide more flexibility (in terms
of types of courses given and assignment of individual help)
with the extra staff generated Ito make up a total of seven
teachers).

(2) As stated above, they were seeking alternate accommodation.
Ideally, they wanted to be in their own buildinq; hOwever,
if that were not possible, they wanted a space completely,
set off from the rest ot the building with their bwn direct
access to the outside. They wanted the space to include seven
classrooms, as well as rooms suitable for a student-staff
lounge, a libtary, an office and a storage area. They wanted
a minimum of 10 hours per week of gym use and access to an
auditorium ar other room which would scat 100 people.

(3) They hoped that the agreement they had had with the first
signing officer would form the basis of thelr relationship
with the future signing officer.

(4) They expected that the general program would closely follow
that which had been in operation during the 1973-74 academic
year with the addition of a wider range of subjects made
possible by the increase in staff. They particularly wanted
to introduce typing and included the purchase of the necessary
equipment in their budget.

lipe--#1"P

(5) Since CONTACT had never received the initial grant traditionally
given new schools to purchase non-recurring items, they re-
quested a larger capital budget to purchase such items as
library books, science equipment, physical education equipment,
furniture, audio-visual equipment and office equipment. They
were willing to accept used items which might have been...available
within the school system.

CONTACT opened, for the second year of full-time operation, on

September 3, 1974, again on the third floor of ihe Duke of York Elementary School.

Enrojment increased steadily from forty-two students in September to eighty-six
*

students in March. The new 'signing offider Vas the area superintendent.

The program at CONTACT had become fairly well established by that

time and was divided into five general areis (the 1974-75 timetable is shown in

Appendix C):

1 9 .
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A. Basic Skills

Mathematics - When students enrolled at CONTACT, their achievement level

was assessed and they worked individually at their own rate from that point.

Most students were working at a pre-grade-nine level. Students completed

successive units of worksheets and were tested at the end of each unit before

being allowed to move to the next.

English - Students worked individually at their own speed, using material
a

from a weekly "package" of assignments. The-program was structured in such

a way that every student had to complete weekly assignments in three areas

of language development -- creative expression, reading comprehension and

abpreciation and language usage.

B. Community Studies la

This was the broad name used to describe academic subjects taught in the .

afternoon for four days a week in three-week modules. Approximately thirty

class hours were spent on each subject and special permission was granted

by the Ministry to award one-quarter of a credit for each course successfully

completed. At the end ef each three-week period, the students chose which,

of several courses offered, they would take during the next three weeks.

C. Affective Education

In addition to the academic subjects, approximately five hours each week

were devote,' to the affective program which consisted of three group periods,

a weekly general meeting, a physical education period, a speakers' hour

and a judiciary committee meeting.

D. Individual Studies

On Wednesday afternoon, the program was run on an individual basis. Several

students did volunteer work in community agencies, while others could work

on an individual course of their cwn choosing take part in a film appreciation

class or attend general study hall.



E. Extra-Curricular Activities

The students and siaff played sports together every Tuesday evening. Several

field trips were taken during the year.

During thei second year-at Duke of York Elementary School, the CONT/

staff and students found that the problems they had outlined the preceding year

with respect to that location had become more acute and, because they also wanted

to expand the program, felt that the need for another location was'even more

pressing nd should be a top priority for the fall of 1975. They presented the

Board of Education for the City of Toronto with the following list of priorit4s'

to aid in the search for new accommodation:

1. The school should be located in the River-Gerrard area

_where most of the students live.

2. There should be space suitable for eight teachers plus

a student/staff lounge, a library, an area suitable for

a science laboratory, an office, washrooms and a minimum

of ten hours per week access to a gym.

3. A more open area which 7.ould be adapted to various uses.

4. Sharing with an elementary school would be better than

sharing with a secondar school.

At the meeting o the Alternatives in Education Committee of April 16,

1975, asesolution was approved to establish a Search Committee to find different

space fN the CONTACT program for the 1975-76 school year. CONTACT also requested
,0111.

. that the number of staff be raised from six to eight for September 1975.

CONTACT Was located at Duke of York Elementary School for the 1975-

76 school year and was eventually staffed by seven teachers.

On February 1, 1976, CONTACT School opened up a storefront education

tentre on Parliament, North of Dundas Street. It was staffed by one full-time
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teacher assigned from CONTACT School and a co-ordelator and two youth workers

paid by a LIP* grant (the grant also covered the rental of the building and a

telephone). The Centre was established because the staff had experienced dif-

ficulty in reaching a certain portion of the students. Those youngpeople

seemed to want somethi.g from the school -- they went fairly regularly and

"hung around" -- and yet they seemed unable and/or unwilling to go to classes

and benefit from the instruction. Because many of those students came from the

immediate neighbourhood and from very low socio-economic settings, the school

felt especially concerned about providing some kind of program for them which

would be of benefit,

The CONTACT Centre provided a variety of different services:

1. An information centre about secondary and post-secondary
programs available in the greatev-Toronto area;

2. A counselling role for people wishing to clarify their
educational-vocational plans,"1

3. Informed and structured classes in basic skills upgradin4; and

4. Involvement in community volunteer projects.

Thetay-to-day operations of the Centre were under the control of

the storefront staff and students, while over-all policy and direction were

determined by the CONTACT School staff.

The annual report from CONTACT presented to the Board of Education

for the ctty of Toronto on March 2, 1976 included, the following information and

requests. J (/

1. They again requested a change of location. They felt that
0,

the shortcomings of their program were mostly caused by the

physical setting (Individual and separate classrooms). They

* Federally funded Local Initiative Program.
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felt it-Was necessary that.the students not, feel hemmed in.

or separated off from,the rest of the school community and

that being part of a lroup-learning process necessitated ,

011

being able to' be present anywhere in the building. .They

stated they were prepared to engage in a search for su&table,

non-Board property.

2. They hoped to begin the 1976-77 academic year with 8 teachers

and 112 students.,

3. During the 1975-76 school year, they had established a resource

centre within CONTACT with a teacher assigned.to it on a full-

time basis. They hoped to continue and expand the model.

4. They hoped to continue and expand flill-day trips fdr the whole

school. They also hoped to include three five-day trips and

two three-week, long-distance trips.

5. Th.'y had several students thirteen and fourteen years of age

who had been referred to them digctly from senior elementary

schools and felt there was a trend towards more requests from

lower age groupi; therefore, they wished to assign such students

to a new elementary component of CONTACT and offer them separate
,

programs. Initially, they hoped to consider students in the grade

5-8 rangel however, the CONTACT staff felt that the concept of a

K-13 school was exciting and were giving it serious consideration.

6. They were planning to initiate a series of one to three-week

teacher exchanges during the 1976-77 academic school year with

other alternative schools in Canada and the United States.

7. The LIP grant for CONTACT Centre was soon terminate. If they

continued the Centre in the fall and could find no other funding,

they hoped ttie Board of Education would assign two full-time cer-

tified teachers to it. The Centre would still require two youth

workers (often referred to as streetworkers) and a co-ordinator.

They also felt a larger physical setting would be required.

4
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8. They haa filed papers to establish a limited-liability corporation

to assume the tesponsibility4or and co-ordination of various

extra-Board educaticnal projects listed below. They hoped the

"company" would have moitly community people -- parents and

others -- on its Board of Directors.

(a) A school bus was to be purchased for use by CONTACT
School, other schools and other groups and agencies
in the community.

(b) They Intended to establish a residence for approxi-
mately six older CONTACT students.

(c) At some time in the future, they hoped to acquire
the use of some rural property in order to develop
a rural component of thl on-going CONTACT program.
They had observed that a rural setting and new inter-
personal relationships had been very helpful for some
students.

On June 28, 1976, the Alternatives in Education Committee received a

progress report from the CONTACT Centre requesting that the Board assign two

teachers to the Centre and assume financial responsibility for the co-ordinator

and two streetworkers. On July 8, 1976, the Board adopted the following recom-

mendation:

"That subject to the provision of suitable accommodation
for the CONTACT Education Centre -

(a) One teacher be assigned to
ning of the 1976-77 school
teacher be-assigned to the
year if enrolment warrants

the Centre at the begin-
year, and an additional
Centre later in the school
it;

(b) That funds up to $7,200.00 be provided from the general
contingency to permit the Centre to employ two street-
workers and a co-ordinator.,

Cc) That the Director of Education report on a search '

for alternative funding for this program."

During September and October of 1976, while separate accommodations

were being sought, the Centre was located in CONTACT School. The staff con-

sisted of a teacher and a co-ordinator who Worked with a group of students and
8
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developed plans for re "zing the Centre. Early in November, two street-
,

workers addedand the Centre was re-established in the basement of the

Parliament Street Library-House. The.space was made available withoui Cost to

the Board of Education and students were able to take advan4qeaOf the-4brary's

"Right to Read Program" and other resources. Aftev about three weeks of oper-
. o.

ation, there were six students enrolled either because of an inability to fit

intc. the CONTACT School program or as a result of poor attendance pitterns.

The goal of the Centre was to bring people 05 a point where they felt capable

of re-entering a regular program.

The co-ordinator of the Centre serveets business manager, participated

in program development, supervised the activities of the streetworkers and

served as a source of information and informal counselling for'people visiting

the Centre. One streetworker was responsible for following up on svidents who

were not attending and making contact with 'potential new students, That involved

visits to other schools in the area and to such gathering places as restaurants,

pin-ball establishments and youth centres. The second streetworker performed

a liaison function with service agencies and citizen groups.in the community in

order to assess their needs and to handle referrals to the Centre.

The staff regarded the optimum enrolment,of the Centre to be about fif-

teen studentS at any given time with another ten persons using the facility on

a casual basis.

The baaic components of the CONTACT School program -- the individual

basic skills program, the community studies program, the legislative and judicial

functions in the school in wl.iich the students played a major role, and the op-

portunity for students to participate in community volunteer work -- remained,

much the same during the 1976-77 academic year. However, some important ellanges
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were made within the general framework:

(1) A mathematics specialist was hired in January to develop and

improve the mathematics pOigram. During The,mornings, she went

around to different groups and taught mathematics. Then, in

the afternoons, she worked on curriculum development. She also

planned workshops for the rest of the staff so she could share

her expertise with them.

(2) Phased classes were introduced in January to better meet the

needs of the students who had widely different abilities in terms

of the basic skills and working independently. There was one

class of Students whose reading/writing skills were pre-grade

nine and/or needed constant teacher direction, five classes of

students who had fair basic skills but who still required some

teacher direction and one class of students who had good basic

skins and were capable of initiating and carrying out a great

deal of work with limited teacher direction.

(3) During most of the 1976-77 school year, they tan a program in

co-operation with the Catholic Children's Aid Society in order

to provide a program for some students froqkCONTACT and'some

young people who were wards of C.C.A:S. who were finding it

very difficult to make the transition to hiah school. The pro-

gram was similar to the regular CONTACT program, but al'so in-
.

volved a program of affective development and a life skills

course. The C.C.A.S. provided a social worker and a student

child-care worker to work with a CONTAcT teacher assigned to

the program. Because the C.C.A.S. administration did not

feel that they could follow through on their commitment to

supply personnel to the program, it was terminated in March.

(4) In December, the Board of Education approved the rental of the
P"

former Shoprite store at 310 Gerrard Street East for the new

location of CONTACT School and, during the winter, the staff,

and students made plans for using the new open-space facilities.

They moved into the new location during April of 1977:
9f,.r)
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(5) The prarks for the limited-liability corporation were never

realized due to severalcomplications. Consequently, the owner-
,

dhip of the schodl bus was transferied to the Church Street Day

Care Centre which was incorporated as a charitable organization.

CONTACT was still able'to use the bus but had to hire a driver.

The expenie:of hiring drivers cut down the number of trips they

could make.

,k

CONTACT.began its_fifth year of day-time operation and its first full

.

year in the new Gerrard location in September 1977. This two-year evaluation

of CONTACT to determin, how it meets the needs of dropout students was also be7

gun then.

The.1977-78 ach ic program at CONTACT remained'very similar to that

of other years. In the.mor ings, the stu4nts remained with a group teacher

whosworked.with them on English, mathematics and anothei-bption. The mathematics

specialist also worked with each group in the morning'sr.

In the afternoons, the other academic subjects -- science, history, geo-

graphy, man in society as well as'are: music and yhysical and health education --

were taught in three-week blocks. During the afternoon courses, there was a

great deal of emphasis on ioing out into the community and on bringing speakers

into the.school.

The 1977-78 school year saw the establishment of a class for students

witheskills Significantly below a grade-nine level. Those students remained with

...

two-Teacher who did team teaching for the entire day. The program included a

variety of methods depending on th'e needs of each student.

During the first few years of operation, CONTACT placed a great deal of

emphasis on a volunteer progtam as an integral part of every student's schedule.

Later they decided to encourage that sort of program only for those students who
S.

were able*to work independently. The volunteer program which operited out of

Harbourfront was particularlt important in the 1977-78 school year.
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Several students were inwlved in putting out a school newspaper ap-

proximately once a month and all students were encouraged to contribute to the.

paper.

TV Centre, which was located in the-same building, became more fully

integrated with the school during the 1977.-78 school year. The staff of the

school and centre agreed that the Centre's workers would be responsible for:

(1) Support services to students;

(2) ,Constant supervision of attendance;

(3) Counselling as it relates to family, courts, public welfare,
teachers and group homes;

!4) co-ordination of the speakers' hour, extra-curricular activities
and the volunteer program;

(5) Resource pool for ongoing courses;

(6) Public relations activities which included booths at community
events, canvassing the area with,posters and leaflets, holding
a regular Thursday lunch hour information meeting and using the

school band to promote the school; and

(7) serving on commtinity groups and committees.

The academic year, 1978-79, was the second year of the evaluation and

CONTACT's siçth liear of .day-time operation.

The academic program again remained basically the same, although there

were some timetable changes (the 1978-79 timetable is shown in Appendix C). Rather

than remain with one teacher all morning,the students in the credit program

(not pre-grade nine students) moved through three differerl classes during the

morning of mathematics, English and an option chosen from the following: history,

geography, physical and health education, theatre arts, typing and independent

study. The afternoon program on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday involved

the'students in a qommunitf studies class (an academic subject studied with an

awareness of using community resources and/or of applying theoretical concepts

to their community); these'coursesAbh lasted for four weeks and allowed suc-

cessful students to earn one-third of a credit.. On Wednesday afternoons, the

'students were involved with courses which lasted for oner-half of the year.
9W
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They could .choose,:from such courses as sewing, writing clinic, bachelor

%

survival, carpentry, volunteering in day care programs and elementary schools,

journalism or video-tape production.

In addition to the credit program,CONTACT continued to operate a non-credit

upgrading program for those students whose skills were significantly below 'grade

nine, level four. Those students stayed with one teacher all morning and did

concentrated work on reading and writing. In the afternoon, they were taught a

variety of subjects by all teachers on a rotating basis.

The students changed the school's constitution so that an elected student

representative could have a vote at all staff meetings. The weekly general

meetings were still a part of the school's program.

The_weekly speakers' hour brought the following peoole and others into

the school during 1978-79: candidates La the November municipal election, Women's

Press with a slide show of their work with immigrant children, the editor of

ward seven News, Greenpeace members to talk about nuclear oower and the "Save

the Whales" campaign, a representative from the postal worker's union, a member

of Oxfam, members of the R.C.m.P..and the MacDonald Commission, a disc jockey,

and a group of former CONTACT students attending the Transitional Year Program

at the University of Toronto.

Twice during 'the-year, regular clasSes were suspended for a week in order

to conduct special sessions on sextillity-and on fitness. The first day of each of

these weeks was set aside to allow the "eachers to meet individually with each

student in their homeroom groups to evaluate his/her progress during the past term

and to make plans for the coming term.

One administrative change made during the year wasto do away with the

three-week probation period for students who were sixteen years of age and over.

Previously, all students had to show that they really wanted to get into CONTACT

by attending regularly for a three-week probation period.

29
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Once students had registered and attended one day of classes; they were placed

on the rolls. Students who were under sixteen were still required to go through

the three-week probation period.

CONTACT made only one request for the 1979-80 academic year. They re-

quested continued funding for the CONTACT Education Centre staffed by three

people and outlined their work as follows:

(1) counsellors;

(2) representatives in the community;

(3) resource people;

(4) liaison people;

(5) voting,members in school policies and the decision-making
process;

(6) public relations;

(7) extra-curricular (music, yoga, etc.).
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,DESIGN OF THE STUDY

ii

The study was conducted according to the following steps which will

4
be described in only the most general terms in this section. The details will

be presented when most appropriate throughout the remainder of the report.

Step One

The beginning step was to identify the needs of dropout students which

should be met by an alternative school such as CONTACT. Consequently, a variety

of persons -- CONTACT teachers, CONTACT students, the parents of CONTACT students,

trustees, administrative staff, social agents and principals of feeder schools --

were asked to.specify such needs. The needs most frequently mentioned by the

respondents were identified and the study was then developed to L,scertain how

and to what extent each need is being met by CONTACT School.

Ste:p Two

For each need identified, methods of evaluation were the., chosen to

determine how and to whatextent the need is being met. The method(s) chosen

were different for each need but included standardized tests:teacher interviews,

student interviews, teacher-rating scales, student self-rating scales, examination

of school records, paper and pencil questionnaires; follow-up procedures, and

the investigators' informal observation of and Envolvement with the school over

a two-year period (resources were not available to make formal, structured ob-

servation a part of the study). More than one method of evaluation was used

for as many of the needs as possible. This proved to be a very wise decision for

the samples, in the final analysis, turned out to be very small for many of the

methods of evaluation employed.

31
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Step Three

The evaluation would dot have been complete without a thorough, de-

tailed description of the program and the persois involved with the program.

The description of the orogram comprises the following information:

(a). teacher characteristics such as age, sex, educational

background, work experience, degree of involvement with

CONTACT, reasons for wanting or not wanting to teach at

CONTACT and likes and dislikes about CONTACT. This in-

formation was gathered by interviewing the teachers;

(b) student characteristics such as sax, age upon entering

CONTACT for the first time, length of time enrolled in

CONTACT, number of other high schools attending, number

of elementary-schools attended, number of high school

credits attained from other high schools, number of high

school credits attained from CONTACT, place of birth,

language(s) spoken, source of financial support, place

of habitation, reasons for attending CONTACT add ways of

finding out about CONTACT. This information was gathered

by interviewing the students and by examining their school

records;

(c) CONTACT Centre workers' characteristics such as age, sex,

education, work experience, language(s) spoken, degree of

involvement with CONTACT Centre, reasons thr wanting or not

wanting to work at CONTACT Centre and likes and dislikes

about working at CONTACT Centre. This information was

gathered by interviewing the Centre workers;

(d) description of;the CONTACT School program. Some information

was collected from the annual reports written by the ichooI

staff for the Board of Education for the CitY of Toronto and

has been presented in. the section which gives the history of

the school. However, the bulk of the information was gathered

through in-depth interviews with the teachers, the stUdents and

the Centre workers. The information dgporibing the program was gathered.
,!<:
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and is,presented as it relates to, the "needs of dropout

students",which are the foci of the study. Some information

was also acumulated informally as a result of the investi-

gators' many visits to the school;

(e) description of CONTACT CeLtre. Information was gathered in

the same way as for the description of the CONTACT School .

prclram.

Step Four:

In addition to the information collected to describe the various as-

pects of the program and how it is designed to meet the needs of dropout students,

.a great deal of other data were also collected to determine to what extent the

program is meeting those needs. These additional data from tests, questionnaires,

rating scales and interviews were mostly collected at four time points over

the two-year period of the study:

January/February 1978
April/May 1978
October/November 1978

April/May 1979

The following over-lapping groups of students were identified for the
St,

collection cf those data:

Number

January 1978 - Permanent students 118

October 1978 - Permanent students
(30 were also on the January rolls) 90

April 1979 - Permanent students
(55 were also on the January and4or
October rolls) 96

Students on the January and October
rolls who dropped out during the
following five months January 31

October 37 68

Students on the January and October
rolls who remained five or more
months January 50

October 40 90

Studenits on the June 1978 rolls but
'not on the October 1978 rolls 49

Students not accepted after a period
of probation (January 1978 to March 1979) 77

10Case Studies
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Step Five.

The final step consisted of analyzing the data and formulating con-

clusions as to how and to what extent CONTACT meets the needs of dropout students.

The analysis of the data included coding the interviews, scoring rating scales,

questionnaires and standardized tests and calculating change scores. The data

analysis did not include elaborate statistical procedures. In some instances,

means, standard deviations and t-tests were used to formulate conclusions. How-

ever, in most cases, the results are presented as frequency counts, usually con-

verted to percentages and presented in tables.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE NEEDS OF DROPOUT STUDENTS

The first step taken in the evaluation was to determine,the needs of

dropout students at CONTACT School as perceived by different groups of people.

This activity was carried on during October and November of 1977. The letter

and form which were used are shown In Appendix D. 'The groups of people who

were asked to respond, the number in each group and the number and percentage

who responded in each group are shown in Table 1. It is noteworthy that not

a single parent or guardian responded. Because of thisr the investigators

decided not to include the parents in any other aspect of the evaluation (they

were not even sent follow-up letters as were the People from the other groups

who did not respond). The lack of response from the parents or guardians in-

dicates, of course, that the students are either alienated frbm their parents

and living apart from them, or are living with parents or.guardians who take

little interest tn their education.

TABLE 1

GROUPS OF PEOPLE ASKED TO IDENTIFY THE NEEDS OF DROPOUT STUDENTS

Number AskedGroup
To Respond

Number Who
.Responded

Percentage WILo
Responded

CONTACT Teachers 7 6 86%

CONTACT Students 100 54 54%

Parents of CONTACT Students 100 0 041

Administrative Personnel of The
Toronto School Board 12 7 58,

Trustees of The Toronto School Board 13 2 15%

Principals of Feeder Schools 18 12 67%

Social Agents 14 9 64%

adoMMIPIMM111=111Y1.01IMANI...s

35
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The responses to the open-ended question were analyzed, categorized

and placed in order of frequency of mention for each group. The needs of the

dropout students at CONTACT School were thus identified by each group as follows:

CONTACT Teachers

1. Basic academic skills (reading, writing, arithmetic)

2. Social skills (good self-concept, an ability to relate to others)

3. Life skills (knowledge of citizens' rights, knowledge of social
issues, decision-making skills)

4. Credits and diploma

5. Miscellareous

CONTACT Students

1. Basic academic skills at own level and pace (reading, writing,
arithmetic)

2. Friendly, understanding teachers (personal attention)

3. Ability to find a good or better job

4. Wide variety of courses with flexibility of course scheduling

5. Democratic and relaxing atmosphere (freedom of student expression,
little bureaucracy)

6. Credits and diploma (credible for entrance into other high schools,
community colleges and universities)

7. Learning to learn skills (good independent study habits)

8. Social skills (self-awareness, an ability to get along with
others)

9. School structure (principal, attendance rules)

10. Small classes -

11. Life skills (knowledge of social issues, responsibility to self
and others)

12. Miscellaneous

Parents of CONTACT Students

(No responses)

Administrative Personnel of the Board of Education for the City of Toronto

1. Social skills (self-worth, self-discipline, an ability to get
along with others)

2. Democratic and relaxing atmosphere (a share in decision-making,

good teacher-pupil relationships)

3. Basic academic skills (reading, writing, arithmetic)

1 6
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4. Life skills (inner-city survival skills)

5. Job skills

6. Practical and supportive environment

7. Individualization

8. An ability to re-enter regular schools

9. Individual counselling

10. Miscellaneous

Trustees of the Board of Education for the Cit of Toronto ,

1. Social skills (self-ivorth, an ability to form good interpersonal
relationships) 1

2. Life skills

3. Basic academic skills (reading, writing, arithmetic)

4. Credits and diploma

5. Democratic environmeLt (student input)

6. Job skills

7. Opportunity for parent involvement

8. Miscellaneous

Principals of Feeder Schools

1. Democratic and relaxing atmosphere ,(student input, freedom of
mobility, caring teachers)

2. Individualization (all levels of instruction, objectives for
each student)

3. Social skills (positive self-image, knowledge of how to develop
persomil goals)

4. An ability to re-enter regular schools

5. Flexibility

6. Structure

7. Miscellaneous

Social.Agents

1. Life skills (an understanding of social institutions knowledge
of social issues, survival skills)

2. Basic academic skills (reading, writing, arithmetic)

3. Social skills (self-worth, dignity, ability to socialize with peers)

4. Democratic andbrelaxing atmosphere (student decision-making, few
rules)

S. Irdividual attention
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6. Wide variety of courses with flexibility of course scheduling

7. Experience in social agencies

8. Communication with parents and community

9. Miscellaneous

The preceding responses from the various groups of people were then

examined again and the following six categories of needs of dropout students

were chosen as the ones most frequently mentioned and also most amenable to

evaluation. The evaluation was then planned with a view to determining how and

to what extent CONTACT'School meets these six categories of needs of dropout

students (further details are provided in the next section).

1. Basic academic skills

2. Social skills

3. Life skills
Y

4. A c4itiocratic and relaxing atmosphere

5. Individualization and flexibility

6. Academic or employment advancement (credits, diploma, return
to regular schools, job)
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EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE STUDY

The evaluation instruments used in this study consisted of student,
7

teacher and Centre worker interview schedules, standardized tests of basic

academic skills, a self-appraisal inventory, a social skills rating scale, and

a life skills questionnaire. The following is a brief description of these

instruments including their role in the study, the way in which they were coded

and/or scored, and the rates of responsAssociated with each instrument. All

the instruments, with the exception of the standardized.tests of basic aLltdemic

skills, are shown in the appendices.

The rates of response are not high fpr several reasons:

1. Many of the students change their place of residence frequently,
thus making it extremely difficult to reach them by telephone or
mail, particularly if they had dropped out of CONTACT. A large
proportion of those students who were not interviewed had telephone
numbers which were no longer in service. Follow-up letters proved
to be almost useless in locating the students.

. Some students refused to participate in one or all parts of the
study, often expressing a strong dislike for anything resembling
a "test."

3. Sone students who attempted to complete tests and questionnaires
did not finish because of such things as reading problems, short
attention span, interruption, etc.

The investigators and assistants had only a limited amount of
time available to be at CONTACT for the administration of the
tests and questionnaires.. If a student did not happen to be
attending CONTACT during those tinieq, he.or she was not included
in the sample.

5. The investigators felt that it was unreasonable to expect changes
to occur in the students in less than-five months of attending
CONTACT and thus planned to hold the post-test sessions Approxi-
mately five months after the pre-test sessions. The first pre-
test session was held during January and February of 1978. How-
ever, the investigators were not able to hold a poit-test session
five months later in June 1978 because they found that very few
students attend CONTACT during.June. Therefore, another pre-

39
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test session was held in October and November of 1978. The

post-test session was then held five or six months later in April

and May of 1979 and students fr4oth pre-test sessions were
included -- the numbers were smITI because many of the students
from the first pre-test session were no longer on the rolls
and.because many students were not attending school.

Thetudent Interview Schedules
)

Four interview schedulSs were developed for the students: The in-

terviews were conducted both by telephone and on a face-to-fac3 bapis at CONTACT

School. The schedules contained closecl-ended and open-ended questioN. The

open-ended questions were coded by research clerks under the guidance of the

principal investigator.

The first student interview scheddle, shown in Appendix E, was developed

for \itudents on the January 1978 and October 1978 rolls who remained on the

rolls for five or more months after January or October or both. Of the 110

students who fell into this category, 73 or 66% were interviewed.

The interview schedule was designed to accomplish several things. The

students were asked to rate, using specially constructed rating scales shown in

Appendix G, how they felt CONTACT had helped them to learn, improve or change,

in the six areas identified as needs of dropout ttudents. addition to the

ratings, they w:Ire also asked to elaborate on their answers by describing in

-'6111t1
detail _twxor how CONTACT had or had not helped them and to give, in many cases,

suggestions for improvement. The students weig also asked why they enrolled in

CONTACT, how they found out about it anci,hat ihey generally liked'and didliked

about the school. They were asked what they thought about COWNCT Centre.

Finally, the students were asked to provide some information of a more personal

nature -- plae of birth, lancivage(s) spoken, source of income, place of residence,

persons with whom they lived, etc.
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The second student interview schedule was identical to the first

with the exception of the few additional questions shown in Appendix F.and was

used for students on either the January 1978 or October 1978 rolls who left
..

44.

CONTACT during the school year and within five months after January or October.

Of the 68 students who fell into this Categcry, 25 or 37% were inter#Viewed. The

main purposes of the additiOnal questions were to determine why students left

CONTACT and what they had been doing since they left.

Students are required to go through"a three-week probationary period

before they are put on the permanent rolls of CONTACT. (During the second year

of the study, this applied only to students under sixteen years of age.) The

third student interview schedule shown in Appendix H was constructed for those

students who were on probation but did not (jet on the permanent rolls. The

students were asked whether they wanted to get on the rolls, and why they-didn't

get on the rolls. They were asked what they had been doing since that time. In

addition, they were asked questions the other students were asked regarding per-

sonal information, general likes and dislikes about CONTACT and CONTACT Centre.

There were approximately 77 students between January 1978 and March 1979 who were

on probation and did not get on the rolls. Of these, 32 or 42% were interviewed.

There were 49 students on the June 1978 rolls who did not return in the

fall of 1978. An attempt was made to locate these students six to ten months

after June and to interview them using the fourth student interview schedule shown

in Appendix I. They were very difficult to locate and only 19 or 39% were in-

terviewed. Information was available about a few others through secondary sources.

The main point of following up that set of 'students was to determine what they

were doing and why they did not return to CONtACT in the fall of 1978.
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The Teacher Interview Schedule

All the teachers at...CONTACT were interviewed,seven during the 1977-78'

school year and the one new teacher during the 1978.49 school year. With the

exception of three the interviews were taped.

The teacher Interview schedule is shown in Appendix J and was designed

to gather four kinds of informat:i.on:

1. Teacher characteristics such as sex, age, educational background,
work experience, language(s) spoken and circumstances associated
with their being employed at CONTACT.

2. selected opinions about CONTACT such as amount and kind of in-
volvement, changed impressiOns'about CONTACT, likes and dislikes
about working atCONTACT and overall opinions about how CONTACT
affects students favourably and unfavourably.

3. A description of how the program at CONTACT is designed to meet
r.he siX identified needs of dropout students. As the reader can
sei by examining the interview schedule, a great deal of detail
was sought.from the teachers on this subject.

4. Opinions about CONTACT Centre.

The CONTACT Centre Worker Interview Schedule

CONTACT Centre was staffed by three workers during the first year of

the study (1977-78), two of whom left and were replaeed during the second

year of the study (1978-79). All five were interviewed.

The Centre worker interview schedule is shown in Appendix K and was

designed to gather the following information:

1. Centre worker characteristics such as sex, age, educational
background, work experience, language(s) spoken, and circumstances
associated with their being employed at CONTACT.

2. Selected opinions about CONTACT such as the relationship between
the school and the Centre, amount and kind of involvement, con-
tribution of the workers to CONTACT, likes and dislikes &bout
working at CONTACT and overall opinions about how CONTACT affects
students favourably and unfavoUtably.49

4 AC..
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The IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory

The IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory (see Appendix L) was developed by the

Instructional Objectives Exchange of the University of California at Los Angeles

and is composed of eighty statements.. Each item requires either a "TRUE" or

a "FALSE" response. Eor each statement, one point is scored for the appropriate

response ("TRUE" or "FALSE") connoting a high self-concept. Therefore, the

maximum possible score on the IOX is eighty. The items on the inventory also

yield subscores on four dimensions of self-concept:

1. Family i.e., one's self-esteem yielded from family interactions;

. 2. Peer i.e., one's self-esteem associated with peer relations;

3. Scholastic i.e., one's self-esteem derived from success or
failure in scholastic endeavors; and,

4. General i.e., a comprehensive estimate of how the self is esteemed.

Of the 178 students on the January 1978 and/or October 1978 rolls, 96

or 541 were administered the inventory on a pre-test basis. These 96 students

were divided into two groups -- those who had attended CONTACT for less than

five months and those who had attended for five or more months. Means and stan-

dard deviations for the four self-concept subscale scores and the total score

were calculated for each group. Statistical tests were performed to determine

whether students who had remained in CONTACT for five or more months had dif-

ferent self-concept scores that those who had been attending for less than five

months. In addition there were 22 students who were tested during January or

October and were available for post-testing during April 1979. The means and

standard deviations for the four self-concept subscale scores and the total score

were calculated for these 22 students for both pre-tests and post-tests. Stat-

istical tests were performed to determine if their self-concept scores had changed

as a result of remaining in CONTACT for at least five months.

A
3
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"nmffisat.al Skilis Rating Scale

The Social Skills Rating Scale is shown in Appendix M and was developed

especially for the study. The instrument was developed in consultation with

the teachers and after the investigators had interviewed a large number of

students during the first year of the study. The student interviews provided

ideas for many of the items on the scale. That is, the first students inter-

viewed suggested a variety of behaviours which they felt indicated a change in

their social skills because of their stay at CONTACT.

All the teachers were asked to complete the scale for each student with

whom they felt they were familiar, first during October 1978 and then during

April 1979. Seven of the eight teachers agreed to this task in October, while

only four participated in April. (This change in the participation rate of the

teachers probably limits the reliability of the data collected from the Social

Skills Rating Scale.)

Of the 90 students on the October 1978 rolls, 76 were pre-y.,ted by at

least one teacher in the fall and 21 were post-rated by at least one teacher

in the spring. -

A total score was calculated for each student by first reversing the

ratings on items 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

28, and 30. The resulting 30 item ratings were then averaged across all the

teachers who rated that student. These 30 averaged item scores were finally

added to obtain a total score. The maximum score possible was 150 while the

minimum score possible was 30.

Two comparisons were made to determine whether a change had occurred

in the students' social skills as a result of attending CONTACT School. First,

the 76 pre-rited students were divided into two groups -- those who had attended

CONTACT for' less than five months and those who Sad attended for five or more

months. Means and standard deviations were calc44ed for the total scores of
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the two groups. Statistical tests were performed to determine whether students

who had remained in CONTACT for five or more months were rated differently by

the teachers on their social skills than those who had been attending for less

than five months. Secondly, the pre-ratings and post-ratings of those 21

students %quo were rated twice were statistically compared to determine if a

change had occurred in the teachers' ratings of the students' social skills as

a result of their stay at CONTACT.

The Life Skills Questionnaire

The Life Skills Questionnaire is shown in Appendix N and was also

especially developed for the study. The instrument was also developed in con-

sultation with the teachers and after the investigators had interviewed a large

number of students during the first year of the study. The student interviews

provided ideas for many of the items on the questionnaire.

Of the 90 students on the October 1978 rolls, 44 or 49% completed the

questionnaire on a pre-test basis. Of those 44, 23 were still on the April 1979

, rolls and 20 completed the questionnaire on a post-test basis.

A total score was obtained for each student by adding the item scores

(as shown on the instrument in Appendix N). The maximum total score possible

was 47.5 while the minimum score possible was O. The raw scores were converted

to percentages.

Two comparisons were made to determine whether a change occurred in the

students' scores on the Life Skills Questionnaire as a result of attending

CONTACT School. First, the 44'pre-tested students were divided into two groups --

those who had attended CONTACT for less than five months and those who had at-

tended.for five or more months. Means and standard deviations were calculated

for the total scores of the two groups. Statistical tests wire performed to

A
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deuzrmine whether students who had remained in CONTACT for five or more months

scored differently on the questionnaire than those who had been attending for

less than five months. Secondly, the pre-test and post-test scores of those

20 students who answered the questionnaire twice were statistically compared

to determine if a change had occurred in their knowledge about life skills as

a result of their stay at CONTACT..

The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills

Four basic academic skills tests were chosen, in consultation with the

teachers, to administer to the students to determine whether the students' skills

had changed as a result of their stay at CONTACT. The Sour tests which were

chosen from the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, (E. M. King, 1974) were:

1. Vocabulary (17 minutes)

2. Reading Comprehension (55 minutes)

3. Mathematics Concepts (30 minutes)

4. Mathematics Problem Solving (30 minutes)

Form 3 of the tests was administered to the students on a pre-test

basis while Form 4 was used for the post-tests.

Of the 178 students on the January and/or October rolls, 94 or 53% com-

pleted the Vocabulary test, 83 or 47% completed the Reading Comprehension test,

80 or 45% completed the Mathematics Concepts test'and 82 or 46% completed the

Mathematics Problem Solving test on a pre-test baSis.

The following is a summary of the numbers of students available for post-

tests, and the numbers of students who completed the post-tests.
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Completed
Pre-Tests

Still on Rolls
in April 1979

Completed
Post-Tests

Vocabulary 94 28 20 (71%)

Reading Comprehension 83 22 15 (68%)

Mathematics Concepts 80 20 12 (60%)

Mathematics Problem
Solving 82 21 11 (52%)

Scoring keys were used to find the students' raw scores on the four

tests and then to convert them to grade-equivalent scores.

Two comparisons were made to determine whether a change occurred in the

students' basic academic skills as a result of attending CONTACT School. First,

the pre-tested students were divided into two groups -- those who had attended

CONTACT for less than five months and those who had attended for five or more

months. Means and standard deviations were caldulated for the grade-equivalent .

scores of the two groups for each of the four tests. Statistical tests were

performed to determine whether students who had remained in CONTACT for five or

more months scored differently than those who had been attending for less than

five 11hs. Secondly, the pre-test and post-test scores of the students who

wore retested were statistically compared to determine if a change had occurred

in their basic academic scores.

,4
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FINDINGS

Selected Student Characteristics

Data Collected By Interviewing Students

The information presented in this section was gathered by interviewing

130 students, 98 on the permanent rolls of CONTACT School and 32 who had been

on probation but did not get on the permanent rolls.

Table 2 indicates that the majority of the students or 80% were born in

Canada -- 69% were born in the province of Ontario. When compared with the stati-

stics of the 1975 Every Student Survey * (Deosaran, Wright and Kane, 1976), it

was found that Canadian-barn students interested in CONTACT School are over-re-

presented (70% of those in .-he Every Student Survey were Canadian-born).

TABLE 2

STUDENTS' PLACE OF BIRTH

Place of Birth
Number of
students

Percentage of
Students

Ontario 90 69.2%
Other Canadian Province 10 7.7%

Canada, Province not given 4

Jamaica
England
United States
Trinidad
Other Countries

No Response

TOTAL

10 7.7%

4 3.1%
3 2.3%
2 1.5%
6 4.6%

1. o . 8%

130 100%

* This replort gives the place of birth for Toronto eleuentary and secondary
school students for the school year 1974-75.
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The Students were asked to name the language they learned to speak

first. The results are shown in Table 3; 86% learned to speak English first.

In the 1975 Every Student SuAmey, 54% of the students learned to speak English

first. The CONTACT School population is not comparable with the population_ of

students attending school ln the City of Toronto.

TABLE 3

FIRST LANGUAGE STUDENTS LEARNED TO SPEAK

First Language
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

English 112 86.2%

French 6 4.6%

Greek 2 1.5%

Chinese 2 1.5%

Hungarian 1 0.8%

Cree 1 0.8%

Ojibwe 1 0.8%

Sign Lan'guage 1 0.8%

No Response 4 3.1%

TOTAL 130 100%

Only about 25% of the students lived with both parnts (Table 4) while

close to 40% lived with their mother only.

Only about 18% of the students were living with both parents where one

or both parents were working. The living arrangements and the sources of income

and support for the remaining 82% of the students are detailed in Table 5. Ap-

proximately 44% of the students were in'a situation where the sourcc of income

was Welfare, Mother's Allowance, pensione, Unemployment Insurance or some other

form Of assistance. Another 10% of the students were working.
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TABLE 4

PEOPLE WITH WHOM STUDENTS LIVED

People With Whom
Students Lived

Number of
Stulents

Percentage of
Students

Mother
Both Parents
Living Alone
Friend(s)

50
32

16

9

38.5%
24.6%
12.3%
6.9%

Group Home 6 4.6%

Father 4 3.1%

Sibling(s) 4 3.1%

People Not Related 5 3.8%

YWCA 1 0.8%

Co-op 1 0.8%

No Response 2 1.5%

TAL 130 100%

The data indicate that students come from backgrounds of low socio-

economic status. To further illustrate this point, the jobs of the

students' fathers and mothers are shown in Tables 6 and 7. The students were

asked to state their parents' jobs even though they may not have been living

with them and/or receiving support from them. For many cases and a variety of

reasons, the students could not provide the information. However, for those

cases where information was available, it is obvious that nea?ly alI the jobs

are of a working-class nature.

The reasons the students went to CONTACT School and the ways they found

out about it are listed in Tables 8 and 9. Obviously, many of the students are

at CONTACT because they were experiencing difficulties in the regular schools.

Students were most likely to find out ibout CONTACT School from their friends,

although several found out from social service agencies, guidance counsellors

and their families.
c--JII
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TABLE 5

STUDENTS' SOURCES OF INCOME OR SUPPORT

Students' Sources of
Income or Support

Number of
Students

Pdrcentage of
Students

Living with mother/mother on welfare or allowance 17 13.1%

Living with mother/mother working 15 11.5%

Living with both parents/both parents working 13 10.0%

Living alone/student on welfare 12 9.2%

Living with both parents/father working 8 6.2%

Living with other people/student on welfare 7 5.4%

Living with other people/student working 6 4.6%

Living with both parents/both parents on welfare
or pension 6 4.6%

Living with mother/mother unemployed 6 4.6%

Living in group home/receiving assistance 5 3.8%

Living with friend/friend working 4 3.1%

Living alone/student working 3 2.3%

Living with father/fa.ther working 3 2.3%

Living with both parents/student working 2 1.5%

Living with both parents/mother working 2 1.5%

Living with mother/student on welfare 2 1.5%

Living with both parents/Student on welfare 1 0.8%

Living with mother/student working 1 0.8%

Living in group home/student working 1 0.8%

Living in student residence/supported by parents 1 0.8%

Living with father/receiving assistance 1

Incomplete Information 14 10.8%

TOTAL 130 100%.
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TARLE 6

FATHERS' JOBS OR SOURCES OF INCOME

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Fathees Job or Source of Income

Salesman 5 3.8%

Printer 3 2.3%

Truckdriver 3 2.3%

Caretaker 2 1.5%

Painter 2 1.5%

Store Clerk 2 1.5%

Trying to be an Actor 1 0.8%

Factory Worker 1 0.8%

Shipworker 1 0.8%

Electrician 1 0.8%

Dock Worker 1 0.8%

Bank Worker 1 0.8%

Superintendent 1 0.8%

Restaurant Worker 1 0.8%

Sewing Mill Worker 1 0.8%

Indian Chief 1 0.8%

Mill Worker 1 0.8%

Vice President of Paint Company 1 0.8%

Baker 1 0.8%

Police Officer 1 0.8%

Machinist 1 0.8%

Foreman - Steel Company 1 0.8%

Sheet Metal Worker 1 0.8%

Teacher 1 0.8%

Mason 1 0.8%

Mechanic 1 0.8%

Contractor 1 0.8%

Businessman 1 0.8%

Carpenter 1 0.8%

Engineer 1 0.8%

Merchant Marine 1 0.8%

Tattoo Artist 1 0.8%

Newspaper Job 1 0.8%

Pension 7 5.4%

Deceased/Sick 10 7.7%

Does not know father and his occupation 7 5.4%

No information recorded 62 47.7%

TOTAL 130 100%
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TABLE T

MOiTHERS' gces OR SOURCES OF INCOMZ

Mother's Job or
Source of Income

Mother's allowance/pension
Housewife
Unemployed
Student
Store Clerk
Cleaner
Job at Home (selfemployed)
Babysitter
Waitress
Laundry
Maid in Hotel
Cafeteria Worker
Factory Worker
Superintendent
Cashier
Ward Aid
Data Processor
Practical Nurse
Secretary
Real Estate
Postal Worker
Office Worker
Certified Accountant
Vending Machine Operator
Printing Shop Supervisor
Government Employee
Northern Manupress Employee
Metro Trust Employee
Credit Union Teller
Counsellor at Half-Way House
Guidance (Personnel)
Worker at Welfare Department

Deceased

Does not know mother and her occupation

No information recorded

TOTAL

Number of
itudents

Percentage of
Students

23 17.7%
12 9.2%
12 9.2%
4 3.1%
4 3.1%

3 2.3%
3 2.3%

2 1.5%
2 1.5%

1 0.8%
1 0.8%
1 0.8%

1 0.8%
1 0.8%
1 0.8%
1 0.8%
1 0.8%
1 0.8%
1 0.8%
1 0.8%

1 0.8%
1 0.8%

1 0.8%
1 0.8%

1 0.8%

1 0.8%
1- 0.8%
1 0.8%

0.8%
/1 0.8%

1 0.8%

1 0.8%

1 0.8%

-,
1. 0.8%

40 30;8%

130 100%
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TABLE e

REASONS STUDENTS WENT TO CCNTACT SCHOOL (N 130)

Reasons
Number of
Students

Didn't like regular school
Behind in school work/basic skills low/

29.

forgotten work 13

CONTACT is free/relaxed/open 11

Kicked out of regular sChool 10

Poor attendance at regular school 9

No other school would accept student 9

To learn/finish school/get proper schooling 8

Regular school.is too large 5

Fired from job/no job 5

Too late in year to get into regular school 5

CONTACT is close to home 4

Couldn't get along with kids at regular school 3

Wanted to proceed at own rate 3

Personal problems 3

To upgrade reading 3

Classes are small in CONTACT 2

To upgrade mathematics 2

Pightinrj at regular school 2

Always late in regul,Ar school 1

Couldn't get along with principal in regular school 1

Tired of changing classes in regular school
Too many classes in regular school 1

On dope
'Going crazy in private school 1

Don't know 4

Miscellaneous 18

,.
No response 6

Percentage of
Students*

22.3%

10.0%
8.5%
7.7%

6.9%
6.9%
6.2%
3.8%
3.8%
3.8%
3.1%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%

2.3%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

3.1%
13.8%
4.6%

* This column does not add to 100% Since some students gave more than one reason.

Data Collected From Student Redbrds

The following information about the students was gathered frOm the

students' records. Of the 178 students on the Janvary 1978 and/or October 1978

rolli, 157.or 88% of the students had records available for examination.

For this sample of 157 students, there was an.almost equal number of men

and women -- 80 men and 77 women.
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Table 10 gives the ages of the students the first time thererroll4d in

CONTACT School. Close to 70% of the students were 15, 16 or 17 years old.

TABLE 9

THE.WAYS STUDENTS FOUND OUT ABOUT CONTACT (N 130)

The Ways Students Found Number of Percentage of,

Out About Contact Students Students*

Friends
Social Services
Guidance Counsellor
Family
Probation Officer/Court
Streetworker

No Response
Miscellaneous

54 41.5%
32 24.6%
17 13.1%
15 11.5%
2 1.5%

1 0.8%

5 3.8%

10 7.7%

* This column does not add up to 100% since a few students gave more than
one response.

Tables 11 and 12 show the number of elementary and other high schools

the students had attended. The majority of the students (71%) for whom informa-

tion was available had attended three or more elementary schools. And, the majority

of the students (71%) for whom information was available had attended one or no

other high school. many of the students (44%) had not obtained any credits from

other high schools and those who had, had obtained very few (see Table 13).

Finally, Table 14 shows the length of time the students (some of whom

were still enrolled at the time the data were gathered) had been enrolled at

CONTACT School. .ApproXimately 80% had been on the permanent rolls for less than

17 months and approximately 50% had been on the rolls for six to ten months.

.1u_Ltsta

The following observations bave been selected from the data presented

In this section:

- 51% of the CONTACT students were male

- 70% were 15, 16 or 17 years of age whn they entered CONTACT
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- 71% had attended three or more elementary schools

- 71% had attended one or no other high school

- 44% had obtained no credits from other high schools

- 80% had been on the permanent rolls of CONTACT for less than .

seventeen months

- 80% were born in Canada

- 86% learned to speak English first

- 25% lived with both parents

- 18% lived with both parents where ona or both had a job

- 40% lived with mother only

- 44% were sUpported financially by Welfare, Mother's Allowance,
pension, Unemployment Insurance or some other form of assistance

- the most common reason for going to CONTACT was that, for some reason
or other, the students couldn't cope in the regular schools

- students wrre
friends.

most likely to find out about CONTACT through their

TABLE 10

THE AGES OF STUDENTS THE FIRST' TIME THEY ENTERED CONTACT SCHOOL

Age
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

12 1 0.6%

/13 2 1.3%

14 14 8.9%

15 41 / 26.1%
16 36 22.9%

17 31 19.7%
18 16 10.2%

19 7 4.5%
20 3 1.9%

21 -

22 -

23 -

24 1 0.6%

No Information 3.2%

To TAL 157 100%Malmll=11!1
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TABLE 11

THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS ATTENDED

Number of
. Elementary Schools

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Adjusted Percentage
for N.1101 Students

1 12 7.6% 11.9%
2 17 10.8% 16.8%
3 15 9.6% 14.9%
4 18 11.5% 17.8%
5 16 10.2% 15.8%
6 9 5.7% 8.9%
7 6 3.8% 5.9%
a 2 1.3% 2.0%
9 3 1.9% 3.0%

10 1 0.6% 1.0%
13 1 0.6% 1.0%
18 1- 0.6% 1.0%

No Information 56 35.7%

'rOTAL 157 100% 100%

TABLE 12

THM NUMBER OF OTHER HIGH SCHOOLS ATTENDED

Number of Other
High Schools

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Adjusted Percentage
for N=134 Students

20 12.7% 14.9%
1 75 47.8% 56.0%
2 26 16.6% 19.4%
3 11 7.0% 8.2%
4 1 0.6% 0.7%
5 - - .

6 P
7 1 0.6% 0.7%

No Information 23 14.6%

TOTAL 157 100% 100%

r":" -#
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TABLE 13

NUMBER 6E. CREDITS OBTAINED FROM OTHER HIGH SCHOOLS

NUmber of Credits
Number-of -Percentage of
Students Students

Adjusted Percentage
for N=.117 Students

0 52 33.1% 44.4%
1 to 1.9 . 10 6.4% 8.5%
2 to 2.9 5 3.2% 4.3%
3 to 3.9 5 3.2% 4.3%
4 to 4.9 3 1.9% 2.6%
5 to 5.9 7 4.5% 6.0%
6 to 6.9 9 5.7% 7.7%

7 to 7.9 10 6.41 8.5%
8 to 8.9 3 1.9% 2.6%
9 to 9.9 3 1.9% 2.6%

10 and over 10 6.4%' 8.5%'

No information 40 25.5%.

TOTAL 157 100% 100%

TABLE 14

LENGTH OF TIME ENROLLED AT CONTACT*

Length of Time**
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

1 month 2 1.3%
2 months 3 1.9%
3 months 5 3.2%
4 months 6 3.8%
5 months 10 6.4%
6 months 21 13.4%
7 months 11 7.0%
8 months 22 14.0%
9 months 5 3.2%
10 months 18 11.5%
11 months to 16 months 24 15.3%
17 months to 20 months 6 3.8%
21 months to 26 months 10 6.4%
27 months to 30 months 2 1.3%

31 months to 36 months 1 0.6%
37 months to 40 months - -

41 months to 46 months 1 0.6%
47 months to 50 months 1 0.6%
No information 9 5.7%

TOTAL 157 100%

* 51 of these students were still on the rolls when this information was
gathered from the student records.

** The number of months are school-year monthisLonly. The months of July
and August are not included.
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Selected Teacher Characteristics

This section describes some characteristics,of the nine teachers em-

ployed at CONTACT School during the two years of the study 7- 1977-78 and

1978-79. Six of the teachers were on staff tor both academic years; one was on

staff for only the second year; and one who Left to start a new.alternative

school was replaced by another midway through the first year. Six of the teachers

were men and three were women. The information was collected by interviewing

eight of the teachers during the first year of the study and one during the second

year.

At the time of the interview, the teachers were all in their late

twenties and early thirties. The youngest was 28 ye'ars'of.age and the oldest

was 35 years of age.

All nine teachers spoke English as a first language. Three spoke other

languages (French, Italian, Spanish and/or Punjabi) as Well.

Six of the teachers had obtained their high sdhool education in Ontario

while, one had obtained it in New Brunswick, one in America and one in the West

Indies.

Six of the teachers had obtained most of their university education in

Ontario while two had obtained it in America, and one partly in New Brunwsick and

partly in Saskatchewan.

Eight of the teachers had obtained their teacher training in Ontario while

one had obtained it in America.

Two of the teachers had Master's degrees, one of whom was working towards

a Ph.D. Two other teachers were also working on Master's degrees.

5 9
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The teachers' areas of specialization at university were

(some teachers had speciilized in more than one area):

The teachers'

to dealing with youth

of experience):

History (4 teachers)
Mathematics (2 teachers)
Science (2 teachers)
Physical Education (2 teachers)
Canadian Studies (1 teacher)
Latin (1 teacher)
Philosophy (1 teacher)
Cross-cultural Education (1 teacher)
Psychology (1 teacher)
English (1 teacher)
Aeronautics/Engineering (1 teacher)

as follows

previous teaching experiences or other experiences related

were as follows (some teachers had had more than one kind

Toronto High School (5 teachers)
Supply teaching (2 teachers)
S.E.E.D. - an alternative school (1 teacher)
Grade 7 & 8 Special Education (1 teacher)
Junior High School (1 teacher)
Toronto Island School (1 teacher)
Night School (1 teacher)
University/Community College (1 teacher)
University/Teaching Assistant (1 teacher)

No previous teaching experience (2 teachers)

Youth Hostel Program (1 teacher)
Playground leader (1 teacher)
Child care worker (1 teacher)
Summer camps for handicapped (1 teacher)

With respect to the amount of time the teaChers had been at CONTACT, the

teachers fell into two groups. Five teachers were relatively new and, at the

time of the interview, had been teaching there for less than two years.. The other

four teachers had been associated with CONTACT for four or more years..

One of the teachers had been involved with the group which wrote the

original proposal for CONTACT and another had become involved because of knowing

that person. Another had been teaching at S.E.E.D. (a Toronto alternative school

for the.elite student) and heard about CONTACT through a friend at S.E.E.D.
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Four teachers indicated that they had wanted to teach In an alternative school

or in a school where they could try something different from the regular system --

these people found out about CONTACT either from ads in the newspaper or through

friends. The remaining two teachers were "bumped" into CONTACT, a practice which

both felt left something to be desired.

Summary

The teachers at CONTACT School were fairly young (around 30 years of

age), quite well educated, (four clf the teachers had completed or were working on

graduate degrees) and spoke English as their first language:

A very large part of their combined high school education, aniversity

education and teacher training had been obtained in Ontario.

One teacher had had previous experience with an alternative school and

one had had formal training related to teaching irralternative s.chools. Only

.two had had no other teaching experiences.

None had had a lot of experience with young people from the working class

in a capacity other than teaching.
,

With the exception of two teachers who were "bumped" into the school,

all were teaching at CONTACT because they wanted to be involved in educating

young people in a setting different from the regular school system.

Basic Academic Skills

Reading and Writing

The teachers' description of how reading and writing are taught. Most

teachers referred'to the wide range of reading and writing abilities which the

CONTACT students have. The research data (presented later in this section) cer-

tainly support their observations. During the time of this study, the wide range

of abilities was being dealt with by placing the students with very low skills

in a special class referred to as the "pre-nine class." HoUever, even with that

61
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arrangement, each teacher still had students with very different skills and

interests.

CONTACT has no formal, highly structured or technically oriented reading

and/or writing program, although the teachers have apparently made concerted

efforts at times to develop such a program. Two teachers, in particular, spoke

about the lack of a formal reading and writing program; they had opposite points

of view. One teacher felt it was very ironic the school lacked such a program

in the face of *the feeling of both teachers and students that the teaching of

the basics is most important and the fact that it is compulsory for every student.

That teacher felt the school had suffered from the very beginning because of

the lack of a.formal program for teaching reading and writing. The other teacher

thought that it is impossible to develop a package or program for students with

such a variety of skills and believed that the approach taken to teaching the

basics should be one in which the teacher considers where the student is at and

what he is willing to do.

The students at CONTACT are tau5ht to read and write on an individual

basis. In fact, the approach is so individualized that some teachers, when asked

what else they would like to do to teach those skills, stated they would like to

have the chance to do more group work.

Lany of the teachers said they first try to determine the students'

interests and abilities. This is mostly done without the use of formal tests or

attitude questionnaires (although, at times they have used the Gates-MacGinitie

Reading Tests), but by simply getting to know the students and by closely examining

samples of their work. While some teachers emphasized.finding out the students'

interests and others emphasized finding out the students' levels of ability, the

underlying principle is to deal with the students on their own terms and to avoid

the laying on of a progtam supposqdly designed.for a particular grade level or a

particular age: One teacher, in particular, reported that it is important to
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help the students rid themselves of any preconceived notions they might have

that they can't read, aren't supposed to be able to read or should be reading

at a certain level.

With respect to determining interests, one teachegtries to discover

whether the students prefer reading or writing. Other teache s mentioned finding

out whether students preferred to read.horoscopes, comit books, newspaper articles,

short stories, novels, etc. Then, in most cases, the students' rograms are

started in those areas of interest and expanded from there.

Apropos of determining levels of ability, the te chers first decide whether

or not the students should be placed'in the pre-nine clas For those placed

in the pre-nine class, the teachers then proceed to further diagnose the students'

abilities by actually listing the.stlidents' reading and/or writing voca-

bulary (one teacher described a student who had a reading vocabulary of only

about,twenty words). For those placed in the regular classes, one or two teachers

condutt a systematic evaluation of the students' abilities by assigning work on

teacher selected material at a fairly high level. The other teachers reported

little in the way of additional diagnostic work.

The students in all the classes are then encouraged to do a lot of reading

and writing at their own level with material they chobse and are interested in

while proceeding at their own pace.

In the pre-nine class, the teachers use the students' existing vocabulary

to write stories for them to read silently, aloud and together. In addition,

the students answer questions about the teacher-written stories, write about

them and discuss them. New vocabulary is gradually introduced into the stories.

A large portion of the day is devoted solely to learning to read and write.

The pre-nine teachers commented on the lack of good materials for those

students with very low skills but who were often "street-wise." They said the

best materials were those with low vocabulary and high content. One of the

S:i
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pre-nine courses was called "Cops and Robbers" and included a lot of detective

novels. Other materials the teachers found appropriate were:

(1) The Pal reading series

(2) The Topliners reading series

(3) The Young Romance series

(4) The T. Nelson Spelling series

The teachers of the regular classes all emphasized that they use a

wide variety of materials although they differed slightly in their opinions about

what types of material the students should be allowed to read. One teacher in-

sists that the students choose good, challenging material to read. Another

teacher felt it is most important not to make a value judgement on the students'

choices of material. Several teachers reported'using games, visual aids and

puzzles to develop the students' vocabularies. As with the pre-nine class, the

students do a lot of reading -- silently, aloud and together. They are expected

to complete comprehension assignments, tell or rewrite material in their owr

words and to understand such things as artistic interpretation. The students are

allowed to proceed at their own rate and are helped on a one-to-one basis when

they are ready.

Most of the teachers deal with reading and writing together, although

one teacher explained that it is important to keep the reading and writing

activities separate, claiming it is essential that the.students write about their

own experiences. Most felt that the technical aspects of writing should be

taken up on a secondary basis and that it is important to stress the flow and
a&

creative aspects of the writing activity first. However, they thought the tech-

nical aspects should be handled as soon as possible when they -come'up or when

the student asks for help. The pre-nine students begin by writing short sentences

with their existing vocabulary and ate slowly led into writing longer sentences,

-paragraphs, stories etc. as their vocabulary increases. The students in the

61
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regular class, in addition to their usual writing activities, are also re-

quired to keep a "journal" and to write two pages a week on a topic of their

choice for that journal. They do not have to show the journal writing to their

teachers,but can keep it confidential.

When the teacher:. were asked what things had proven to be unsuccessful

in teaching CONTACT students to read and write, they mentioned several ideas:

(1) long pieces of work, (2) books With small print, (3) material.which is too

easy or too difficult, (4) copying-from a book as i way to learn how to write,

(5) assigning work without one-to-one interaction, guidance and direction,

and (6) a formal approach to teaching vowels, diphthongs, punctuation, grammar,

etc.

There were a few things the teachers suggested..t.Xey would like to try to

teach reading and writing,.but had not had the chance: (1) a library clipping

service, (2) library searches for preparing essays, (3) group act.vity,

(4) backing up the individual approach with,professionally prepared materials

in areas such as phcnics, (5) machines or reading laboratories, (6) the

rotary method so that the teachers who were best at teaching reading and writing

taught everyone.

The Students' Ooinions About Reading and Writing. The students* were asked to

rate their progress in reading and writing while at CONTACT School. The majority

(68% for reading and 72% for writihg) reported that they had improved a little

or a Lot. Approximately a third in each case felt they had improved a lot. The

data are shown in Tables 15 and 19.

* The students whose opinions are reported in this section include students
who left within five months of enrolling in CONTACT and students who re-
mained for five or more months (25 of the former and 73 of the latter).
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The reason the students most frequently gave for having improved in

their reading and writing was that they had done a lot of both (see Tables 16

and 20). They also frequently cited Individualization, work on fundamentals,

freed,pm of choice and expression, constructive criticism, teacher guidance and

the nature of the assignments as reasons for improvement.

Of the smaller number of students who believed they had regressed or

stayed the same in their'reading and writing, only a handful blamed it on the

school's program. As Tables 17 and 21 indicate, they either felt their skills

were all right to begin with Or they reported a lack of interest, ability and/or

application.

The majority of the students (see Tables 18 and 22) did not give sug-

gestions for improvement. Those who did, gave a wide variety of responses,

none.of which was offered by more than a few of the students.

TABLE 15

THE STUDENTS' OPINIONS ON HOW MUCH
THEY HAD IMPROVED IN THEIR READING

(N=98)

Students' Opinions
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

I am not as good as I used to be 3 3.1%

I have stayed the same 27 27.6%

I have improved a little 35 35.7%

I have improved a lot 32 32.7%

don't know 1 1.0%

TOTAL 98 100%

a
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TABLE 16,

REASONS STUDENTS BELIEVED THEY HAD IMPROVED A LOT.

ORA LITTLE EN THEIR READING
(N-67)

Reason
Number of
'Students

PerWntag of

Students*

Did a lot of reading 35 52.2%

Individual program/attention/encouragement 20 29.9%

Work on pronunciation/speed/ phonics/
spelling/etc. 16 23.9%*

Nature of assignments (book reports,
comprehensions, ett.) 15 22.4%

More interested 9 13.4%

Oral reading 3 4.3%

Freedom of choice/expression 3 4.5%

Miscellaneous 7 3 10.4%

No Response 2 3.0%

* This column does not add tb 100% since some,students gave more than wle
reason.

TABLE 17

REASONS STUDENTS BELIEVED THEY HAD REGRESSED.
OR HAD STAYED THE SAME 'IN THEIR READING

(Nm,30)

Reason
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Reading was O.K. before

Lack of Interest/Ability

Inadequate program

Absenteeism/did not work/no self-discipline 5

9

8

6

Miscellaneous
No Response

3

5

30.0%

26.7%

20.0%

16.7%

10.0%
16.7%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one
reason.
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TABLE 18

OMIER MINGS S=ENTS BELMCVED WOULD HELP 7.HEM

IMPROVE IN THEIR READaNG
(4CIR)

Suggestion

.111=1.1.=o0111,=m111111.
Number of Percentage of

Students Students*

More structure in program/more emphasis

on fundamentals/different teaching

methOds

13 13.3%

More different/better reading material 10 10.2%

More challenging/interesting topics 8 8.2%

More reading practice 6 6.1%

More student-teacher interaction 5 .5.1%

More self-discipline 5 5.1%

Miscellaneous 7 7.1%

Don't know/no answer/irrelevant answer 57 58.2%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one

suggestion.

TABLE 19

THE STUDENTS OPINIONS ON HOW MUCH THEY HAD IMPROVED IN THEIR WRZTTNG

(N-,98)

=www.mool

Students' Opinicns
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

I am not as good as I used to be 2 2.0%

I have stayed the same 23
. 23.5%

I have improved a little 36 36.7%

I have improved a lot 35 35.7%

I don't know 2 2.0%

TOTAL 98 100%

.5"

.
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TABLE 20

REASONS STUDENTS BELIEVED THEY HAD IMPROVED A LOT
OR A LITTLE IN THEIR WRITING

(N=71)

Reason
Number of
Students

==========1111==
Percentage of

Students*

Did a lot of writing (journals,
poetry, song lyrics, creative 34

writing, etc.)

Individual progrim/freedom of choice
and expression

17

47.9%

23.9%

Constructive criticism/teacher guidance

Work on fundamentals (grammar,

16 22.5%

punctuation, spelling, sentence and
paragraph construction, etc.)

15 21.1%

Miscellaneous 5 7.0%

Don't know/no answer/irrelevant answer 7 9.9% ,
mwmp..

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one

rearson.

TABLE 21

REASONS STUDENTS BELIEVED THEY HAD REGRESSED OR HAD
STAYED THE SAME IN THEIR WRITING

(N m 25)

Reason
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Lack of interest/ability 7 28.0%

Absenteeism/did mot work/no self-discipline 6 24.0%

Inadequate program 2 8.0%

writing was O.K. before r 2 8.0%

MiScellaneous \ 2 8.0%

Don't know/no answer/irrelevant answer 10 40.0%

* Thii column doss not add to 100% since some students gave more than one
answer. ,
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TABLE 22

OTHER THrNGS STUDENTS BELIEVED WOULD HELP THEM IMPROVE
IN THEIR WILTTING (N 98)

Suggestion
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

More writing

More work on fundamentals (grammar,

punctuation, spelling, sentence and
paragraph construction, etc.)

11

8

11.2%

8.2%

More interesting/challenging work 4 4.1%

More student-teacher interaction 4 4.1% /

More individual study 4 4.1%

Miscellaneous 6 6.1%

Don't know/no answer/irrelevant answer 64 65.3%

=1=0I
* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one

suggestion.

,The Results of the Standardized Testing. The data In Tables 23 and 24 illustrate

that the CONTACT students differ greatly in their vocabulary and reading com-

prehension skills as measured by the Canadian Tests of Basic SkOls. The range

of grade equivalent scores for vocabulary is Grade 2 to Grade 12, while the range

for reading comprehension is Grade 1 to Grade 11. The mean scores for both are

at the grade seven level with the mean for vocabulary being slightly higher than

that for reading comprehension. The reader should recall wnile examining these

scores that the students may have just been put on the rolls of CONTACT or may

have been enrolled for up to several years at the time of the pretesting.

TWo steps involving statistical tests were taken in or er to determine

whether students improve in their vocabulary and reading compreh sion as a re-

sult of attending CONTACT School. First, the students who were:pre-tested

Ip
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TABLE 23

RESULTS OF THE CTBS VOCABULARY PRE-TEST*
(N=94)

Grade Equivalent
Scores

Number of
-Students

Percentage of
Students

0 - 1.9
2.0 - 2.9 2 2.1%

3.0 - 3.9 4 4.3%

4.0 - 4.9 4 4.3%

5.0 - 5.9 14 14.9%

6.0 - 6.9 10 10.6%

7.0 - 7.9 10 10.6%

8.0 - 8.9 13 13.8%

9.0 - 9.9 21 22.3%

10.0 - 10.9 11 11.7%

11.0 - 11-9 3 3.2%

12.0 - 12,vg 2 2.1%

TOTAL 94 100%

MEAN = 7.8

* These scores are for students on the January 1978 and/or October 1978 rolls.

TABLE 24

RESULTS OF THE CTBS READING COMPREHENSION PRE-TEST*
(N=83)

Grade Equivalent
Scores

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

0 - 1.9 1 1.2%

2.0 - 2.9 2 2.4%

3.0 - 3.9 1 1.2%

4.0 - 4.9 8 9.6%

5.0 - 5.9 11 13.3%

6.0 - 6.9 a 9.6%
7.0 - 7.9 13 15.7%

8.0 - -8.9 18 21.7%

9.0 - 9.9 14 16.9%

10.0 - 10.9 6 7.2%

11.0 - 11.9 1 1.2%

12.0 - 12.9 11 11

TOTAL 83 100%

MEAN = 7.4

* These scores are for stuflents on the January 1979 and/or rctober 1978
400.110*
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were divided into two groups -- those who had been in CONTACT for less than

five months and those who had remained for five or more months. Means and stan-

dard deviations were calculated for both CTBS tests for both groups and two-

tailed t-tests for independent samples were done at the .05 level of significance

to.test the hypotheses that the differences between the means are equal to zero

against the alternative hypotheses that they are different from zero.*

The means and standard deviations for the vocabulary test grade-

equivalent scores are as follows:

Attended Less Than AttendedFive Or
. Five Months More Months

Number of Students 65 17

Mean 7.65 8.16

Standard Deviation 2.25 2.58

While the mean of the scores for those students who had attended CONTACT five

or mOre months is one half a grade level higher than for those who had attended

less than five months, the differeLce is not statistically significant-.

The means and standard del,iations for the reading comprehension test

grade-equivalent scores are as follows:

AttendedtLess Than Attended Five Or
Five Months More Months

Number of Students 59 13

Mean 7.26 7.77

Standard Deviation 2.14 1.83

* Since the samples were not .randomay selected from the populations of two groups
of students with those characteristics (such selection is impossible in a study
of this nature), the results of the t-tests are only valid for those students
actually tested and cannot be generalized to other students with similar
characteristics.
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Again, while the mean of the scores for those students who had at-

tended CONTACT five or more months is one-half a grade level higher than for

those who had attended less than five months, the difference is not statistically

significant.

The second step involved post-testing those students who were still

available during April 1979 and had remained on the rolls for at).east five

months, Their pre-test and post-test scores along with the amount of change

in their scores are given In Tables 25 and 26. Two-tailed t-tests for dependent

samples were done at the .05 level of significance to test the hypotheses that

the differences between the means are equal to zero against the alternative

hypotheses that they are different from zero.*

While the mean for the vocabulary post-test scores is 0.4 grade levels

higher than the mean for thevocabulary pre-test scores for 20 students, the

difference is not statistically significant.

However, the mean for the reading comprehension post-test scores

which is 0.9 grade levels higher than the mean for the pre-test scores for 15

students is statistically significant.

It was intended to have the students submit a piece of writing on a

ore-post basis. So few students participated on a pre-test basis that the in-

vestigators decided not to try to collect Lost-test piees of writing..

Mathematics

The teachers' description of how mathematics is taught. The CONTACT

teachers expressed more concern &bout teaching mathematics than reading and

writing. Several matters troubled either a few or all...the teachers. First,

it is often difficult to ascertain why one should teach dropout students mathe

matics or what one should teach them. What mathematics do the students need to know

* As before, the results cannot be generalized beyond the students actually

,tested.
,..43
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TAME 25

CHANGES IN THE CTES VOCABULARY SCORES
(No20)

Student
Grade

Equivalent Scores
Pre-Test

Grade
Equivalent Scores

Post-Test

Change

A 5.4 7.8 +2.4

8 7.7 9.7 +2.0

6.3 7.8 +1.5

*D 3.5 4.8 +1.3

*E 9.0 9.9 +0.9

7.7 8.6 +0.9

10.0 10.8 +0.8

*H 8.9 9.7 +0.8

8.6 9.1 +0.5

*j 8.3 8.7 +0.4

*K 6.6 6.9
4

+0.3

4.8 5.1 +0.3

*m 7.9 8.1 +0.2

8.5 8.6 +0.1

0 5.1 5.2 +0.1

12.2 12.2 +0.0

7.3 7.1 -0.2

*R 6.9 6.7 -0.2

2.7 2.4 -0.3

6.6 3.5 -3.1

MEAN 7.2 7.6

* Ctuflents were post-tested euring April 1/79. Those students marked with
a star were pre-tested durin, January..1978 while.all others were pre-tested
during October 1378.
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TABLE 26

CHANGES IN THE CTBS READING CauIPREHENSION SCORES

Student
Grade

Equivalent Scores
Pre-Test

6.9
5.4
5.5

10.9
7.4

4.9
1.9
7.9
7.9
4.8
6.1
7.5
7.2
9.7
5.9

MEAN 6.7

Grade
Equivalent Scores

Post-Test
Change

9.2 +2.3
7.5 +2.1
7.4 +1.9

12.5 +1.6

8.7 +1.3
5.9 +1.0
2.9 +1.0
8.9 +1.0
8.9 +1.0
5.6 +0.8
6.7 +0.6
8.0 +0.5
7.4 +0.2
9.3 -0.2
5.2 -0.7

7.6 +0.9

Students were post-tested dUiing April 1979. Th6Se stUdents marked with a
star were pre-tested during January 1978 while all others were pre-tested
during October 1978.
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and what do they want to know? The second point many teachers made, which is

probably closely related to the first,'wes that it is not easy to make the

learning of mathematics relevant to the students' lives. One teacher strongly

expressed the opinion that it is silly to teach mathematics with a view to

strengthening the mind and not to be concerned with how the'student can use

A couple of other teachers believed the solution lay in teaching more business

mathematics and incorporating work related to keeping personal budgets,

records, income tax, mortgages, etc. Others spoke of needing a more inter-

disciplinary approach, while at least one teacher talked about getting the

students involved in mathematics outside the classroom. Thirdly, it is trouble-

some to diagnose where a student is at mathematically. One teacher described

it as "a shot in the dark" and explained that the students don't know what they

can do mathematically. They almost never do mathematics outside of school, Vus

a teacher cannot profitably ask -- for diagnostic purposes -- what kind of math

the student does and/or is interested in. In addition, the same teacher said,

"It means nothing to know that a student passed grade nine math three years ago

with a mark of 55." Still another teacher questioned the use of standardized

or other formal tests as.reliable diagnostic tools suggesting that the results

of such tests may not identify the real problem (e.g., a low self-concept).

Fourthly, the teachers expressed confusion about what to do with young people

who have really "turned off on" mathematics and strongly regist any approach the

teacher might try. The data presented later in thiS section indicate that some

students are, in fact, simply not interested and the investigators alio experienced

more student resistance with respedt to administering the mathematics tests than

the reading tests. Finally, several teachers felt unqualified to teach mathe-

matics at or above'the grade nine level and this created a dilemma since the

original philosophy of the school was to have each teacher instruct in both reading

and mathematics. 6 .
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The most distinctive feature of dONTACT School's approach to teaching

mathematics is the individualization. As one teacher put it, "To teach mathe-

matics, one must have one-to-one interaction." While several teachers wished

it were possible to do more group work and one thought mathematics should be

taught as group problem solving, the program has remained highly individualized.

As soon as a student enters CONTACT, the teachers attempt to diagnose

the student's mathematics skills (in spite of the difficulties referred, to above).

They do not use sophisticated diagnostic techniques. Some use simple pre-nine

and grade nine math tests,ipme use specific assignments, some ask about the

students previous math achievements and most try to get to know the students so

well that such things as low self-concepts related to math skills can be detected.

If it is determined that the student should be placed at a pre-nine

or grade nine level, he or she is then started on a program designed by a mathe-

matics specialist who was on their staff for a year. The specially prepared

program is composed of worksheets designed according to the Ministry guidelines

which the students complete in small units. The studcents are tested at the end

of each unit. If they obtain at least 70%, they may go to the next unit. If

they obtain less, they are required to repeat all or a part of the unit. The

worksheets are designed to reinforce the students' reading -- they must read to

figure out what to do and what it means. As the students progress through the

units, they receive a great deal of individual help. Drill and memorization

using flash cards, etc. are employed to build skills such as the-multiplication
e,

tables. The teachers talked of the importance of markinq imgediately, providing

chances for review, teaching one concept at a time and constantly encouraging

the students while at the same time allowing them to proceed at their own ;pace.

The teachers felt that the worksheets worked for most of the students at the

pre-nine and grade"nine levels.

-.,
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%

The other students Were studying math as high as grade 12, level 4

and were using the materials normally-used in other Torontb Secondary Schools.

The specialist was hired to relieve the teachers of having to deal

with planning a math program and of teaching at levels above which they felt -

competent. The program which was designed does not go higher than grade nine.

A math specialist has been on staff ever since. During the first year of this

study, the math specialist rotated from class to class using the specially pre-

pared program to teach the pre-nine and grade nine students and using the re-

gular Toronto Board of Education high school math program for the students

studying at higher levels. For the second year of the study, the specialist

used the same programs, still on an individual basis, but had the senior students

come to him as a class. For both years, the other teachers helped with the pre-

nine and grade nine students by using the specially prepared program.

The teachers listed a variety of things they had tried unsuccessfully

in order to teach CONTACT students mathematics:

(1) Movies and models

(2) Individualization becomes difficult when a teacher has over

eight students to teach

(3) Peer tutoring

(4) Sophisticated approaches to evaluation and diagnosis

(5) Group lessons and/or work are ineffective because students

have a wide variety of skills and some do not attend regularly

(6) Assignments or lessons which require a long attention span

(7) Leaving the students alonle.

Some of the things the teachers wished they could do or have were:

(1) Worksheets designed for business mathematics

(2) More modern business mathematics textbooks

(3) Step-by-step answer books

(4) A more interdisciplinary approach

(5) More relevant math materials

(6) More group problem solving and/or review.
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The students' opinions about mathemati'cs. Approximately half of

the 99 students who were interviewed believed they had improved a little or a

lot in mathematics (see Table 27) and they mostly attributed their improvement

to individual attention, the study of a variety of topics and good teaching

(see Table 28).

The data in Table 29 indicate that very few of the students who

believed they had regressed or stayed the same in mathematics blamed the school

program or the teaching. They mostly said they weren't interested, didn't like

it or never did it.

The suggestions for improvement given Iby 38% of the interviewed

students are tabulated in Table 30. The responses suggest that the students

may need even more individual attention and time to spend on mathematics and

perhaps a different program and materials. However, the majority of the students

gave no suggestions4for improvement.

TABLE 27

STUDENTS' OPINIONS ON HOW MUCH THEY HAD IMPROVED rN THEIR MATHEMATICS
(Nm98)

Opinion

m=1.1=1.1MMINII.,
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

I am not as good as I used to be 13 13.3%

I have stayed the same 31 31.6%

I have improved a little 24 24.5%

I have improved a lot 28 28.6%

Don't know 2 2 . Mit!

TOTAL 98 100%
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TABLE 28

REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR IMPROVING A LITTLE OR A LOT IN THEIR MATHEMATICS
(N=52)

Reason
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

rndividual attention 17
4 32.7%

Did a variety of topics 15 28.8%

Teacher explained it well E 15.4%

Work at own pace 2 3.8%

Miscellaneous 8 15.4%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant answer 7 13.5%

* This.column doeslloV'adcl to 100!! since Wme.4tudenta 7aye more thAn.ons reason.

TABLE 29

REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR REGRESSING OR STAYING THE SAME IN THEIR MATHEMATICS

(N44)

Reason
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Not interested/don't like it 19 43.2%

Haven't done any 10 22.7%

Program/teacher unsuitable 5 11.4%

Not enough help/individual attention 3 6.8%

Doing review work 3 6.8%

I was always good at it 3 6.8%

Miscellaneous 2 4.5%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant answer 3 6.8%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one reason.

Oil



TABLE 30

OTHER THINGS STUDENTS BETIIEVED WOULD HELP THEM IMPROVE IN THEIR MATHEMATICS
(N=98)

Suggestion
Nuqpir of
'Students

Percentage of
Students

More individual attention/class too large/
need more than one math teacher

14 14.3%

Different program/better materials 12 12.2%

A different teacher 6 6.1%

More practice 3 3.1%

Miscellaneous 2 2.0%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant response 61 62.2%

TOTAL 98 100%

The results of the standardized testing. The numbers of students

who ccmpleted tt mathematics pre-tests and post-tests are smaller than for

the reading tests because the students resisted more. Several students said

they had not been doing mathematics or 4sliked the tests. The pre-test grade

equivalent scores for the mathematics concepts and mathematics problem solving

CTBS tests are shown in Tables-31 and 32. The mean scores are approximately a

grade level lower than the vocabulary and reading comprehension mean scores,

although the range 8f scores is as wide.
.

Two steps involving statistical tests were taken in order to determine

whether students improve in their mathematics as a result of attending CONTACT

SchoOl. First, the students who were pre-tested were divided into two groups --

those who had been in CONTACT for less than five months and those who had re-
.

mained for five or more months% Means and standard deviations were calculated

for both CTBS mathematics tests for both groups and Veil-tailed t-tests for in-

S )1
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TABLE 33.

RESULTS OF THE CTSS NATHEMATICS CONCEPTS PRE-TEST
(N-80)*

Grade Equivalent
Scores

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

2.0 2.9

3.0 3.9

4.0 4.9
5.0 5.9

6.0 6.9

7.0 7.9
8.0 8.9

9.0 9.9

10.0 - 10.9
11.0 - 11.9

TOTAL
MEAN It 6.2
11.11k

4

a
11

14
13

14

a
2

1

80

5.0%
10.0%
13.8%
17.5%
16.3%
17.5%
6.3%

10.0%
2.5%
1.3%

100%

* These scores are for students on the January 1978 and/or October 1978 rolls

TABLE 32

RESULTS OF THE CTBS MATHEMATICS PROBLEM SOLVING PRE-TEST
(N=82)14.

Grade Equivalent
Scores

1..11Mm.144=4MIMPI101
Number of Percqntage of
Students Students

2.0 - 2.9 3 37%
3.0 - 3.9 6 7.3%

4.0 - 4.9 7 8.5%

5.0 - 5.9 11 13.4%

6.0 - 6.9 15 18.3%

7.0 - 7.9 9 11.0%

8.0 - 8.9 19 23.2%

9.0 - 9.9 8 9.8%

10.0 - 10.9 2 2.4%

11,0 - 11.9 2 2.4%

TOTAL 82 100%;

MEAN = 6.9

* These scores are for students on the January 1978 and/or October 1978 =Utz

c")-
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dependent samples were don.* at the .05 le7e1 of significance to test the

hypotheses that the differences between the means are equa3 to zero against

the alternative hypotheses that they are different from zero.*

The means and standard deviations for thesmathematics concepts test

grade-equivalent scores are as follows:

Attended Less Than Attended Five Or
Five Months More Months

Number of Students 53 20

Mean 6.51 5.63

Standard Deviation 1.95 2.22

While the mean of the scores for those students who had attended
v-

.CONTACT five or more nionths is lower than for those who had attended less than

five months, the difference is not statistically significant.

The means and standard deviations for the mathematics problem solving

test grade-equivalent scores are as follows:

Attended Less Than Attended Five Or
. Five Months More Months

Number of students 54 21

Mean 7.14 6.39

Standard Deviation 2,01 2.5F

,

Again, while the mean of i°4e adores for those students who had attended

CONTACT five or more months is lower than for those students who had attended

less thar five months, the difference is not statistically significant.

The secorA step involved post-testing those students who were still

available during April 1979 and had remained on the rolls for at least five.months.

- * The results cannot be generalized beyond the students actually tested.

-/
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Their pre-test and post-test scores along with the amount of change in their

scores are given in Tables 33 and 34. Two-tailed t-tests for dependent samples

were done at the .05 level of significance to test the hypotheses that the dif-

ferences between the means are equal to zero against the alternative hypotheses

that they are different from zero.*

While the mean for the mathematics concepts post-test scores is 0.3

grade levels higher than the mean for the mathematics concep

1

s pre-test scores

for 12 students, the difference is not statistically significant.

And, while the mean for the mathematics problem solving post-test

scores is 0.7 grade levels higher than the mean for the mathematics problem-

solving pre-test scores for 11 students, the difference is not statistically

significant.

Summary and Discussion

Reading and Writing. The majority of the 98 students who were in-

terviewed felt they had improved a little or a lot in their reading and writing --

68% for reading and 72% for writing -- while attending CONTACT School.

CTBS vocabulary and reading comprehension tests were used on a pre-

post basis to determine if students improved after attending CONTACT for at

least five months. For a small sample of 15 students, it was found that their

post-test reading comprehension scores were statistically higher than their pre-

test scores -- 12 of the 15 students had improved at least half a grade level.

No statistical difference was found for the vocabulary scores for 20 students.

No test data were available for writing.
aro

It seems fair, then, to corClude that for students who remain in

CONTACT for at least five months, the School's approach to teaching dropout

students reading and perhaps writing is fairly successful. The most dist ctive

features of the approach from the teachers' point of view are:

* As befnre, the results cannot be generalized beyond the students actually te.,:ted.

Si
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"I oonounce wok& ptopetty now. I Aead £astek
now and I think white I Aead."

"I couldn't /Lead out loud -- I am much betteA
now. They get you to /mad out loud -- I am
not a4Aaid now."

"I am /Leading hatdet book4. I am tAying MOU."

"1 can now wnite a &at page 4to1.y. We do tot4
o miting."

"I impuved a lot becau4e o6 the jounnal4 and
cAeative miting. I did a tot oi miting."

"Evetyday we mote a jouAnat 40 I got bettet.
I mote poetAy too."

"They give you the time to mite the teachet
goe4 oven it individuatty."

"Because o the individuat study pAogAam. I

mite on topics 1 am intetested in. 1 do in-
dependent wank."

"They helped me mite a tettet to my mothet
6c/A the IiiA4t time."

"The teachet 90e4 OVVL evetything in guat detail."

"I caught on to punctuation."

"My teachet encoutages me to connect mistakes and
do it. oven.. He point4 out my mistake's a tot."

"The assignments au connected. Now I know hog
not to make mistakes. I am 4hown what I am doing
witong."

Mathematics

Approximately half (53%) of the 98 students interviewed felt they had

improved a little or a lot in mathematics while attending CONTACT.

CTBS mathematics concepts.and mathematics problem solving tests were

used on a pre-post basis to determine if students improved after attending
0

CONTACT for at least five months. No statistically significant differences

were found.
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It seems reasonable to conclude that CONTACT is less successful in

teaching the students mathematics than it is in teaching them reading and

writing. The teachers' comments about and descriptions of the program are

very interesting. The program is completely individualized and at thepre-nine

.and grade nine levels comprises a series of worksheets which the students do

in small units. The students studying above grade nine follow the regular

Toronto Board of Education math program. Drill, memorization, encouragement,

immediate marking, review and learning one concept at a time are the methods

they believe in. The worksheets are also designed to improve the studenis'

reading skills as related to math.

However, the teachers had several concerns: it is difficult to make

math interesting and relevant; it is not easy to diagnose where a student is

at; some students hate math and refuse all attempts made by the teachers; and,

not all teachers feel comfortable teaching high school math. /

The students who felt they had improved in mathematics (53%) attri-

buted their progress mostly to individual attention, doing a variety of topics,

and good teaching. Here are some of the positive remarks made by the students:

"The teachet wa Aight theu -- individual attention.
Inatead oi the btackboaltd, the teachet woAked with

you."

"1 neve& di.d any mathematic4 in the othe& 4chool. Neu,
I am mote tetaxed and I do it on my own."

"I iinatty got attention and individuat

"I mematized the timetabte4 and pAactized 6tactia

T impAoved'most in tedacing Oactiona."

"Isdid not knaw algebAa. Now I know it and am veny

inteteattd in

"The teachet expto.,:ited it -- didnt zay juat do it."

"1 A44 Erehind in math when I came. I dan dd it tihe

nothing now. I undeutand it mou utith the teachees

hetp." .
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The other students attributed their lack of prog'ress to no interest,

dislike of math, not doing it, and the program or teacher. Here are some of

their remarks:

"1 Aeliu4e att hetp. 1 hate math. 1 have no patience
with it."

"1 don't tike math. 1 have tot inteitat."

"1 nevei t. had a ta4te 40A math. I can't undet4tand
it. The teicm4 ate too 4ophiaticated."

"1 didn't do it. 1 don't need math. I wa4n't 6xi2ing
in math beiou."

"1 haven't done any. 1 don't: tike the 4y4tem. 1t4
not otganized. They need new math teacheu."

"OnLy one math teachet -- not enough time."

"1 didn't Zike the teachen coadn't exptain th2ng4.
didn't aim math."

Social Skills

The teachers' description of how CONTACT School helps students with

their social skills. The teachers were asked to describe how CONTACT School

attempts to help students with their social skills. In order to help them

structure their responses, they were' asked to comment, in particular, on

(1) self-concept, (2) getting along with others, (3) self-discipline and

(4) responsibility. They were also asked to talk about improvements they would

like to see with respect to the school dealing with social skills.and to try to

pin-point the ways in which CONTACT is most successful.

During the two-year span of this study, CONTACT did not have a dis-

tinct program directed at tne improvement of the students' social skills. That

is, there was no course, no special time allotment devoted to the subject, or

no carefully defineephilosophy the teachers could use to guide them in their

interactions with the students. For a couple of years at tne beginning of CONTACT's

S*7
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existence as an alternative school, they dealt with the subject for a short

while each morning (between English and mathematics) by having the students

participate in open discussions, role playing, sensitivity and creative exer-

,

cises, etc. concerning their feelings and problems. The session was refette4

to as "GROUP". This approach was abandoned 'because: (1) some teachers felt un-

comfortable with the approach and (2) some teachers did not want to do it

because they felt that improvement in social skills could not be achieved in

a vacuum or isolated from other things.

The teachers thus described their approach to the social skills area

by offering - in terms of all nine teachers interviewed -- a rather large collection

of beliefs they tried to adhere to in their attempt to help the students. Some

teachers felt CONTACT did a good job in this aiea, others thought not and others

said they didn't know. One teacher who felt they were not successful believed

it kdas because the teachers lack motivation, interest, time and ability. Another

said the kids don't improve because of the gap between theory and reality. Two

other teachers believed CONTACT did very well in the area of social skills.

Self-worth. The teachers were not in agreement on how to develop a student's

self-worth. Some (probably the majority) felt that self-worth would improve

only as the.student experienced academic success or was able to set and achieve

goals. At least one teacher felt the academic success must be in the area of

basic skills. Another teacher felt that it is more than just poor performance

in the basic skills which leads to a poor self-concept. ,That teacher first con-

centrated on giving the student a feeling of belonging to the group,.after which

he pursued the teaching of the academic skills. Some additional ideas the

teachers had were:

- Be open and honest.with the Students. Don't delude them. Praise

them only when it is deserved.

- Encourage the students. Let them know how and when they improve.

Ss
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- Encourage participation in group decision making. Encourage
them to participate in the general meeting. Encourage group
discussion.

- Deal with the students as people. The staff should deal with
the students in the same way they deal with each other.

- Try to avoid labelling the students. Let them know that low
skills do not mean they are stupid. Avoid competition to prove
smartness.

- Make students be accountable and honest.

- Work individually with them.

- Force the students to make decisions. (This is difficult because
there aren't many options for these students in our society.)

- Let the students know they are "valuable" even though they may
be doing negative things.

- Encourage a sense of collectivity -- that is, help them to realize
that their problems are not unique.

- Encourage oral and written self-expression.

- Help the students feel they have a chance to do something for
themselves.

- Singe social problems account for many of their individual
problems, the students must be provided a framework for under-
standing their position in society.

Getti'ag along with others. The teachers' comments seemed to falr

into three categories'. First., they felt the general characteristics of the

school probably help the students learn to get along with others. The school

is small, open and relaxed. The relaxed atmosphere, sone felt, reduces the

number of fights the students get into; while the smallness and openness means

the students are "on" every minute of the day and consequently must get along

just to survive. They also felt the school trips are instrumental in helping

the students learn to get along. Secondly, the students are homogeneous with

respect-to culture and social baaground and share a similar kind of commitment

to the school; if a student is obviously quite different and fails to learn to

get along, the student body may "drum" him or her out -- it is a matter of get

89
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along or be ostracized: One teacher felt that this was quite typical of small

alternative schools and may, in a way, be unfortunate because of the difficulties

the new and young students experience as a consequence. Thirdly, the teachers

play an important part. They serve as role models; that is, the students learn

to get along by watching the teachers interact with others. Also, the staff

interveneto help the students change undesirable behavior. They confront the

students when they aren't getting along,.not through a principal as other schools

might, but as an entire staff. They monitor the students' behavior in class \\

by leading them to see that it is important to share, to listen to others, to

respect the opinions of others, not to interrupt, to take turns, to be fair,

and not to dominate. At times, they intervene like judges or give students feed-

back on how they are relating to others in a group.

One teacher felt differently and said that the,amount of leniency

within CONTACT hinders the stUdents' chances for learning to get along with

others.

Selt*-disciplite. Most teachers directly or indirectly referred to

the school's philosophy of individualization and working at your own rate as

that which improves the students' self-discipline. The itudents are encouraged

tO internalize the responsibility for what they learn, not to make excuses, to

think about where to place the blame if they don't learn, to make decisions about

what to learn and to do good work. They try to make the students realize that

the teachers are only there to guide, help set goals, motivate and explain, and

that they cannot actuallY do the students' learning. A few teachers felt the

development of self-discipline goes hand-in-hand with the development of self-

worth.. One teacher emphasized the importance of establishing a bond with each

student.
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A couple of teachers thought that the students were not developing

enough self-discipline while one teacher stated that they would only get worse

at CONTACT if they entered without self-discipline.

Responsibility. Much of what the teachers had to say about self-

discipline also applied to responsibility. One teacher commented on the few

"formal positions" at CONTACT which offer students a chance to be responsible

but added that the structure and philosophy of the school demanded a sort of

day-to-day responsibility. Another teacher believed that the decision-making

at the general meetings and the judiciary committee provided the students with
4

a framework for becoming responsible.

One,teacher felt that the students do not develop in this area becadse

they are not held responsible for their actions.

The teachers were asked which of "self-worth," "getting along with

others," "self-discipline," and "responsibility," the school had the most success

in helping the students. They seemed to generally agree in naming "self-worth"

and "getting along with others." One teacher felt they were least successful

4

in teaching the students tO tolerate others. Another teacher felt that the four

areas reinforced each other; that is, if a stude,nt became more responsible, he

probably improved in his self-worth, etc. Because of this, the different philo-

sophies or different approaches adhered to by the various teachers, he felt,

probably helped, instead of hindered, the students' development and was probably

very realistic.

FiA ly, the teachers were asked tà describe their most effective

methods and o suggest ideas for improvement. The staff members were split on

their philosophies, were aware of the split and, in addition, disagreed on whether

the split was advantageous to-the students' development in the area of social skills.
_

* Every week there is a General Meeting involving the entire school body at which
the'students are involved in making decisions about discipline, in planning after-
school activities and trips, and in making recommendations on programs. Students
take turns chairing the meetings. There is9pc a Judiciary Committee to make
rulings on the conduct of students.
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One group of teachers believed that the developient of social skills should be

the "hidden agenda" of the entire program at CONTACT. These teachers talked

about the importance of the staff members being models, of allowing the students

to participate in decision making and of laying the ground-work for parti-

cipation through the general meetings. These teachers felt the topic could

not be dealt with as a separate and distinct issue; whereas, the other teachers

favoured a course or a special session such as the "GROUP".

Some suggestions for improvement were:

- more extra-curricular activities such as sports and music;

- more involvement with the community -- the students should

be working for half a day;

- students should be encouraged to participate more in.the
general meetings, the judiciary committee and the newspaper;

- .the school should expect more tolerance from students; and

- the curriculum-should be improved.

The students' opinions about their social,skills. The 98 Students

who were interviewed were asked to rate how CONTACT had affected their self-
..

confidence, their ability to get along with others and their self-discipline:

The percentages of students which gave each response for each concept

are shown in Table 35. The majority of the students reported that they had

improved a litt/e or a lot in their self-confidence and ability to get along

with others -- 65% for the former and 66% for the latter. Fewer students (49%)

felt they had improved a little or a lot in their self-discipline.

As the figures in Table 36 indicate,- the students who felt they had

improved in their self-confidence were most likely to attzibute that gain to

the relaxed and friendly atmosphere, the freedom of expression and the attitudes

of the teachers. It is interesting to note that very few associated it with'

a sense of,4ccomplishxnent, even though many had reported that they had improved

in the basic academic skills. Of those who felt they had not improved, very

few blamed the school, the program or the teachers (see Tabie,37). And, as

92
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'TABLE 35

THE STUDENTS' OPINIONS ABOUT HOW CONTACT HAD AFFECTED THEIR SOCIAL SKILLS

(N=98)

Self-Confidence
AGetting long

'Self-Discipline
With Others

CONTACT has made things worse 6.1% 2.0% 11.2%

CONTACT has made no difference 27.6% 30.6% 39.8%

CONTACT has helped me a little 28.6% 25.5% 27.6%

CONTACT has helped me a lot 36.7% 40.8% 21.4%

Don't Know 1.0% 1.0%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

TABLE 36

THE REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR IMPROVING A LITTLE OR A LOT

IN THEIR SELF-CONFIDENCE
(N=64)

Reason

1.1==11111=111.11110.,41
Number of Percentage of

Students Students*

Relaxed and friendly atmosphere/
freedom of expression

33 51.6%

Teachers' attitudes/teachers like the kids 26 40.16%

Sense of accomplishment 7 10.9%

Feeling of iMportance/more responsibility 7 10.9%

t
I am better at speaking in front of a group, 5 7.8%

I understand myself better 4 6.3%

Experience with different kinds of people 2 3.1%

Miscellaneous 1 1.6%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant response . 2 3.IA

*This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one reason.
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displayed in Table 38, very few of the 98 students interviewed had sugges6.ons

for improvement in that area.

By far the most frequent reason the students gave for improving in

their ability to get along with others was the small body ok friendly students -

who had similar problemsr thus making the student body seem like a family. The

students also frequently mentioned the attitudes and,characteristics of the

teachers as well as their improved understanding of human nature (themselves

and others). These results are given in Table 39. Again, as TableS 40 and

41 indicate, very few students had suggestions for improvement and very few

students blamed the school program or teachers for their lack of improvement.

A few claimed that the characteristics of some students produced difficulties.

The students who felt they had improved in their self-discipline
4

(see Table 42) mostly said it was because they mere encouraged to improve,

they liked gONTACT and that the freedom promoted such development'. However, the

dm,

information in Tables 43 and 44 suggests that a segment of the student body

(about 25%) wanted more disciplite, structure, challengq and presipre to help

them improve in the area of self-discipline. Others felt that the school

couldn't help ana that it was up to each individual.

The Results of the Rating Scales

1. The IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory
(

7Usable IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory data were obtained ftqm 96 studenii/---\../

on the January 1978 and/Or October 1978 rolls of CONTACT SChool.

Similar IOX Self -4praisal Inventory data were also collected for

Another study about the Toronto Board of Education "Aeaving School Farly"

(L.S.E.) students (Larter and Eason, 1978). That study ,wes about fourteen and

fifteen-year-old-students who are legally allowed (according to Ontario Regu-
.

1atton'159/75..- Early School Leaving) to leave school under the age of sixteen
et

and get a job while remaining on the-scho/%1 ro1.91 That study also included
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TABLE 37

REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR REGRESSING OR STAYING THE SAME
ZN THEIR SELF-CONFIDENCE

(N-33)

r.0111110goszweimicammezzr===i;

Reason
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

4ust not confident/haven't changed 6 18.2%

Have always been confidant 5 15.2%

I am adjusting to school/doing basic upgrading 4 12.1%

Teachers/program unsuitable 4

Atmosphere too agressive 2 6.1%

Discinline problems/kids in trouble 2 6.1%
\

Miscellaneous 31 9.1%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant response 12 36.4%

*This column does mt add to 100% since some students gave more than one reason.

TABLE 38

-SUGGESTIONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR IMPROVING THEIR SELF-CONFIDZNCE
(Nis96)

Suggestion
Number of
Students

Percentage
Students

4
1 Different kind of teaching

(more.discussion, more individualization),
8 8.2%

More student effort 7 7.1%
,

More structured program 5 5.1%

More discipline 2 2.0%

.,/ Improve academic ability
...

2 2.0%

Miscellaneous 1 1.0%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant response 73 74.5%

/ TOTAL 98 100%

9.5
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TABLE 39

1
THE REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR IMPROVING A LITTLE OR A LOT

IN THEIR ABILITY TO GET ALONG WITH OTHERS
(N=65)

^

Reason
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Students are friendly/few in number/
like a family/have similar problems

40 61.5%

Teachers are friendly/don't power-trip/
care/are concerned/are like people/go 17 26.2%

by firstnames

Understand self and others better/not
shy riow/con't fight now/learned to
communicate

Atmosphere'is open/no rush/no pressure

Freedom of expression

Miscellaneous/irrelevant response

No response

12

a

9

,13

18.5%

12.3%

9.2%

13.8%

20.0%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one reason.

TABLE 40

THE REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR REGRESSING OR STAYING THE SAME

IN THEIR ABILITY TO GET ALONG WITH OTHERS
(N=32)

Reason
Number of Percentage of
Students Students*

Always got along before 11 34.4%

Students are strange/weird/immature/bad 7 21.9%
influence/secretive/on drugs

1 am a loner 4 12.5%

have my own friends outside school 3 9:4%

Teachers are bad/swear 2 6.3%

Miscellaneous 4 12.5%

Don't know/no response 5 15.6%

* This column doel....not add to 100% since some students gave more th*1 one 'reason.

96 .
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SUGGESTIONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR IMPROVING THEIR ABILITY
TO GET ALONG WITH OTHERS

(N4*98)

Suggestion
Number of Percentage of
Students Students*

More discipline/structure
(fighting, dope, attendance)

Students' attitudes/efforts/lifestyle/
intolerance/gossiping should be changed

7 7.1%

7 7.1%

Teachers' attitudes/efforts/lifestyle
should be changed 3 '3.1%

/ More field trips/camps 2 2.0%

Miscellaneous 2 2.0%

Nothing 3 3.1%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant response 78 79.6%

* This column does not add to 1.00% since a few students gave more than one
suggestion.

TABLE 42

THE REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR IMPROVING LITTLE OR A LOT
IN THEIR SELF-DISCIPLINE

(N=4B)

Reason
Number of Percentage of
Students Students*

Encouraged to improve attendance/
punctualitv/effor'e

'

Freedom brings self-discipline and
responsibility

Likes CONTACT
(individual program, teachers)

Comes from individual, not school

Miscellaneous

No response

14

12

29.2%

25.0%

11 22.9%

5

5

3

10.4%

10.4%

6.3%

* This column does not add to 100% since a few students gave more than one reason.
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TABLE 43

THE REASONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR REGRESSING OR STAYING THE SAME

. IN THEIR SELF-DISCIPLINE
(N2150)

Reason

1.....1m.1=1.011
Number of Percentage of

Students Students

No pressure/challenge/discipline/
Structure/deadlines

13 26.0%

It is up to the individuil 7 14.0%

I was okay.before 5 10.0%

Unstable homelife 2 4.0%

I am a lost cause 2 4.0%

I dislike the school 2 4.0%

Miscellaneous 3 6.0%

Don't know/no response/irrelevant response 16 32.0% f,

TOTAL 50 100%

TABLE ,44

SUGGESTIONS STUDENTS GAVE FOR IMPROVING THEIR SELF-DISCIPLINE

(N=98)

Suggestion
Number of Percentage of

Students Students*

More discipline/structure/strictness 23 23.5%

More motivation/positive reinforcement/ 6 6.1%

understanding

It is up to the individual

Miscellaneous

Nothing

Don't know/no response/irrelevant response

6

9

5

53

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one reason.

i

98
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a control group of iandom1y selected regular grade.nine students. There were

103 L.S.E. students and 100 control students.

The means and standard deviations for the four self-concept subscales

and the total score for the CONTACT students, the L.S.E. students and the

control students are shown in Table 45.

TABLE 45

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON THE SELF-APPRAISAL INVENTORY FOR THE
CONTACT STUDENTS, THE L.S.E. STUDENTS AND THE CONTROL STUDENTS

Scale
CONTACT
Students
(N=96)

L.S.E.
Students
(N=103)

Control
Students
(N=100)

Family - mean 11.35** 13.29 15.04

standard deviation 4.95 3.87 3.36

Peer - mean 12.74** 14.33 13.86
standard deviation 3.50 3.22 3.95

School - mean 11.76** 8.97* 12.40

standard deviation 4.09 3.91 4.15

General - mean 14.05 14.35 14.75

standard deviation 3.89 3.30 3.73

Total - mean 49.91 50.94 56.05
- standard deviation 12.02 10.13 11.99

* The mean is significantly different from the mean for the control group
(p < .05).

** The mean for the CONTACT students is significantly different from the
mean for the L.S.E. students (p < .05)

Five t-tests were previously performed (Larter and Eason, 1978) to

test the hypotheses that the differences between the five sets of means for

the L.S.E. students and the control students were equal to zero against the

alternative hypotheses that they were different from zero. The hypotheses were

tested at the .05 level of significande. The hypothesis that the difference

between the means was equal to zero was rejected for the total self-concept

99
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scale, the family selgooncept subscale and the school self-concept subscale.

The t-tests were two-tailed but an examination of the means revealed the

direction of the significant differences. The To.S-4E. students had significantly

lower self-concept total scores, significantly lower family telf-con ept scores,

and significantly lower school self-concept scores than the control students.

Similarly, for thiA study, five t-tests were performed to test the -

hypotheses that the differences between the five sets of means of the CONTACT

students and the control students were equal to zero against the alternative

hypotheses thA they were different from zero. The hypotheses was tested at

the .05 level of significance. The hypothesis that the difference between the

means was equal to zero was rejected for the total self-concept scale, the

family self-concept subscale and the peer self-concept s. -3scale. An inspection

of the means revealed that the CONTACT students had significantly lower self-

concept total scores, significantly IoWer family self-concept sabres and signi-

ficantly lower peer sC.f-concept scores than the control students.

Finally, another set of five t-tes.ts were performed to test the

hypotheses that the differences between the five sets of means of the CONTACT

students and the L.S.E. students were equal to zero against the alternative hy-

potheses that they were different from zero. The hypothesis was rejected for

the family, peer and School subscales. An inspection of the means revealed

that the CONTACT students had significantly lower family and peer self-concept

scores and significantly higher school self-concept scores than the L.S.E.

students.

It appears, then, that both the CONTACT students and the L.S.E. students

have lower self-concepts than regular grade nine students. Both are lower on
a

the dimension of family, the CONTACT students being even A.ower than the L.S.E.

students. The L.S.E. students who have left school to work are lower on the
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school dimension; whereas, the CONTACT studen(ts who have chosen to continue

their schooling are the same on the dimension of schooling as the regular

students. The. CONTACT students are lower on the peer dimension than both the

L.S.E. students and the control students.

CONTACT students feel less capable, significant, successful and

worthy with respect to family and peers.

Two steps involving statistical tests were taken in order to determine

whether students improve in their self-concept as a result of attending CONTACT

School. First, the students who were pre-tested were divided into two groups --

those who had been in CONTACT for less than five months and those who had re-

mained for five or more months. Means and standard deviations were calculated

for the total scores and the four subscale scorft for both groups and two-

tailed t-tests for indep.ndent samples were done at the .05 level of significance

to test the hypotheses that the differences between the means are equal to zero

against the alternative hypotheses that they are different from zero.*

ql,
The means and standard deviations are shown in Table 46. While the

means for thoseitudents who had attended CONTACT for five oA: more months are

slightly higher than for those students who had remained for less than five

months, the differences are not statistically significant.

The second step involved post-testing those studyts who were still

available during April 1979 and had remained on the rolls for at least five

months. The-means and standard devi.ations are shown in Table 47. Two-tailed

t-tests for dependent samples (using difference scores) were done at the .05

level of significance to test the hypotheses that differences between the means

are equal to zero against the alternative hypotheses that they are different

from zero.** None of the means are statistically different. That is, there

* The results cannot be generalized beyond the studFults actually tested.

** The results cannot be generalized beyond the students actually tested.

I /
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TABLE 46

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON THE SELF-APPRAISAL INVEWM1Y FnR STUDENTS WHO

HAD BEEN ENROLLED IN CONTACT FOR LESS THAN FIVE MONTHS AND FOR STUDENTS WHO

HAD BEEN ENROLLED FOR FIVE OR MORE MONTHS*

1MONNI111

Scale

11111MINI

Students Who Attended
Less Than Five Months

(N = 73)

Students Who Attended
Five Or More Months

(N 23)

Family. mean 10.85 12.96

- standard deviation 4.71 5.44

Peer - mean 12.55 13.35 /

- standard deviation . 3.47 3.61 (

School mean 11.67 12.04

- standard deviation 4.06 4.28

General - mean 13.78 14.91

standard deviation 3.64 4.56

TOTAL - mean 48.85 53.26

- standard deviation 11.18 14.11

* There are no significant differences between the means of the two groups (p < .05).

TABLE 47

MEANS AND-STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON THE SELF-APPRAISAL INVENTORY FCR STUDENTS WHO

WERE PRE-TESTED AND POST-TESTED (N = 22) *

Scale Pre-Test Post-Test

1Y,

Family - mean 11.82 13.27

- standard deviation 4.49 4.65

Peir - mean 13.05 13.23

- standard deviation 3.12 4.36

School - mean 12.91 11.73 L

- standard deviation 4.00 3.53

General - mean 14.59 14.05

standard deviation 3.29 3.55

TOTAL - mean 52.36 52.27

- standard deviation 9.52 11.77

,* There are no significant differences between the pre-test and post-test means
(p < .05).

-1 n7
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is no evidence that the group of 22 students had changed in their-01f-concept

as a result of attending CONTACT for at least five months.

Thf-se findings suggest that the students' self-concepts as measured

by the IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory do not change either for the better or for

the worse while they remain at CONTACT. That is, they continue to have feelings

of unworthiness about family and peers and their feelings about themselves as

related to school remain as high as those of the control students and higher

than those of the L.S.E. students who have left school.

2. The Teachers' Ratings of the Students' Social Skills

The teachers rated 76 of the students on the October 1978 rolls on

their social,skills; 21 of those students were rated again during the spring

of 1979. The instrument is shown in Appendix M and the method used tchi61cu1ate

the students' scores is described on paae 34.

Two steps involving statistical tests were taken to determine whether

students change in their social skills as a result of attending CONTACT School.

First, the students who were pre-rated were divided into two groups -- those

who had attended CONTACT for five or more months and those who had attended for

less than five months. Means and standard deviations for the students' scores

were calculated as follows:

Attended Less Than Attended Five Or
Five Months More Months

Number of Students 43 33

Mean 113.68 115.51

Standard deviation . 12.85 12.12

A two-tailed t-test for independent samples was performed to test the

hypothesis that the difference between the means is equal to zero against the

alternative hypothesis that it is different from zero. The hypothesis which was

tested at the .05 level of significance was not rejected. That is, the teachers
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rated both groups of students much the same on their social skills (The re-
.

sults may not be generalized beyond the students rated).

Secondly, a t-test for dependent samples was Oerformed to test the

hypothesis that the difference between the means for the pre-ratings of 21

students and the post-ratings is equal to zero against the alternaiive hypo-

thesis that it is different from zero. The pre-ratings, post-ratings and change

in ratings for the 21 students are given in Table 48 along with the means and

standard deviations. The hypothesis which was tested at the .05 level of signi-

ficance was rejected. An examination of the means reveals that Ole post-ratings

are lower than the pre-ratings. That is, for these 21 students, the teachers

rated them lower on their social skills during the spring of 1979 than they had

during the fall of 1978. However, the reliability of this result can be questioned.

Since seven of the eight teachers rated the students during the fall and only

four did so during the spring, the change in the ratings may be due to the dif-

ference in the number of teachers who partipated and not dtip to a change in

the students.

Summary and Discussion

A number of variables rather loosely categorized under the heading of

"social skills" were investigated. The variable of "self-worth" (also referred

to as self-concept, self-confidence and self-appraisal) was probably most thor-

oughly investigated. The other variables investigated were "getting along with

others," "self-discipline" and "responsibilitY."

:The data from the IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory indvated that CONTACT

students score lower in terms of self-concept than a control group of regular

grade nine students and that the lower scores are due to their feelings about

family and peers_ and not to their feelings about their scholastic endeavors.

194
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TABLE 48

TEACHERS' RATINGS OF STUDENTS' SOCIAL SKILLS:
PRE-RATINGS, POST -.RATINGS AND CHANGE

(N-21)

Student
Pre-Rating
(FAll, 1978)

Post-Rating
(Slating, 1979)

Change

a 117.2 121.3 +4.1

b 100.5 102.5 +2.0
c 118.5 119.4 +0.9

d 96.0 96.5 +0.5
e 116.0 116.0 0.0

f 101.7 99.9 -1.8/

g 110.8. 108.6 -2.2
h

,

125.3 120.8 -.4.5

i 114.0 108.2
j 121.0 114.3 -6.7
k 98.2 91.5 -6.7
1 105.2 97.5 -7.7

m 95.7 86.5 -9.2

n 126.5 116.0 -10.5
o 133.7 122.2

P 106.8 94.7 -12.1

g 121.0 107.5 -13.5
r 137.0 122.0 -15.0
s 126.6 111.6 -15.0
t 137.0 119.5 -17.5

u 113.0 87.5 -25.5

MEAN 115.3 107.9 -7.5

STANDARD DEVIATION 13.0 11.9

.

The IOX data also indicated that some students did not change in their

self-appraisals either for the better or worse as a result of attending CONTACT

for at least five months. These test results tie in rather interestingly with

the opinions of the students and teachers About half of the teachers and 6511

of the students felt that CONTACT helped students to improve their self-concept.

While the teachers could not agree as to whether or not improvement was to be

achieved through academic success, the students who felt they had improved were

more rikely to attribute that improvement to the relaxed and friendly atmosphere,

freedom of expression and teachers' attitudes than to a sense of accomplishment.

1 5
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These findings strongly suggest that CONTACT students have low self-

contepts because OY family and peer relationships and that their self-concepts

do not improve as A result of attending,CONTAAlfor at least five months (the

opinions Of the students tended to bia bit more positive than the test data).

While it is difficult for a school to do much in the area of family self-concept,

perhaps a school such as CONTACT could do more in the area ofyeer self-concept.

Opinions were collected,about the ability of the students "to get a-

long with others." About half of the teacherlird 66% of the students reported

that CONTACT helped students t..o get along with others. The students who felt

they had improved in their ability to get along with others attributed it mostly

to the friendliness of students and teachers. The-teachers felt any improvement

was a result of the small, open and relaxed atmosphere, the homogeneity of

student characteristics and the monitoring on the part of the teachers.

It seeitis, then, that the CONTACT students need special help in the

areas of family.and peer relationships and that CONTACT

size, atmosphere, homogeneity of student population and

School, because of its

teachers' attitpdesi has

the potential to help the students in the area of peer relationships.. However,

the test data and the opinions of the teachers and students suggest that the

potential has not been fully realized,possibly because some of the staff have

emphasized academic wccess as the way to improve self-concept. Here are some

selected and interesting quotations from students who felt CONTACT had helped;

"1 had no 6tienda in the othet 4choot6. 1 have tot4 now."_

"Att the 4tudent4 ate 6tiend4i heu. On the 4/at day,
1 thought no one woad Lae me; but, evetyone did tihe me."

"1 6eet bettet. I tath to evemone in the Achoot. Evety-

one, hete 1.4 a paeltd 426 mine."

"The 4tu4eAt6 aae in the 6ame pozition a4 I citn and we ate

att tetaxed and we get atong wett togethen."
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"The teachem ane Wen& Aathek than authotity 64guice4."

"The teacheA4 hetp*th pnobtem4 ja4t you and them --
they hetp 6. tot. My head waAn't athaight. Naw I lieet

good."

"They hetped me make a tot 06 paenda. It £4 too AtAict
in othet 4choot4 evenyone £4 on to themaetve4."

"I had a comptex at the ad 4choo4.. eveAyone tatked
about me. At CONTACT, evetybody £4 togethek."

"I can welch withaut being tea4ed on. botheked -- I aaed
to get uptight in othert 4choot4."

"I am getting oven my phobia oti peopte. I can tet my

6eeting4 vow. I can expke44 my4et4."

Less information-was collected in the study to evaluate the concepts

of "self-discipline" and "responsibility." . That information was in the form

of teacher and student opinions. Approximately half of thd students (49%) be-

lieved thelr self-discipline had improved at CONTACT. Those who felt they had

improved attributed it to teacher encouragement, their liking for CONTACT and
41.

the freedom. However,ja ntrnbe l. of students felt they needed more strticture,

pressure, challenge, orostrictness to improve. These data strongly suggest that

there are two types ofistudents -- those who need the freedom'to develop self-

, discipline and responsibility and those who need to be pressured and challenged.

Since the philosophli of the school, AS described by the teachers, is to al,low

the students to proceed at their own rate, approach the teachers when they re-
.

quire assistance, to select materials they are interested in'and to internalize

the responsibility for their progress it s4e rns rdasonable to conclude t4at
-

students who need structure and external discipline will experience
.
'considerable

r

difficulty at CONTACT.

Here are some.comments from the students who felt their self-discipline

had improved:

"I tike coming hete and I make sune I .0ake up at 7:00."

"i am-mote witting 4f.o do' things on my own becauae,I do not

Like to be toed what to do." lf,)11-,
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"16 you want otal.4, you have to,be therm. Lt i4 Up to you."

"My worth i4 now on time -- I wotk on my own time. I get it

done euien."

"When it id6 up to me, I do it. When I have contut, I 6eet

mote encoutaged tD comptete things."

"My 4et6-diseiptine haz impnoved a tot because I can tA,Ale at

my cum pace and 6et my own deadZines."

And, here are some comments from students who felt that their self-

discipline had not improved:

"I am 15 minutes tate evetyday. I wsed to be tatl o6ten but

have became woue because they don't mind and don't aay anything."

"They allowed yell at the kid6 mo'te to yet mote disciptine."

"The woth gets too easy. I didn't 6eet Like coming in 04 doing

it. The teachet wouldn't help."

"I stacked up on my wotk. The teachets don't keep on top o6

you. Thene is no pnc.ipat to be Ittict. You can do anything

you want."

"They coutd'use a little mote sttuctute because some kids can't

handee it."

"It is a pemonat thing; but, I think teache-ts could pua't students

a bit mote."4

Finalry, the results of having the teachers rate the students on

30 items covering; ih particular, the concepts of getting along with others

and responsibility reinforced the conclusion that CONTACT has experienced limited

success in helping the students with their social skills. It is possible to

identify two reasons for the limited success: (1) Some students will not or

, can not learn self-discipline and responsibility in a,free atmosphere, and

(2) the low self-concepts of the students regarding their peer relationships

has not been fully understood and considered in the school program.
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Neither the respondents to the first survey to determine the needs

of dropout students nor the staff of CONTACT School had a fully developed de-

finition of "life skills.'" Lacking such a definition, the investigators

identified several fitting themes which were frequently mentioned by the survey

resicndents and staff and loosely grouped them under the heading of "life

skills" in order to provide a focus for the evaluation. The themes were:

(1) citizens' rights, (2) social issues, (3) knowledge of community, (4) know-

ledge of future educational and occupational possibilities. and (5) learning

to learn or study independently.

The Teachers' Description of How CONTACT School Helps Students with Life Skills.

1. Citizens' rights. The teachers specified several aspects of the

CONTACT School program which they felt helped the students become more know-

ledgeable about citizens' rights. First, it is built into the curriculum.

Two courses, in particular, offered in the afternoon three (cr four) week

blocks -- a law course and a consumer education course -- include a lot of

material related to citizens' rights. The law course deals with Juch things as

the rights of tenants; the rights of citizens with respect to search warrants,

police arrests, lawyers, etc.; the rights of students; the rights of young

people; the rights of workers; the rights of senior citizens; etc. The course

pays considerable attention to "street law." It provides the students.with a
- 4

chance to become familiar with legal aid centres and the courts. The consumer

education °purse attempts to make the students 4Pre aware of their rights as

a consumer and to introduce them to a variety of strategies and agencies they

might use to 'protect themselves or assert their rights.
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In addition to the activities associated with these two courses,

the weekly speakers' hour introduces the students to a variety of guests

(citizens) and their opinions, experiences and attitudes.

Finally, te general meetA14 provides the students with a chance to

learn how citizens may make decisions in a democratic setting by actually pr9-

viding them with the experiences of_voting, abstaining, chairing the meeting, etc.

2. Social Issues. The teaéhers f4lt that CONTACT probably expends

more energy in helping students become aware of social issues than most regular

high schools. First, the curriculum offers several credit oourses which com-

prise a wide range of topics Such as sexuality, family planning, health, native

pe,Dple, women's rights, labor, workers' rights, the economy, politics, racism

4

and multiculturism. Second, the speakers' hour provides thes students a chance

to listen to, question and interact with people deeply involved with the witious

social issues. People from different cultures, homosexuals, prostitutes, re-

/presentatives from women's groups, policemen, social workers, doctors, abor-
.t

representatives and many others have spoken to the students. A couple of teachers

emphasized that they try to build on the knowledge, feelings and opinions of

the students as they are when they enter CONTACT. Another teacher pointed out

-that CONTACT does not attempt to influence the students' attitudes or to bias

them in any way, but simply attempts to make them more aware of the social issues.

Many of the teachers keep in close touch with the daily happenings of the com-

munity,and try to incorporate the related social issues into the English program.

Also, on several occasions, the students have became involved with protests,

fasts, ticket selling, etc. associated with particular social issues. (For

example, they protested teacher firings at the Toronto Board of Education and

received newspaper coverage.)

3. Knowledge of Community. CONTACT tries very hard to increase the

students' knowledge of the community through a community studies program (course).

110
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The program consists of regular classes, field trips, contributions from

speakers and an opportunity to do volulteer work in local community agencies.

They study the needs and services of the community and are encouraged .not only

to use the community for their own benefit, but to give back to the community.

The field trips to museums; libraries; art galleries; markets; courts; health,

legal and family planning clinics; recreational areas; etc. are designed to

make the students more familiar with and appreciative of the resources of the

community. 'The students have given back to the community by working on a volun-

teer basis at such places as Woodgreen Community Centre, Harbourfront, day care

centres; etc. They have been involved with various community events such as

the Cabbagetown Festival and have become acquainted with such things as the

local community business association.

4. Knowledge of Future Educational and Occupational Possibilities.

One CONTACT teacher has a particular interest in helping the students know about

educational and job possibilities. He has developed a credit course called

"Post Secondary Education" and has made it available to senior students. This

teacher felt that one of the best things a school could do for students is to

bombard them with options. Another teacher commented on how "turned-off" the

students are with respect to sorting out their future options and how they must

be forced to consider various educational and occupational possibilities. The

Post Secondary Education course requires that students visit various educational

institutions such as other high schools, community ccaleges and universitles.

It introduces the students to such things as the independent studies course at

Waterloo, the transitional year program at the University of Toronto and corres-

pondence courses. Provincial job folders and educational brochures are made

available to the students. They are taught how to look for'jobs, develop resumes

and encouraged to keep in touch.
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, In addition to the course, teachers felt that the community studies

prograni and the speakers' hour probably helped the students become more aware

of the options available to them.

5. Learning to Learn or Study Independently. Some teachers felt that

it is extremely important the stu4nts learn to learn or study independently and

constantly try to encourage the students to teach themselves and to discourage

them from thinking they need a teacher to learn. Other teachers seemed to feel

that little could be done in this area, because most of the students lack the

desire to study independently and don't value learning. One teacher felt it

was much more important to help the students obtain job skills.
,

The teachers volunteered very few other.comments on this topic.
cd, .

Of these five topics grouped under "life skiltl," the teachers generally

felt that CONTACT helped students most with "citizens' rights," "social issues,"

and'"knowledge of community" and did not do a good job with "future education,

and occupational possibilities." They tended not to comment on "learning to

learn or study independently."

Many of the teachers made qualifying comments about CONTACT'S success

in.the area of "life skills." They felt that CONTACT was probably successful

in developing the students' knowledge about life skills and that the students

would prObably say they had learned a lot of new ideas; but, they wondered

whether the students had developed the attitudes which would enable them to gain

control of their lives. That is, were the students using the ideas or was there

a transfer of the knowledge to their everyday lives? Some teachers felt that

CONTACT could do more to guarantee the'use of the knowledge by having the students

start that use while still in school.

One teacher doubted the valpe of teaching "life skills" in school.

Another teacher commented on how "turned off" the students were about considering

their future and that it was thus very difficult to help them with future

1 C)A.
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educational and occupational possibilities. And, another teacher thought that

helping the students with "life skills" was very difficult because most of the

students were not at the level where they had developed a social consdience or

concern about the community.

On the other hand, one teacher felt that it is very important that

such students know their rights and that it must be part of the curriculum.

One teacher felt that the teaching of "life skills" is most successful when it

is related closely to the students' personal problems. And, another teacher

suggested that the topics related to life skills oould be successfully used as

an introduction to the more academic areas.

The teachers offered a number of suggestions for improving tAe way

CONTACT helps students in the area of "life skills":

- Need more money for travel,,guest speakers, materials, etc.

7- Need to provide more concrete, positive ways to improve self --
sometimes the speakers' hour is too heavy, negative and one-sided.

- Need to provide more follow-up. The students need tc use their

learning at their own level.

- Need to provide more job-related, community-related activities

(sometimes city by-laws, etc. make it difficult to do work in

the comnunity).

- More structure is needed.

- Students should be more involved with the
ways, attending CONTACT is an escape from

community. They should be more than just
they should be helping to support the comm

community. in many
the hassles of the
a part of the community,
unity.

- Citizens' rights could be better dealt with by having the

students become more Involved with .the democracy of the school.

- The general meeting is too large for every student to learn

` debating skills, chairing skills, etc. The general meeting is

also weak in teaching how a democracy works because the students

realize'they have no real power.

u- To improve students' knowledge of future educational and job
opportunities, the school needs a scout to search out all

possibilities.

- Need a definite time period each week when the school will go

out into the community ("outreach") or the community will cothe

into the school ("inreach"). "Outreach" should be work experience

as well as volunteer work. "Inreach/ popld bring people fran the

community in to teach skills.
I I
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The Students' Opinions About Life Skills

The 98 students who were interviewed were asked to rate how much they

had learned in life skills in the foUr areas of citizens' rights, social issues,

knowledge of community and knowledge of future educational arLd occupational

opportunities. They were asked to choose one of three ratings:

(1) I haven't learned anything

(2) I have learned a little

(3) I have learned a lot

They were also asked to state whether or not CONTACT had helped them to learn

to study independently.

A8 shown in Table 49, 86% of the students felt they had learned a

little or a lot about citizens' rights; while 79%, 67% and 60% gave those two

responses for social issues, knowledge of community and knowledge of future

educational and occupational opportunities respectively.

Approximately 81% of the students felt that CONTACT had helped them

learn to study independently.

Table 50 shows what the students felt they had learned in the area

of citizens' rights.- The'list is extensive and much of the material would have

been leard as a result of the students taking the law course. Table 51 in-

dicates that the majority of the students muld think of nothing elfJe they would

like to learn in the area of citizens' rights, although a few suggested govern-

ment, politics and 'law.

Table 52 indicates what-the students felt they had learned about

social issues. They most frequently mentioned topics related to sexuality,

racism, women's rights, unemployment and consumerism. As exhibited in Table 53,

over three-quarters of the students did not name anything else they would like

to learn about social skills.



TABLE 49

STUDENTS' OPINIONS OF' HOW MUCH THEY RAD LEARNED UNDER
THE HEADING OF LIFE SKILLS (N = 98)

Students'

Responses
Citizens'

Rights

SOcial Knowledge of
Issues Community

Know tedge of Future
E. cational and

Occup iohal Opportunities

I.haven't learned
anything 13.3% 21.4% 32.7% 3b.8%

I'have learned a
little 28.6% 34.7% 33.7% 34.7%

I have learned a
lot 57.1% 43.9% 33.7% 25.5%

Don't know/
no response 1.0% m.. ma. 1.0%

TABLE 50

THE STUDENTS' OPINIONS OF WHAT THEY RAD LEARNED
IN THE AREA OF CITIZENS' RIGHTS (N = 84)

Students'
Opinions

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

How to deal with police/lawyers/
probation officers (arrest procedures,

)

rights) 31

Protests (reasons, procedures) 30 35.7%

LaWs/ street law 28 33.3%

People's rights (Indians, tenants, young
people, women, senior citizens, students,
immigrants, etc.) 23 27.4%

Government/politics 19 22.6%

Strikes 10 11.9%

Court 2 2.4%

Miscellaneous (pensions, welfare,
drugs, etc.) 19 22.6%

Can't remember 1 i 3 3.6%

* This column does not add to 100% since mme students gave more than one
response.



TABLE 51

THINGS STUDENTS WOULD LIXE TO LEARN ru THE A2EA

OF CITIZENS RIGHTS (l a' 98)

Topic
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Government/politics

Law/street law/court

Peoples' rights

How to deal with police

Everything

Nothing/no response/don't know

11

11

5

5

3

65

IIMENI11=

11.2%

11.2%

5.1%

5.1%

3.1%

66.3%

* This column does not add to 100% since a few students mentioned more than

one topic.

The students who felt they had learned something about the comhunity

(67%) were most likely to list museums, the Science Centre, art galleries and

social and health services. Over 80% could think of nothing else they would

like to learn (see Tables 54 and 55).

The students Who felt they had learned something about future educa-

tional and occupational opportunities (60%) were more likely, as suggested by

the material in Table 56, to say they had learned about job opportunities than

educational opportunities. And, Table 57 indicates that approximately 50% of

the students would like to learn more about their future opportunities, parti-

%

cularly their future occupational opportunities. These students would like to

learn how to find jobs, prepare tor specific jobs and Learn What,jobs are avail-

able. A few wanted work experience while in school.

116

AL-
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TABLE 52

THE STUDENTS OPINIONS OF WHAT THEY HAD LEARNED ABOUT SOCIAL ISSUES (N ix 77)

1..,..1.......
Students'
Qpinions

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Sexuality (homosexuality, prejudice,
fe.mily planning)

abortion,
52 67.5%

Ra,7ism 32 41.6%

Womens' Rights 30 39.0%

Unemployment 25 32.5%

Consumerism 21 27.3%

Sociology 6 7.8%

Miscellaneous 5 6.5%

No response 7 9.1%

* This column does not add to 100% since several stUdents gave more than one
response.

TABLE 53

THINGS STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO LEARN ABOUT SOCIAL ISSUES (N = 98),,CI..,...1./.NI
Topic

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Womens' Rights a 8.2%

Everything 5 5.1%

Unemployment 4 4.1%

Sociology 4 4.1%

Racism 2.0%

Sexuality 1.0%

Psychulogy 1 1.0%

'Current Events 1 1.0%

Nothing/no response/don't know. 75 76.5%

* This column does not add to 100% since a few students gave more than one
response. ,

,1

`1)
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TABLE 54

THE THINGS STUDENTS RAD LEARNED ABOUT 7NE COMMUNITY (N = 66)

Item
Number of Percentage of
Students Students*

mmoimirbIwelv ..
Mtseums 21 31.8%

Science Centre 17 25.8%

Art Galleries 13 19.7%

Social and Health Services 7 10.6%

Planetarium 3 4.54

Library 2 3.0%

Queen's Park 2 3.0%

Inner City Angels 2 3.0%

Toronto Tours 2 3.0%

Shopping Centres 1 1.5%

Regent Park Community 1 1.5%

Ontario Place 1 1.5%

Pioneer Village 1 1.5%

Police Station 1 1.5%

Cultures 1 1.5%

School Farm 1 1.5%

Nuclear Plant 1 1.5%

Kensington Market 1 1.%
Harbour Front 1 1.5%

Music/Theatres 1

Courts 1 1.5%

Lots of places 2

Miscellaneous 6 9.1%

Irrelevant responie 2 3.0%

Thii colimn does not add to 100% since some students gave more,thcft Tnc
response.

06,e
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TABLE 55

THINGS STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO LEANT ABOUT THE OOMMUNITY (N = 98)

Item Number of Percentage of
Students Students*

Community Services 4 4.1%

History of Toronto 3 3.1%
Multiculturism 2 2.0%

MUsic Shops 2 2.0%
Community places/activities 2 2.0%
City Government 1 1.0%
Museum 1 1.0%
Art Gallery 1 1.0%
Planetarium 1 1.0%
Zoo 1 1.0%
Parks 1 1.0%

Nare 3 3.1%

No response/nothing/don't Know 80 81.6%

* This column does not add to 100% since a few student3 gave more than one
response.

TABLE 56

THE THINGS STUDENTS HAD LEARNED ABOUT FUTURE
EDUCATIONAL AND JOB OPPORTUNITIES (N = 59)

Item
Number of
Students_

Percentage of
Students*

How to find a job/keep a job 32 54.2%

Information about other schools/ colleges/
universities/correspondence courses, etc. 20 33.9%

Education and background necessary for
specific jobs 17 28.8%

Transistional Year Program 2 3.4%

Information about supplements, grants, etc. 1 1.7%

Miscellaneous 4 6.8%

Irrelevant answer 4 6.8%

No response 10 16.9%

* This column does not add to 100% since a few students gave more,than
one response.
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TABLE 57

7

THINGS STUDENTS WOULD LIKE ZO LEARN ABOUT FUTURE

EDUCATIONAL AND JOB OPPOrTUNITIES (N 0 98)

Item.
Number of
Students

Percentage of
$ tudents*

How to find ajob/keep a job
(aptitudes, skills)

Reality about employment/what's
available

27

AVM=EM/M10/

27.6%

7.1%

Information about other schools/
colleges/universitiea/correspondence
courses, etc. 7 7.1%

Education and background necessary
for specific jobs

Work experience/career exploration

6 6.1%

5 5.1%

Miscellaneous 2 2.0%

Irrelevant 1 1.0%

No response/don't know/nothing 51 52.0%

.....===1111, =1.11/=1,m1

This colurn does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one

response.

It is interesting to compare these findings with those of a recent

research study of students' attitudes to work and unemployment (Larter,

FitzGerald and Friendly, 1979). That study found that the majority of 975

students from all Toronto secondary schools agreed with the following nine

statements:

(1) Schools should teach students about unemployment.

(2) Schools should teach students how the economy functions.

(3) Schools should teach students how to act in the work world.

(4) Schools should help students find jobs.

(5) Schools should teach students how to hold down a job.

(6) Schools should teach students about their rights in the

working world.

(7) Schools shoUld have work experierprograms.
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(8) Schools should teach students how to get jobs.

(9) Schodls should make sure that students have the skills
needed for the working world,.

1
The majority of the studlnts who .felt they had learned to s4y in-

dependently felt it was due to the indivicAual attention, concern, trust and

encouragement from the teachers. A few who said they had not learned to study

ineependently talked of the need for more structure and discipline. See Ublis

58 and 59.
4

The Results of the Life Skills_QuestionnaiA

The Life Skills Questionnaire (Appendix N) was devised to determine

whether the students improve cognitively witW respect to life skills as a re-

sult of attending CONTACT School. Such a questionnaire, of course, can give

no indication of whether the students' attitudes change or whether they are

making use of their knowledge in their everyday li7es. The questionnaire was

construci.ed blithe investigators only after several students and the teachers

had been interviewed with the intention of ensuring that the questions reflected

the program of the school as closely as possible. Naturally, the questions

which were finally Lncluded (in consultation with the teachers) are only a

small sample of things the students might learn in the area of life skills wbile

at CONTACT. The bulk of the questions related to citizens' rights, social

issues and knowledge of community. The scoring procedures have been 'described

on page 35.

Tmoesteps involving statistical tests were taken to deternine whether

students change in their knowledge of life skills as a result of attending

CONTAtT School. First, the students who were pre-tested were divided into two

groups -- those who had attended CONTACT for five or more months and those.who

46

had attended for less than five months. Means and stardard deviations for

the students' scores were calculated as follows:
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TABLE 58

COMMENTS FROM STUDENTS WHO FELT THEY,HAD LEARNED
TO STUDY /NDEPENDENTLY (N 79)

11=1...MIMM111.
Comment

Number of '

Students

Percentage of
Students

Due to individual attention/concern/
trust/encouragement from teacpers 34 43.0%

Due to increased interest/
self-confidence 12 15.2%

Students first misuse freedoM,
thei . learn to be serious 2 2.5%

Irrelevant response 7 8.9%

No'response 24 30.4%

TOTAL 79 100%

TABLE 59

COMMENTS FROM STUDENTS WHO FELT THEY HAD NOT LEhRNED
TO STUDY INDEPENDENTLY (N = 17)

Comment.
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

School needs more structure/
discipline/strictness 6 35.3%

I already could study independently 3 17.6%

It is.up to the student 2 11.8%

Irtelevant response, 2 11.8%

No reiponse 4 23.5%

TOTAL 17% 100%

4

I.
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Attended Lesi Than Attended FiVe Or

Five Months More Months

Number of Students. 26 19

Mean 19.75 25.97

Standard deviation 7.26 10.59

A twot-tailed t-test for independent samples ras performed to test the hypo-

.

thesis that the difference between the means is equal to zero against the al-

ternative hypothesis that it is different from zero. The hypothesis which was

tested at the .05 levet of significance was rejected. That is, the itudents

Who had remained in CONTACT for five or more months scored significantly higher

-
on a questionnaire about life skills than the students who had attended for less

than five itionths.

SecondiY,_a t-test for dependent samples.was performed to test the

hypothesis that the difference between the means for the pre-test scores and

the pOst-test scores for 20 students is equal to zero against the alternative

hypothesis that it is different fr6m,zero. The pre-test scores, the post-test

stores and the change in scores for 20 students are given in Table 60 along

with the means and standard deviations. The hypothesis which was tested at

the .05 level of-significance was not rejected. That is, the mean of the post-

test scores is, statistically the same as the mean for the ore-test scores.

Summary and Discussion

CONTACT appears tb be successful in helping the students become more

knowledgeeble about (1) citizens' rights, (2) socialiissues, and (3) the com-

munity. The teachers' and students' opinions and some of the results of the

testing support this conclusion. While the students may become'Pore knowledgeable-

about such things, the teachers were not sure and this evaluation did not at-

tempt to determine whether that knowledge is used by the'students to gain better

control of their lives or, in other words, whether,the khowledge becomes a viable

"life skill." Here is a sample positive comments from the'students:
. .

cic 193'
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TABIE 60

STUEENtS' PRE-TESr AND POST-TEST SCORES ON THE LIFE
plaus QUESTIONNAIRE (N=20)

Student
Pre7Test Post-Test

-Change
Score Score

MEAN
STANDARD DEVIATION

22.0
25.0
18.5
9.5

19.5
19.5
10.0
23.5
30.0
32.5
29.5
29.5
24.5
19.0

16.0

23.5
44.5
33.0
15.5

23.5

31.0 +9.0
32.5 +7.5

25.5 +7.0

14.0 +4.5

23.5 +4.0
23.0 +3.5

12.5 +2.5
23.5 +2.0

32.0 +2.0
33.5 +1.0
30.0 +0.5

29.0 -0.S
23.5 -1.0
17.5 -1.5
28.0 -2.0
11.5 -4.5
17.5 -6.0

38.0 -6.5
25.0 -8.0
6.5 -9.0

24.2 + .67

8.7 8.1

#
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"I teaAned about the p04tat at/Eike."

"I teakned that giad and 9uy4 can do the dame woAk."

"I went to a tot 06 ptace4 -- we viaited buitdingd and then
discudded them,"

"1 tgaAned abpwt age.ncied that help kidd. I teaAned abowt
V.V. centAgd and the cult gattem.

"I Le.aAned about Aightd and the. taw. I Zeo.Ane.ci about Aightd

I had no idea about."

"I know a tot MAL 06 What i4 gaing On n the woAtd."

"I teamed about the Science Centu. We went to ptay4."

"I teaAned.to get invotved with the potitic4 oi the uhoot."

"I teaAned about adveAtiding, pti.ce4 and packaging."

"I took a taw couAde and attended a muAdet tAiat."

"I am up-to-date on the ac-avitie4 Ton.ont.o. We vidited
Kendington Maithet."

"1 teaAned a tot about Indian Aightd. I pitotated at Hydno."

"I teatned about 6amity ptanning and my tight4 usith potice."

"I teaAned haw the Tokonto BoaAd 06 Education Una and how
to pAateat."

"The 4peakert4 hetped me 4ee the 'in4ide' o thing4."

"1 inteAviewed 4ome bum on the coAneA about unemptoyment. I

teaAned about imam?! in A64ica."

"I teaAned what.to do i6 I am evicted by a tandLoAd."

"CONTACT id one 06 the but 4choot4 teaAning about goveAnment
and potiticd."

"I took a 6ew heattk =WM"

teaAned how to choode a doctox."

"I tgaAned howto deat with potice. Everything had been Aeatty
intexedting. I AemembeA evetything."

1 9
' fir
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The credit courses, the speakers' hour, the generpl meeting, the'school

field trips, and the involvement with social issues and the community are the

primary ways in which CONTACT School increases the students' knowledge of

citizens' rights, social issues and community.

Fewer students (although still the majority) felt they had learned

something about future educational and,occupational opportunities. They were

more likely to say they had learned-about job opportunities than about educa-

tional opportunities even though CONTACT offered a credit course called "Post

Secondary Education." And, when asked what else they would like to learn, they

were more likely to suggest job opportunities than educational opportunities..

Here are some comments from students who felt they had learned something about

future educatipnal and job opportunities at CONTACT:

"I tea/tiled how to appty tiot a liactoty job."

1

"1 temned about photopaphy az a pitoliezzion."

"1 teamed about the independent ztudy eoutze at WateAtoo."

"My toacheu gave me ptacez to get a job."

"The Centtemtken got boys and gint.s .064 qtet ,schoot."

"I teamed about the aimed fiances and the tAansiti.onat yean

pitogItam at the Univetzity oic Tounto."

"1 &aimed whete to get a job."

"I teamed about Manpawet and vartiouA youth emptoyment setvicez."

"1 teamed about othet attetnative zehootz."

"1 teamed that ttadez ate bettet 6ok money."

"They tatk to you about how to get into othen. 4choot4."

"The teachet totd me exactty what I needed 04 auto mechania."

And, here is a sample of comments from students who felt they would

like to learn more about job opportunities:
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"T woutd tike to team how lb itat out an apptication, how tO
2mpne44 an emptoyet, and how to 6ad.a good job with good pay."

"1 woutd tike to know deAent thing4 women can do."

"I'd tike to team how to 'pAlasent' mioe1 6p. a job."

"It id hand to get a job. They ahoued teach you how to get
job4. They 4houtd teach you about job agencie4."

"I'd tike to know the ArzatZty about job4 and unemptoyment."

"The 4choot 4hould have on-the-job tAaini.ng and some COU/E4e4
on how to wonk on the job."

"I woutd tike to 6ind ()adult type 06 job I can db."

, Approximately 81% of the students felt that CONTACT had helped them

learn to study independently. Here are a tew typical comments:

"Ve6initety. I am doing nothim but wanking on my own now.
I mua neven abte to wonk on my OM at the othen 4choot."

"The teachet doesn't piteach and acaxe you. It he2p4 a tot."

"They tett you to do it by youn4e4."

"Age& kid4 mi4u4e thea independen,I, they become mone 4e/U=6 --
they team 6tom theit miAtakez -- ,1.6 a good way to team."

"Yea, beca114e Lt 4.4 demOCUti.C. You ofte not &aced to wank,
thete6one you team to do it."

"The teacheA4 tvlat you to do thing4."

"Othen 4choots aten't &tee enough to attow 4tudent4 to expertiment
with diekent 4tyte4 o6 teaming."

"Yea, I took an independent 4tudy coun4e."

"Yea, I don't have to keep up with othenz."

"Yea, they helped ma do thing4 on my own. I u4ed to think I wa4

dumb, but not anymone."
-

"Ye4, they hetp to 4sta/a you itut. They give you counage and witt

powen -- then you can do it on yout own."

"They expain it and then you wonk on you/E. own -- you can go back

ox hetp."

The teachers made very few comments about learning to learn or study

independently.

t? 7
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Democratic and Relaxing Atmosphere

The respondents to the original survey to determine the needs of

dropout students provided a number of suggestions which the investigators chose

to loosely group under a heading of "democratic and relaxing atmosphere."

- Freedom of student expression

- Students' share in decisicn-making and formulation of rules

- Discipline and structure

- Less bureaucracy

- Good teacher-pupil relationships

- Freedom of mobility

The Teachers' Opinions about the Atmosphere

1. Freedom of Student Expression. The teachers were in full agreement that

the students have the freedom to express themselves at CONTACT. They cited

the general meetings, the group meetings, the open physical setting and the

attitudes of the teachers as those aspects of CONTACT which most allow for

freedom of student expression.

While one teacher felt that students who end up at CONTACT are ones

who may not have fit into the regular schools because they were too ready to

express their opinions, others felt that they learned to express their opinions

as a result of the freedom to do so at CONTACT.

Another teacher felt that a few students :night be intimidated by

those students who are highly verbal but negative and destructive.

2. Students' share in decision-making and formulation of rules. The teachers'

comments and ieelings on this topic were extremely difficult to summarize.

However, the majority of ihe teachers felt that, strictly speaking, CONTACT

is not run democratically by the students. That is, the students have no

constitutional power. They may.use the general meetings and group meetings

to discuss issues and formulate recommendations, but the staff make all the

1 ?8
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final policy decisions.* This state of affairs is the result of a number of

factors. First, there is very little room for the students to make decisions

about the school program. Since the school offers a program at levels 4 and 5,

4.

the teachers mustkeep control of it and conform to the Ontario Ministry of

Education and Toronto Board of Education guidelines. In addition to the guide-

lines, the number of decisions to be made &bout the program are further limited

by the skills of the teachers (for example, the teachers could not agree to

offer help on all languages the students might elect to study) end by the

facilities of the school (for example, there are no science laboratories).

Secondly, several of the teachers felt that it is essential the teachers have

the ultimate responsibility and be able to veto any absurd demands the students

make and that students such as those who enter CONTACT probably need some form

of external control and guidance. Third, many students are mot interested in

making decisions which affect the entire school and tend to have no sense of

political commitment. While the overall set up and rules of the school were

partially determined by CONTACT's first students five years ago, the prefent

students tend to accept it as it is and have no concept of or interest in

changing fundamental rules. They are more likely to be interested in making

smaller day-to-day decisions such as whether smoking should be allowed in the

washrooms. A fourth factor which limits the ability of CONTACT to function

in a fully.democratic manner is that the new students simply laCk the technical

skills to make it work and that one of the purposes of the general meeting

is to teach them how to participate in and rUn a meeting democratically. If

the school were to function solely-as a result of the decisions and policies

made (in a so-called democratic fashion) at the general meetings, all would

probably fall apart because so,much energy and time is needed to teach the

* During the second year of the a student representative had a vote at

the staff meetings. 90
...7
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students the proper skills and to lead them to become more aware of the

nature of political machinery. A couple of teachers comnented on how the

students could probably exercise a great deal more power at CONTACT, but that

very few fully grasp the idea that it might be possible or learn enough skills

to make it possible.

There is another side to this story which is fascinating and indicates

that the power at CONTACT is, in reality, very subtly defined and delicately

balanced. First, the staff allow the students the option of not participating

in any part of the program they dislike. For example, if they dislike the

teaching style of a particular teacher in a particular course, they will simply

stay home. As one teacher put it, the students have the ultimate power because

they can walk out. Secondly, the teachers can expect troUble And protest if the

students perceive that they are not being listened to or that their recommendations

are not being considered. And, as documented in the preceding section, the

students are given a great deal of freedom to express their opinions at the

group meetings and the general meeting as well as being able to make presentations

to the staff meeting. In other words, the students expect to and get to say a

lot. Third, the students have some choice about the courses they wil;, take and

the teachers with whom they will take them. The'chance to make tilich a choice occurs

every three (or four) weeks when the courses change. Fourth, some real decisions

such as where to go on field trips are made through the mechanism of the general

meeting. Fifth, the school is small add this enables the students to make and

put into operation a number of informal rules. And, finally, the judiciary

committee which is made up of a representative from each class makes and im-

plements rules through which the students may discipline each other,and even

the teachers (although, the teachers may override the decisions).

1 31)
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3. Discipline and Structure. The teachers differed considerably in their

opinions about discipline and structure and realized that they differed. Some

teachers felt that there should be more discipline and structure. One teacher

elaborated by giving the example that students should be required, to stay in

their own areas until break. Another teacher who felt there should be more

discipline noted that increasing discipline and structure wouldn't work unless

the school was able to offer the students a more non-academic program composed

of mote life-skills studies. A third teacher felt the rules of the school

should be enforced (and added that they probably were), but was concerned that

the responsibility was too likely to fall on the shoulders of certain teachers

who then become known as disciplinarians while the other teachers become known

as "free teachers." And a fourth teacher was unsure what the others meant by

discipline and structure, but felt it was easiest to teach in a traditional

structured environment.

Other teachers did not believe in imposing external discipline and

structure on the students. One teacher who believed this said that it would

only prevent the development of the students' self-discipline. This teacher

felt that, ideally, each student should be allowed to develop his own personal

structure which may or may not include teacher(s), try it out, and then develop

a new structure if and when it became desirable. Such an arrangement would

probably mean that the teachers would have to timetable or structure themselves

in a different way. Another teacher felt that the school tended to be non-

structured and that such an arrangement should not be sacrificed even if the

students did no work. A third teacher was sure that most of the things the

students do, such as wandering around, are not an 2nfringement on other students'

rights and that they should be free to do as they wish and will eventually do

something useful when they see the need for it.

131
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_Various teachers speculated on what the students want. One teacher

felt that as the students become more mature, they will begin to find the free

atmosphere too upsetting and disturbing, while the immature students will find

the atmosphere not free enough. Another teacher explained that the students

want freedom and structure at the same time. They want structure with humanity

and unoppressive and helpful limits. Another teacher was concerned that the

students complain no matter what the atmosphere is. A fourth teacher felt that

when the students ask for more discipline, they are really asking for a quiet

environment.

A couple of -eachers described how the school's program differs in

the morning and afternoon. In the morning, the students can only do English

and mathematics, but have a great deal of freedom, nonstructure and individu-

alization within those courses. In the afternoon, they can choose from among ,

several courses, but the teachers present those courses in a more structured

traditional teacher-centered fashion. Perhaps, they added, some teachers and

students prefer the morning arrangpment while other teachers and students

prefer the afternoon arrangement.

4. Less Bureaucracy. Five of the nine teachers interviewed felt there was

less bureaucracy at CONTACT than at regular schools. A couple of teachers re-

marked, though, that the bureaucracy which does exist in CONTACT is closer to

the teachers and more unavoidable than that in regular schools. Another couple

of the teachors noted that the school is frustrated by the bureaucracy from

the Toronto Board of Education and that teachers are more aware of the board

than theii'might le if they were in a regular school.

However, vim teachers felt that there was as much, if not more,

bureaucracy at CONTACT than in regular schools. These two teachers also be-

lieved that bureaucracy is very necessary to keep a school such as CONTACT, -
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which offers many alternatives, running smoothly and efficiently% One teacher

seemed to be saying that democracy necessitates bureaucracy.

5. Good teacher-pupil relationship. Six of the nine teachers interviewed

felt that the teacher-pupil relationship at CONTACT is good. The other three

said it depends on the teacher or on a particular combination of teacher and

student. They mentioned the favorable student-teacher ratio, the mutual respect

and the freedom of expression as factors contributing to the good relationship.

The teachers treat the students as people and the students show their appreci-7

ation which in return makes the teachers feel good. One teacher said it is

most important to create a bond with a student and to do nothing which might

break it. Another teacher mentioned how rewarding it is to hear a student

say, "You are the first teacher who has helped me."

One teacher seemed a little discouraged about the pupil-teacher re-

lationship and felt it could be improved if the teachers were better matched

in terms of socio-economic background.

6. Freedom of mobility. The students move around CONTACT School a lot during

class time.

The teachers did not agree on whether or not the students really have

that right and some teachers felt it should be discouraged as much as possible.

The school's open plan architecture and smallness probably contribute

a lot to the &mount of mobility.

7. Suggestions for improvement. The teachers offered very few suggestions

for improvement related to the, topics in this section.. They were:

- Students become tense when they are doing things they don't
like. Therefore, the school should provide more active, con-

crete things for the students to do.

- Each teacher should decide what atmosphere he/she wants gond

stick to it.
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- Every teacher should take responsibility for discipline.

- The staff should concoct issues for the students to get in-

volved in.

- School staff should prioritize objectives and then make de-
ciSions on methods (e.g., the objectives of the general
meeting).

- The school should establish its own integrity and stop being
dictated to,by Ministry requirements for credits and diplomats.
This would allow the school to operate in a truly democratic
fashion and creativity would explode. Students should know
what all the options are and be able to follow through on
their own choices, then teachers and experts in the field
should judge whether they had obtained the skills and maturity
needed at a certain level.

The Students' Opinions

The 98 students who were interviewed were asked how they felt

about expressing their opinions in CONTACT. As Table 61 indicates, the

majority or 65% felt very free or free most of the time, while only 7% felt

very restricted or restricted most of the time. The students were also asked

to identify the occasions when they felt restricted. Their responses are

given in Table 62. Many gave no response, but some said they restkicted them-

selves, felt restricted in group situations, or felt restricted when not in-

cluded for some reason. Very few said,that the teachers restricted them from

expressing their opinions.

Close to 25% of the students felt they had a great deal of say in

making decisions arid rules concerning CONTACT. The rest or the majority felt

they had none, a little or some say.- (See Table 63). And, when asked to

suggest improvements, 21% felt the students should have more say or equality,

while 8% felt they had too much say. Many seemed quite satisfied with the

situation as it exists at CONTACT. Their responses are given in Table 64.

Next, the students were asked about the relationship between the

teachers and students at CONTACT. As displayed in Table 65, 65% described

134
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TABLE 61

HOW STUDENTS FEEL ABOUT EXPRESSING THEIR OPINIONS IN CONTACT (N = 98)

Feelings About
Expressing Opinions

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Very restricted 2 2.0%

Restricted most of the time 5 54%

Sometimes free/sometimes restricted 27 27.6%

Free most of the time 30 30.6%

Very free 34 34.7%

TOTAL 98 100%

TABLE 62

THE OCCASIONS WHEN STUDENTS FEEL RESTRICTED
IN EXPRESSING THEIR OPINIONS (N = 98)

Occasions When
Restricted

Nimber of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

I res rict myself/I prefer to listen 11 11.2%

In tings/groups 10 10.2%

When am rejected/not included/
dis greed with/labelled/accused 9 9.2%

With the teacher 6 6.1%

WheniI am not knowledgeable 6 6.1%

In a! new situation 3 3.0%

When I am depressed 2 2.0%

Miscellaneous 4 4.1% .

No response/don't know 51 52.0%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one
response.

1 2
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TABLE 63

THE AMOUNT OF SAY STUDENTS HAVE XN,MAKING DECISIONS AND
RULES CONCERNING CONTAWIN uH98T

The Amount of Say
tiumber of Percivtage of
Students Students.114=111111......111.

None 12 12.2%

A little 25 25.5%

Some 37 37.8%

A great deal 23 23.5%

No response 1 1.0%

TOTAL 98 100%

TABLE 64

THE IMPROVEMENTS STUDENTS FELT COULD BE MADE IN THE AMOUUT OF SAY)
THEY HAVE IN MAKING DECISIONS AND RULES IN CONTACT (Nr- 98)

Improvements
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Felt they had a "great deal" of say/
No improvement suggested 23 23.5%

Alright the way it is 21 21.4%

Students should have more say/equality 21 21.4%

Mbre structure/more control/students
have too much say 8 8.2%

Students think they hiVE-control, but
teachers hays it 6 6.1%

Teachers should listen more 2 2.0%

Students should attend meetings 2 2.0%

Miscellaneous 9 9.2%.

No response 9 9.2%

* This column eoes not add to 100% since some students gave more than one
response.

171
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TABLE 65
c

STUDENTS OPINIONS ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACKERS AND
STUDENTS IN CONTACT (N 0 98)

The Relationship between
Teachers and Students

Number of
Students

Percentage"of
Students

Poor/

0.7!./not bad

God

Excellent

No response

TOTAL

4

25

32

32

5

4.1%

25.5%

32.7%

32.7%

5.1%

98 100%

the relationship as good or excellent, while only 4% described it as poor.

Those who described the relationship as good or excellent were asked to say

why (lee Table 66). The students obviously give the teachers a great deal of

credit for the quality of the relationship. Those students who felt the re-

lationship was O.K./not bad, were most likely to say it varied with or depended

on certain people or particular situations.

The majority of the studantt (63%) reported that they usually felt re-

laxed at CONTACT or felt relaxed all the time. Only 9% reported that they

usually felt tense or felt tense all the time. These findings are shown in

Table 67. They were also asked to identify what made them feel relaxed and/or

tense -- seesTable 68 for the responses. They were most likely to say the free,

c

open atmosphere where they can work at their own pace made them feel relaxed,

while instances of tension were mostly associated with other students' behaviour.

While the majority of the students (564) felt that the amount of

movement allowed aroupd CONTACT during class time is about right, a substantial
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TABLE 66

THE REASONS THE STUDENTS FELT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN' THE TEACHERS
AND sTureuTs IS GOOD OR EXCELLENT (4 m 64)

Reason
Number of
Students

Percentageof
Students*

Teachers are helpful/understanding/
respectful/friendly/committed/earthy 51

There is communication/understanding/
openness/freedom 23

Teachers socialize/go on trips/Use
first names

Miscellaneous

9

4

79.7%

35.9%

14.1%

6.3%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one
response.

TABLE 67

j
THE AMOUNT OF TENSION/RELAXATION STUDENTS FEEL WHEN

THEY :.RE AT CONTACT (N m 98)

Amount of

Tension/Relaxation

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Tense all the time 1 1.0%

Usually tense 8 8.2%

Sometimes relaxed/sometimes tense 27 27.6%

Usually relaxed 37 37.8%

Relaxed all the time 25 25.5%

TOTAL 98 100%
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number or 37% felt there is too much and said it is distracting, felt that the

teachers should be stricter or claimed the students take advantage. Sei Tables

69 and 70.

Finally, the students were asked what they thought about the amount

of discipline and structure at CONTACT. The majority (58%) described it as

being about right, but another 28% said it is too little. Of those who felt

it is too little, most felt the teachers should bp stricter and a few felt

the students need more self-discipline. See Tables 71 and 72.

s:
TABLE 68

STUDENTS' OPINIONS ABOUT WHAT MAKES THEM FEEL
TENSE/RELAXED AT CONTACT '(N = 98)

AO-

Opinion
Number of
-Students

Percentage of
Students*

RELAXED

- atmosphere (free, open, work at
own pace) 46 46.9%

- teachers (not sl:rict, understanding) 14.3%

- students (friendly, group feeling) 13 13.3%

- other 4 4.1%

TENSE

- when students are silly/violent/
high/unpredictable 18 18.4%

- when teachers exert pressure/
power-trip 9 9.2%

- when I have difficulty learning or
completing work 9 9.2%

- in new situations 2 2.0%

- physical surrounding is noisy/hot 2 2.0%

- other 5 5.1%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one
response.

139
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TABLE 69

STUDENTS' OPINIONS'ABOUT THE AMOUNT.OF MOVEMENT ALLOWED AROUND CONTACT

DURING CLASS TIME (N 78)

Opinion
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Too little

It's about right

Too much

No response

TOTAL

6

55

36

1

98

6.1%

56.1%

36.7%

1.0%

100%

TABLE 70

COMMENTS FRCM STUDENTS WHO FEEL THERE IS TOO MUCH MOVEMENT ALLOWED AROUND

CONTACT DURING CLASS TIME (N = 36)

Comment
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

It is distracting/disturbing

Students take advantage/teachers should
be stricter 13 36.1%

Miscellaneous 4

No response 1 2.8%

18 50.0%

TOTAL 36 100%
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TABLE 71

STUDENTS' OPINIONS ABOUT THE AMOUNT OF DISCIPLINE AND
STRUCTURE IN CONTAM N = 98)

Opinion
NUmber of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Too little

It's about right

Too much

No response

TOTAL

27

57

5

9

27.6%

58.2%

5.1%

9.2%

98 100%

TABLE 72

COMMENTS FROM STUDENTS WHO FEEL THERE IS TCO LITTLE DISCIPLINE
AND STRUCTURE-TN CONTACT (N = 27)

Comment
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Teachers aren't strict enough
(behaviour, attendance) 17 63.0%

Students need more self-discipline 8 29.6%

Need more structured program 3 11.1%

Miscellaneous 3 .11.1%

.1=11..011.1.
* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one

comment.

4
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Summary and Discussion

The students are free to express their opinions at CONTACT. All the

teachers and the majority of the students felt this to be true. The teachers

cited the general meetings, the group meetings, the open physical setting and

the attitudes of the teachers as those aspects of CONTACT which mostallow for

freedom of student expression.

The relationship between the students and teachers at CONTACT was

defined by the majority of both as good or excellent. A few teachers and

students were somewhat more cautious and said it depended on either the indi-

viduals or the

teacher ratio,

contribute to

of the credit.

situations involved. The teachers mentioned the favorable student-

the mutual respect and the freedom of expression as factors which

the good relationship. The students gave the teachers a great deal

Here are some typical positive comments from the students:

"They tatk tike youk ptiends."

"We have mutuat tespect and the 4ame k1ght4."

"It peAson to peAson kathek than authokity

to pook tittte student."

"We tatk and expAess idea4 pmety."

"Teacheks tatk tike peopte -- you don't have to watch
what you say -- it's good."

"Evekybody gets atong with teachens. It is one big

happy tiamity."

"TeacheAs ake nice and tiaik."

"The cLa.s.e a.e tria/L. You get mote attention and
you get to know teacheAs."

"We get togethek on what wt want to do. At othek 4choot4,

the teache1&4 tett you what to do."

The majority of the students (63%) reported that they usually

felt relaxed at CONTACT Or felt relaxed all the time. Only 9% reported that

4
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they-usually felt tense or felt tense all the time. Hera are some comments from

those who reported,feeling relaxed:

"We can u4e the phone when we Like."

"The genetat atmoohene i4 good -- theAe iA nothim bad
happening. The kid4 aAe /malty mice. The teachet4 ane
not down youx back."

"Evenyone knout4 eveAyone et4e -- no 4tnangen4."

"It i4 a 6tee atmoohete. No one 4.6 uptight. The peopte
cneate the netaxed 6eeting. Onty veny occa4ionat2y doe4
a student'4 uptight 6eeting 4pAead to otheu."

"Evenyone know4 evemone. You can monk on yoult own. You
can tatk Z you want to."

"Evenyone iA kindet."

"No demand4."

"The cta44e4 ane 4matt and te44 4ttuctuAed."

"You can tatk and have cc/1We."

"CONTACT i4 not tike a tnaining camp."

The students move around CONTACT School a lot during class time.

However, about half of the teachers and close to 40% of the students felt there

is too much movement. The teachers reported the school's open plan architecture

and smallness as contributing a great deal to the amount of movement. Here are

a few comnents from those students who felt there is too much movement:

"It 4.6 Aeatty datunbing. They 4houtd keep 4tudent4 in
eta44, but it Ls hand in that the phito4ophicat pooition
oti the 4choot 4ay4 they Ashoutd be inee."

"The kid4 come in tate, get cotqee, come back when they
want. Thi4 need4 to be connected."

"Student4 40metime4 take advantage olS it."

"It id haAd to woAk."

"It 4:4 4ometime4 di4tAacting when I am tnying to con-
centnate on my neading."

1 1 3
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And, some comments from students who felt the amount of movement

is about right.

"1 4 you want to wotk, thete 4.4 atwaN a quiet peace."

"The teachet4 atwayz know whete the k,d4 ate."

"It doezn't aect me."

"It keeps you intmated you can take zhott bteakz.
You tieet teltedhed i4 you can go outside OA 10 Ininute4."

"Who Kuntz to zit without moving? It doezn't diztwtb."

"You can go out to the Kuziutoom anytime. Thatrz peat."

Both students and teachers were divided in their opinions about the

amount of discipline and structure in CONTACT. While the majority of students

(58%) thought the amount of discipline and structure is about right, a smaller,

but substantial number (28%), believed there is too little. Most of those who
4

believe there is too little suggested that the teachers should take the respon-

sibility for correcting the situation. The following are some quotations from

the students which represent both points of view:

not enough discipline tio4 these kids. Te4che4.4

juzt want to be 'Mt. Nice Gay' REF-Zhe time -- the
kids womedn't Like them they weten:t nice -- they'te

"The kids Moak the /tufts att the time. Therm is no

pAincipat wybe it woutd hetp. Thete 4hou2d be a

head oti the zchoot -- a ptincipa Ofl. zuite."

"CONTACT zhoutd be mote ztiw.ctuted. The 4tudent4 zhoutd

cake mate 6ot the zchoot and hetp keep it in shape."

"The 'tutu make sense."

"It 4:4 about tight. Being PAced to do thingz i4 aw6ut --

I hate it." ,

"We don't have too many tutu. Those that um have aten't

that bu-q."
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"Some AtudentA can't handte, otket Achoots. Theke
no pushing helm. We ate tteated mote tike aduttA
than diadten; this make4 you behave tike a young
adutt. I tike how it is tun. Theke Ahoutd be mote
AchootA tike it -- mote kidA would Atay in school.
My Wends aAe 4uAphi4e4 how gteat it 44. ViAitota
came with me and coutdn't betieve it -- they mak
theke Ru4 a Achoot tike thi4 avaitabte to them --
they krene'papm out o6 town and in a AtAaight, 4ti66
Achoot."

"We have cettain ne4titietion4, but AWL enjoy &betty."

"Thete LS no my a teachvt. can 6oxce a kid -- can only
hetp him Aee why he id 'hypere ete. CONTACT does
hetp kids Aee these things."

The teachers' ideas ibout discipline and structure varied greatly; the

reader should refer back to pages 123-4 for a review of some of those ideas.

CONTACT School is not run democratically by the students. The students A

are free to express their opinions in a variety of settings and tc make recom-

mendations to the teachers, but all major policy decisions are made by the

teachers. The majority of the students seem to be aware that this is the case&

since 75%'reported that they have none, a little or some say in making decisions

and rules ctncerning CONTACT. And, interestingly enough, only 21% felt they

should have more say or equality. CONTACT seems to have established a delicate

balance; the teachers have the ultimate power, but the students expect to express

theii opinions freely and to have the teachers listen in earnest to what they

say. The students are also allowed to practise decision making with small issues

at the group meetings and general meeting and to practise rule making in the

judiciary committee. One teacher summed it up as follows:

"The Atudent4.have a tot o6 powelt in this Achoot. It iA

good. They make we o6 some and Ahoutd make use o6
make. But, the 4ta66 make the policy decisions. 16

something wanks and meets peopte's needs, evetyone
happy. Thete is no need 6o4 cancekn about govetnment.
The onty need £4 tO ensuxe that that kind o6 system
nuiltain4 itset6 and 4.6 not tamed into anothek system
uitich 4exve4 Ataidsh ends."

115-
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Here are a few comments from the students:

"I don't Aeatty cake about having a say. The
au made by the teacherta."

"The atudenta have poweA on Alasonabte things.
have the tast woAd. The aaAangement is O.K."

"You aAe ted to betieve you have a aay, but the teacheta
have the gmat say. It dependa on the topic as to whethet
the teacheAs on 42LA.4/1,U have the aay."

"The majoitity oi atudenta /Lute, but the teachem can oven-

Aute. I woutdn't auggeat any changes. I think it i4

O.K. the way it is."

"The atudenta can apeak at the teachete meetinga. The

staiti have the 6inat aay. It ia okay."

"It is atAight the way it i4. The teacheu have the say."

"I am atiAaid oi being kicked out. I don't make uae o4

the aay 1 have."

"Studenta Ahoutd have mite say about COLLAACA itI4 theiA
education, 40 they shoutd have a

"rhe teacheu make att the decisions. Them. is not the
democAacy an attetnative schoot 4houtd have."

gnat /tutu

The teacheAs

"The atabf has the gnat say when tAipa aAe taken and when
dugs ate invotmed, etc. The kids can deteAmine the kinds

oi traps. I am happy with the amount 116 say." a
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Individualization and Flxibility

The Teachers' Comments about Individualization

The morning program at CONTACT consisting of English and mathematics

is completely individualized. The students work at their own level, at their

own pace, in their own style and choose their own topics and materials. The

teachers attempt to respond in terns of guidance, teaching and evaluation to

each student individually.' As one teacher put it, "I am dealing with twenty

different mathematics programs in my class." Such an individualized program

does not exist in the afternoon. While the students are free to choose which

of several courses they wish to take in the afternoon for each three (or four)

week block, the courses are presented to a group of students and are much more

traditional in that the teachers make most of the decisions about content and

methodology.

The teachers differed in their opinions about how to introduce a

new student to the individualized morning program. Some felt that the students

should be introduced to the concept slowly and that it is unrealistic to expect

the majority of the students to be able to deal responsibly with so many options

and so much time on their own to "do their own thing." As one teacher expressed

it, "I believe we must slowly guide the students up the ladder of independence."

Other teachers believed that it is best to let the students experience the in-

dependence with no guidance and to let them go through a period of trial and

error until they cone to grips with what they want and what they can do.

The teachers were then asked, "What improvement do you feel could be

made to better respond to the individual needsi of students?" Each of the following

ideas were suggested by one or more teachers:
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- A guidance or counselling service is needed to deal with

the students' emotional, health and attendance problems

and to help them plan their lives (e.g., to decide,how many

and what credits they need for future plans). However, at

least one teacher spoke against this idep remarking on how

so many of the students are already involved with one, some-

times as many as ten "workers" and that some have psychiatrists.

This teacher felt that the students probably don't need any

more individual help of that kind. Another teacher thought

the solution lay in offering more courses which might in-

troduce the students to more of the educational and employment

opportunities available to them.

- Some teachers wondered about the desirability of so much

individualization. One teacher felt that the students

probably need to belong to a group since so many lack

good family lives. Others simply felt that learning would

be enhanced if the students could experience more group work

in the morning program (e.g., a group discussion of a novel

all had read).

- More time and energy should be devoted to students who have

bw grade nine English and mathematics skills. These students

should also be allowed to take other grade nine courses while

they are upgrading their English and mathematics skills.

- Individualization means a heavy work load for the teachers.

One teacher thought that it could not be done successfully

with over eight students. Another teacher felt a wide variety

of detailed course.outlines (including assignments) would help

relieve teachers of the heavy work load.

- To earn credits, the students should be told what skills and

competencies they must attain for a certain level. Then they

should he asked to make decisions on what they would like to

do to attain those skills and competencies. When'ready, the

students should be asked to go out into the community to show

they are capable. Experts in the community, along with the

CONTACT teachers would judge the performance and grant credits

accordingly.

1 1 8
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Mk Teachers' Comments about Flexibility

The teachers' characterized

to program or courses withih limits.

CONTACT as being flexible with respect

The individualized morning program and

the afternoon choice of courses (many of which are developed as a result of

student demand) make CONTACT seem flexible. However, the school is limited

by the Ontario Ministry of Education and the Toronto Board of Education guide-

lines, the number of teachers, the skills of the teachers and the facilities

of the school. CONTACT is particularly limited in what it can offer the
,

students in the areas of art, music, science, sports and social activities. The

emphasis is on English, mathematics, social sciences, arts, humanities, com-

munity studies and comMunication. One teacher suggested that CONTACT's pro-

gram could be made more flexible if the school were attached to a largr secondary

school so that they could use the school's wider range of facilities.

CONTACT is flexible in that the students may transfer to another

teacher or class if they become dissatisfied. The teachers are quite flexible

with respect to what school trips are taken and there is flexibility because it is

possible to include things in the program on fairly short notice.

CONTACT is inflexible with respect to'drugs and fighting. The staff

believe students should be kicked out for being involved with either. (They

believe other schools are more flexible). However, with respect to son* kinds

of behaviour such as eating in school or moving around during class time,

1-

CONTACT is probably more flexible than other schools.

CONTACT is not the easiest school to get into,- students must prove

themselves through a three week probation period.*

Attendance is compulsory at CONTACT and many of the teachers firmly

*1During the second year of the study,-this was required only of students who

were under sixteen years of age.

1 4 9
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believe in it, howver, they seem tothave been forced into a more flexible

position op this issue. The students' poor attendance is so often associated

with thqir'family, social and emotional problems that it seems inhumane

to kick them uut for poor attendance. For example, how can one justify kicking

a sixteen year old student out of school when that student has been forced to

leave home and spend seireral days looking for a job and a place to live? Other

,things such as,unusually nice or inclement weather also affect the studenis'

attendance. During the two years of this study, the students scarcely attended

during May and June:

The Students' Opinions

Nearly all the students (88%) reported that they got enough individual

attention at CONTACT. Whild many chose not to elaborate, some gave the teachers

the credit and some said it was because of the small classes. Other explanations

are given in Table 73.

The investigators decided to ask the students two questions in order

to determine whether the program at CONTACT is flexibli enough to meet the

students needs. The.first question was, "Does CONTACT provide you, with the

courses you want and, if not, which courses gould you like?" The majority of

students (58%) answered, "yes", but 34% answered, "no". See Table 74. And, as

listed in Table 75, the courses tOe students would like are mostly ones which

cannot be provided at CONTACT because of the inadequate facili'ties.

The second question was "Does CONTACT provide you with the extra-

M
curricular activities and Sports that you want and, if not, what wodld you like?"

Thedmajority of theydents (550 answefed, "yes", but 43% answered, "no".

See Table 76. As ihown in Table 77, the majority of those who are dissatisfied

with what CONTACT can offer would like more sports.

I 5 I
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TABLE 73

DO STUDENTS GET ENOUGH INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION AT CONTACT? (N 98)

Response
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

qior

yes (87.8%)

- can talk to teachers/they help with
problems 23 23.5%

- small classes 17 17.3%

- depends on teacher 8 8.2%

- Other 2 2.0%

- no explanation 37 37.8%

No (11.2%)

- teachers sit while kids work alone 4 4.1%

- teachers try but too many students with

problems 3 3.1%

- other 3 3.1%

- no explanation 1 1.0%

No response (1.0%)

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one

response.

.TABLE 74

DOES CONTACT PROVIDE STUDENTS'WITH THE COURSES THEY WANT? (N = 98)

Response
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Yes 57 58,42%

No 33 33.7%

Bometimes 8 8.2%

TOTAL 98 100%
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TABLE 75

OTHER COURSES STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO TAKE AT CONTACT (N = 33)

Course
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Courses requiring equipment/materials not
available at CONTACT

Business (English, typing) 10 30.3%

Shop/Woodworking 6 18.2%

Mechanics (auto, aircraft, small Motors) 5 15.2%

Home Economics 5 15.2%

Art 5 15.2%

Music 3 9.1%

Pottery/Ceramics 2 6.1%

Drycleaning 1. 3.0%

Driving 1 3.0%

Hairdressing 1 3.0%

Appliance repair 1 3.0%

Graphics 1 3.0%

Electricity 1 3.0%

Cooking/Catering 1 3.0%

Swimming 3. 3.0%

Chemistry 1 3.0%

Biology 1. 3.0%

Drafting/Architecture 1 3.0%

More Science 1 3.0%

Cashier 1 3.0%

Theatre Arts 1 3.0%

Other Courses

Social Sciences 5 15.2%

Home Nursing/Child care/Day- care 4 12.1%

Photography 3 9.1%

Survival 2 6.1%

Bookkeeping 1 3.0%

Secretarial 1 3.0%

Spanish 1 3.0%

History 1 3.0%

Archeology , 1 3.0%

Accounting 1 3.0%

More English 1 3.0%,

Senior level courses 1 3.0%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students named more than one

course.

'72



TABLE 76

DOES CONTACT PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH THE EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTWITrES
AND SPORTS THEY WANT? (N 0 98)

Response
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Yes 54 55.1%

No 42 42.9%

Smmetimes 2 2.0%

TOTAL 98 100%

TABLE 77

OTHER EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS STUDENTS
WOULD LIKE AT CONTACT (N = 42)

Activity

SPORTS

"Gyumastics
Baseball
Hockey
Teams (play other schools)
Basketball
Football
More equipment
Track & Field
Soccer
Sports (general)
Swimming
Tennis
Volleyball
Ping Pong
Floor Hockey
Wrestling

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Music
Art
Drafting
More trips

Don't know

1 53

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

12 28.6%
11 26.2%
10 23.8%
6 14.3%
6 14.3%
5 11.9%

11.9%
4 9.5%
4 9.5%
3 7.1%
3 7.1%
2 4.8%
2 4.8%
1 2.4%
3. 2.4%
1 2.4%

3 7.1%
1 2.4%
1 2.4%
1 2.4%

2 4.8%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students named more than

one activity.
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Summary and Discussion

The students are satisfied with the amount of individual attention'

they get at CONTACT. The classes are small, the teachers constantly'strive to

attend to the students' needs on an individual basis and the morning program of

English and mathematics is completely individualized. Here are some quotations

from the students:

"The te4chet4 come immediatety. In othet 4choot4, you
have to wait 60A hetp and attention. Hete, you tieat

comiottaUe with teachet4."

"Everyone 4:4 doing individuat wotk. The teachem ate
atway4 thete."

"They pay mote attention to NA ptobtem4 and au mote
concetned than in a tegutat 4choot."

"It i4 good."

"You ju4t have to a41Z lioAr-5d."

"I6 I have a ptobtem, the teachet 'mom and he2p4. I had

ttoubte lath 4choot4 be6ote. Thi4 i4 good."

"The cta44e4 ate 4matt. Thete 1.4 tot4 oti attention.

The teachet4 ate good and go 4tow to hetp. I need

that."

"Is you want to be atone with the teachetz, you can
go and tatk."

"The teachet4 don't tatk to the whote cta44. Thete 1. 4

individuat diAcauton."

A substantial number of students (34%) want oourses which are not

offered at CONTACT. Matt of the courses the students would like require faci-

lities and/or teacher 6kills Which are not available at CONTACT.
?

And, a substantial number of students (43%) want sports and/or extra-

curricular activities which are not offered at CONTACT. The students were most

interested in sports activities, particularly gym, hockey and baseball. Again,

CONTACT is limited by lack of equipment and facilities.
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Academic andior Employment Advancement

Many of the respondents to the fall survey to determine the aeeds of

drOpout students which an alternative school such as CONTACT should attempt to

meet referred to academic and/or employment advancement. This wasa very complex

objective to evaluate, since it is close to impossible to determine what might

have happened to the students had they not attended CONTACT and the difficulties

associLted with following up such students after they leave CONTACT are immense

(Many move frequently, have telephones which are out of service, refuse to

return calls, ignore follow-up letters, etc.). In addition, the students' life

situations are not stable. That is, a student who reports that he has a good

job one week may very well be unemployed the next or a student who says he is

attending another school one week, may have dropped out the next. Thus, to

report that a certain percentage of students have jobs or are continuing in their

education after leaving CONTACT, indicates only a little about the success or

lack of success CONTACT has with dropout students.

Notwithstanding these serious limitations, data were collected to

attempt to answer the following questions:

1. How many credits have students obtained from other high

schools before entering CONTACT?

2. How long do students stay at CONTACT?

3. How many credits do students get at CONTACT?

4. Are students satisfied with the credits they have received

while at CONTACT?

5. Are students employed and/or continuing with their education

after they leave CONTACT?

With respect to the first three questions, information was gathered

from the students' school records. Of the 178 students on the January 1978 and/or

October 1978 rolls, 157 or 88% of the students had records available for examination.
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For this sample of 157 students, information

credits obtained from other high schools was available

about the number of

for 117 student's. Many

of these students (44%) had obtained no credits fron nther high schools and only

9% had obtained ten or more credits. The data are presented in Table 78.

TABLE 78

NUMBER OF CREDITS OBTAINED FROM OTHER HIGH SCHOOLS

Number of Credits'
Number if
Students

Pertentage of
Students

Adjusted Percentage for
N-117 Students

0 52 33.1% 44.4%

1-1.9 10 6.4% 8.5%

5 3.2% 4.3%

3-3.9 5 3.2% 4.3%

4-4.9 3 1.9% 2.6%

5-5.9 7 4.5% 6,0%

6-6.9 9 5.7% 7.7%

7-7.9 10 6.4% 8.5%

8-8.9 3 1.9% 2.6%

9-9.9 3 1.9% 2.6%

10 and over 10 6.4% 8.5%

No information 40 25.5%

ToTAL 157 100% 100%

Table 79 shows the length of time the students (some of which were

still enrolled at the'time the data were gathered) had been enrolled at CONTACT

School. Approximately 80% had been on the permanent rolls for less than seventeen

months and approximately 50% had been on the rolls for six to ten months.

The majority of the students (as illustrated in Table 80) had obtained

three or fewer than three credits while at CONTACT.

Of the 98 students on the January 1978 and October 1978 rolls who were

interviewed (25 who i.ad left CONTACT within five months and 73 who had remained

in CONTACT for five or more months) approximately 25% answered, "yes" to the
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TABLE 79

LENGTH OF TIME EgROLLED AT CONTACT*

Length of Time**
thimber of

Students

Percentage of
Students

1 month
2 months
3 months
4 months
5 months
6 months
7 months
8 months
9 months
10 months
11 months to 16 months
17 months to 20 months
21 months to 26 months
27 months to.30-months
31 months to 36 months
37 months to 40 months
41 months to 46 months
47 months to 50 months

No information

TOTAL

2 1.3%
3 1.9%

5 3.2%

6 3.8%

10 6.4%
21 13.4%

11 7.0%

22 14.0%

5 3.2%
18 11.5%
24 15.3%
6 3.8%

10 6.4%

2 1.3%

1 0.G%

1 0.6%
1 0.6%.

9 5.7%

157 100%

* 51 cf these students were still on the rolls when this information was
gathered from the student records.

** The number of months is school-year months only. The months of July and
August are not included.

question, "Did you get the credits you planned to get at CONTACT?" A closer

examination of the figures in Table 81 reveals that the students who left

CONTACT within five months after January and October 1978 were less satisfied

.with the number of credits they had obtained than those who remained for five

or more months.
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TABLE 80

NUMBER OF CREDITS OBTAINED FROM CCUTACT*

Number of Credits
Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Adjusted Percentage for
N = 125Students

0 36 22.9% 28.8%

less than 1 33 21.0% 26.4%

1-1.9 25 15.9% 20.0%

2-2.9 13 8.3% 10.4%

3-3.9 4 2.5% 3.2%

4-4.9 5 3.2% 4.0%

5-5.9 1 0.6% 0.8%

6-6.9 4 2.5%' 3.2%

7-7.9 1 0.6% 0.8%

8-8.9 1 0.6% 0.8%

9 and .over 2 1.3% 1.3%

No information 32 20.4%

TOTAL 157 100% 100%

* 51 of these students were still on the rolls when this information was

gathered from the student records.

TABLE 81

DID STUDENTS GET THE CREDITS THEY' PLANNED TO GET AT CONTACT

(98 students on the January 1978 and October 1978 rolls)

Students Who Left Contact
Response Within Five Months (N=25)

Students Who Remained In Contact
For Five or More Months (N=73)

Total
(N2F98)

Yes 8.0% 30.1% 24.5%

No 76.0% 21.9% 35.7%

Taking Pre-Nine
Courses 8.2% 6.1%

Not Interested in
Credits 4.1% 3.1%

Other Comments 12.0% 17.8% 16.3%

Don't Know 4.0% 17.8% 14.3%

farm, 100% 100% 100%
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The Investigators attempted to find out what students do after they

leave CONTACT. Information was gathered from three groups of students:

(1) Students on the January 1978 and October 1978 rolls who
left CONTACT during the five months following January
and October (N*68).

(2) Students on the June 1978 rolls Who did not return to
CONTACT (Nu49).

(3) Students who had been on probation at CONTACT, but had not
become permanent students (Na77).

The information which was gathered (mostly by telephone interviewing),

is presented in Tables 82, 83 and 84. The reader should keep in mind, while

examining the information, that many students could not be located for a

telephone interview. Information about a few students was .obtained from the

teachers and secretary.

Students who left CONTACT during the school year (Table 82) were most

likely to be working or continuing their education. Students Who left'CONTACT

at the end of the school year (Table 83) were most likely to be continuing

their education, although some were working. And, students who had not become

permanent students after the probation period, were most likely to be doing

rthing or looking for a job, although some were continuing their education.

(Table 84).

It appears, then, that approximately 70% to 80% of the students who

have been on the permanent rolls of CONTACT are continuing their education

,and/or working after they leave CONTACT, while approximately 70% of the students

who had been on probation and not the permanent rolls of CONTACT are doing

nothing or looking for work. This comparison seems to speak favorably for

CONTACT, although one must keep in mind that the two groups of students are

different since one group succeeded in getting on the rolls and the other.

didn't.

1 'C9
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TABLE 82

ACTIVITIES OF THE STUDENTS ON THE JANUARY 1978 AND OCTOBER 1978 ROLLS
WHO HAD LEFT CONTACT WITHIN FIVE MONTHS (N = 68)

Number of
Activities*

Students
Percentage** of

Students

Percentage** Adjusted
for N=25 Students

Working (full or
part-time) 10 14.7% 40.0%

Attending another school/
soon td attend another
school/taking corres-
pondence courses 8 11.8% 32.0%

Doing nothing 4 5.9% 18.0%

Looking for work 3 4.4% 12.0%

Babysitting 2 2.9% 8.0*.

Raising a family 1 1.5% 4.0%

Recovering from accident 1 1.5% 4.0%

No response 1 1.5% 4.01

Student could not be
reached for interview 43 63.2%

* 72% of the 25 students interviewed reported that they
with the activity since they left CONTACT.

** This column of percentages does not add to 100% since

were interviewed gave more than one response.

had been involved

a few students who



ACTIVITIES OF THE STUDENTS ON THE JUNE 1978 ROLLS WHO DID NOT
RETURN TO CONTACT (N=49)*

..1m11.m.M.M,!

Activities**
Number of Percentage of Percentage Adjusted

Students Students for N=33 Students

Continuing Education
- another high school 16

- night school 1

- University of Waterloo 19
(independent Study Program) 1

- University of Toronto 38.8% 57.6%

(Transitional Year Program) 1

Working (full or part-time) 9 18.4% 27.3%

Looking for a job 3 6.1% 9.1%

Attending school and
working 1 2.0% 3.0%

Unemployed 1 2.0% 3.0%

No information available 16 32.7%

TOTAL 49 100.0% 100.0%

* 19 students were interviewed, the teachers and secretary provided information

for 14, and information was not available for 16.

** 63% of the 19 students interviewed reported that they had been involved

with the activity since they left CONTACT.
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TABLE 84

ACTIVITIES OF THE STUDENTS WHO HAD BEEN ON PROBATION AT CONTACT

BUT HAD NOT BECOME PERMANENT STUDENTS (N m 77)

Number of
Activities* Students

Percentage of
Students

Percentage Adjusted
for Nm32 Students

Doing nothing/Looking for
a job

Continuing Education
- another high school
- night school
- back at CONTACT

Working (full or part-time)

Other

Student could not be
reached for interview

TOTAL

22

1

1

3

1

45

77

6

28.6%

7.8%

3.9%

1.3%

58.4%

100.0%

68.8%

18.8%

9.4%

3.1%

.1w

100.0%

* 75% of the 32 students interviewed reported that they had been involved

with the activity since they left CONTACT.
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During the 1978-79 school year, a CONTACT Centre worker did a study

of students who had left. ,He found that 56% of the 65 he located'(many of

whom would have been on the investigators' lists) had found jobs or were con-

tinuing their education.

Summary

Most students enter CONTACT with very few high school credits, most

students remain in CONTACT for fewer than seventeen months and most students

obtain very few credits while at CONTACT.

Students who have been on the permanent rolls of CONTACT and have left

are most likely to be working and/or continuing their education, while students

who have not been accepted on the permanent rolls after the probation period

are most likely to be doing nothing or looking for a job.

lc3
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Other Selected Student Opinions -

r\

This section comprises the students' responses to a few questions

which do not directly relate to the six general areas identified as needs

of dropout Students and which provided the foci for most of the other inter-

view questions.

The reader should recall that four groups of students were identified

and asked different questions. They were:

(1) Students on the January 1978 and/or October 1978 rolls

'who remained in CONTACT for five or more months after

one of those dates. (73sinterviewed)

(2) Students on the January 1978 or October 1978 rolls who

left CONTACT within five months after those dates.

(25 interviewed)

(3) Students on the June 1978 rolls who did not return to

CONTACT (19 interviewed six to ten months later) (Several

of these students were included in the first group).

(4) Students who had been on probation at CONTACT, but had

not been on the permanen'rolls (32 interviewed).

General Likes and Dislikes about CONTACT

Students in groups 1, 2 and 4 (N=130) were asked to generally state

what they liked and disliked about CONTACT. Their responses are presented

in Tables 85 and 86.

The students seem to be most impressed by the freedom at CONTACT and

spoke of the freedom to move about, the freedom to express their oPIlinions,

the small number of rules, the absence of a principal and.the open.area. Only

10% of the students sailothey disliked the freedam.

The students were somewhat divided about teachers, students and

courses. When*students said they liked teachers (39%), they described their

friendlinys and individualization; when themaid they disliked some teachers

(17%), they referied to a particular style of teaching or "power-tripping".

1 Q,1
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TABLE 85

WHAT STUDENTS GENERALLY LIKE ABOUT CONTACT (N = 130)

MI.1111.111,111,.mfflrlaiMIIMI.11.dam
Likes

Number of
Students

Percentage of
Students*

Freedom

(movement, speech, open area, no principal,
few rules, general meetings) 66 50.8%

Teachers

(friendly, give individual attention) 50 38.5%

Courses

(work at own rate, trips) 47 36.2%

People/Students

(friendly, easy to get along with) 31 23.8%

Breaks/lunch hour system 5 3.8%

§ize of Scbool 4 3.1%

Miscellaneous 11 8.5%

Everything 7 5.4%

Nothing 10 7.7%

No response 7 5.4%

* This column does not add to 100% since several students gave more than one
response.
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TABLE 86

WHAT STUDENTS GENERALLY DISLIKE ABOUT CONTACT (N = 130)

Number of
Dislikes

Students
Percentage of

Students*

Students

(language, behavior, attitudes, discipline,
background, lack of interest in learning) 33 25.4%

Some Teachers

22 16.9%(power-tripping, methodology)

Courses

16 12.3%(lack of variety, lack of detail, too easy)

Lack of resources/facilities/extri-curricular.
13 10.0%activities

Freedom 13 10.0%

Lack of structure/discipline/guidance/
5 3.8%authoritv figure

Location of school/physical appearance
4 J.1%of school

Distance to school 4 3.1%

Open plan of school 3 2.2%

Miscellaneous 20 15.4%

Nothing 30 23.1%

Everything 3 2.3%

No response 12 9.2%

* This column does not add to 100% since some students gave more than one

response.

1 Q6
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When students said they liked the students (24%), they spolse of their friendliness,

but v'mn they said they disliked the students (25%), they spoke of their

language, behaviour and attitudes. Those students who said they liked the

courses (36%) talked about being able to work at their own rate and the trips.

Those who said they disliked the courses (12%), complained about the lack of

variety, depth and challenge in the courses.

Some students (10%) reported disliking CONTACT because of the inade-

quate resources, facilities and extra-curricular activities.

Approximately 23% of the students said there was "nothing" they disliked

about CONTACT while 8% said there was "nothing" they liked.

Reasons Students Leave CONTACT

Very few students attend CONTACT for longer than seventeen school

months (this was discussed in the preceding section). Why do they leave? The

investigators were able to ask 44 students (groups 2 and 3) why they had left

CONTACT. The reader should recall that these 44 students represent 38% of the

students who were originally identified for groups 2 and 3 -- the rest could

not be reached for the telephone interview.

The students' reasons for leaving CONTACT are shown in Table 87. There

are no reasons which were given by a large number of students. The students

seem to leave for a wide variety of reasons.

The Reasons Some Students Do Not Get On The Permanent Rolls of CONTACT

The investigators identified 77 students who had been on probation at

CONTACT during the two year period of the study and had not become permanent

students -- 32 (42%) were available for an. interview.

Of these 32 students, 59% said they had wanted to get on the rolls.

When asked why it didn't happen, most-said it was because they had not attended

regularly. Another 34% said they didn't want to get on the rolls after the

probation period mostly because they simply didn't like CONTIT. The remainder

f3were undecide ut what they wanted.
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TABLE 87

REASONS STUDENTS LEAVE CONTACT (N 44)41=11=m1.. 41=111111611411i1

Reasons
Number of Percentage o?'

Students Students*

Not learning/not getting ahead/didn't
get credits 8 18.2%

Wanted/needed a job 5 11.4%

Wanted another school/college 5 11.4%

No challenge/dull 4 9.1%

Students are a bad influence 4 9.1%

Because of teacher(s) 4 9.1%

Kicked out/taken off rolls 3 6.8%

Sick/pregnant 3 6.8%

Too free/lack of discipline/attendance not

compulsory 3 6.8%

TOO strict on attendance 2 4.5%

Just didn't like it 2 4.5%

No principal 1 2.3%

Lack of facilities 1 2.3%

Too hard 1 2.3%

Moved 1 2.3%

Too far from home 1 2.3%

Summer came 1 2.3%

I was beaten up 1 2.3%

My parents wanted it 1 2.3%

I,was too old 1 2.3%

I was too involved in school politics 1 2.3%

I wasn't getting along ' 1 2.3%

They are always fighting with the Toronto Board 1 2.3%

I ,...an't stand school for more than a few months

at a time 1 2.3%

It is personal 1 2.3%

* This column does not add to 100% Since some students gave more than one

response.
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Students may repeat the probation period if they really want to get

on the rolls of CONTACT -- 28% of the 32 students said that it was not the

first time they had tried and 41% said they intended to try again.

Summary

There are three major points to be made from the data presented in

this section:

(1) "Freedom" seems to be the general characteristic of
CONTACT which most impresses the students. This
refers to freedom of movement, freedom of speech,
few rules, no principal and the atmosphere of the
general meetings.

(2) The students leave CONTACT for a wide variety of
reasons. No reason was given frequently enough to
be identified as characteristic.

(3) The majority of probation students who really want
to get on the rolls do not succeed because of poor

attendance.

9
9b
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Other Selected Teacher Opinions

Teacher Work Load and Responsibilities

All nine teachers reported that their average work week was more

than 35 hours; most teachers felt they worked from 40 to 50 hours a week,

while two teachers felt they averaged more than 50 hours a week. They have no

spares during the day and cannot expect their lunch hours and breaks to be un-

interrupted. In addition to actually teaching, the teachers reported that

considerable time was consumed by course development, preparation and marking.

As one teacher explained, "We introduce a new set of afternoon courses every

three (or four) weeks. The courses involve 2 1/2 hour classes everyday and

twelve kids can go through a tremendous amount of material. Personally, I

have repeated a course only once in the past year." Administration, which will

be discussed in the next paragraph, also consumes a fair amount of the teachers'

time. They said they spend very little time on extra-curricular activities and

do counselling mostly in combination with the time soent teaching.

The teachers were asked to particularize what responsibilities they

have at CONTACT which they wouldn't have at a regular school. The teachers

repeatedly mentioned two things. First, they felt they were much more in-

volved with administrative matters than other teachers would be. Since CONTACT

has no principal, vice-principal or department heads, the teachers divide up

the responsibilities normally shouldered by those individuals and allocate

them among themselves. Some of the responsibilities they mentioned were budget,

library resources, trips, student records, report.cards, liaison with the

.Toronto Board of Education, liaison with the community and parents, OSSTF meetings,

student discipline and lengthy and frequent staff meetings to make decisions*

* Instead of having a school principal or the equivalent thereof, the teachers
make the decisions at staff meetings according to a sttict democratic model.

1 711
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about every aspect of the school. Secondly,tthe teachers said that working at

CONTACT meant that they had to relate more closely to the students and to

other staff members than they would have to in a regular school. They felt

it was impossible to exist in CONTACT unless one had garnered the support

and confidence of the students and that the administrative setup of the school

made involvement with the teachers and Centre workers imperative. The teachers

also mentioned several other things which they felt were peculiar to teaching

in CONTACT. The following ideas were each mentioned by one teacher:

- Subject matter must be made as relevant as possible

to the students' lives.

- Teachers must provide variety since the students have

short attention spans.

- Teachers must structure independent activities with

precise questions and careful guidelines.

- Teachers must be involved in the development of curriculum.

- Teachers must have an overall picture of the school and

must think about what everyone else is doing.

- Teachers must stand by their personal philosophies.

The tetcher who talked of this said that this requirement

means that many teachers "burn out" quickly because al-

ternative school'S are often in the throes of a philosophical

crisis.

- Teachers are called by their first names by everyone.

- Teachers must be patient, tolerant and accept the

frustration associated with helping young people who are

often "turned off" on 'school. They must be willing to

compromise their ideas around academic excellence and

authority relationships.

- Teachers must make an effort to appeal to where the

students are methodologically and in terms of content.
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- Teachers must come to grips with the way decisions are

made and must get Ared to staff meetings.

- Teachers must accept the idea that they are responsible

for what happens-in the school without becoming overly

burdened emotionally.
-

The investigators also asked the teachers if there were duties

associated with teaching in regular schools which are not required of them

in CONTACT. They mentioned: (1) final exams; (2) track and field, outdoor

education, coaching in sports, etc.; (3) students' extra-mork projects to

earn extra points or to raise marks; and (4) hierarchical administrative pres-

sures.

Teachers' Likes, Dislikes and Disillusionments about CONTACT

The teachers like the fact that they get to know the students, get

involved with them, relate to them as people and become their friends. They

say they like the students and use adjectives such as "bright", "capable",

and "open" to describe them. They like the facts that the classer. are small

and the morning programs are individualized, thus allowing the students to

proceed at their own rate and level and to be dealt with on a very personal

one-to-one basis. A few teachers'were glad to be at CONTACT because discipline

problems were less severe than in other schools. One teacher said, "There is

less physical violence."

The teachers like the relaxed, informal and supportive atmosphere

of the school where they .may express their opinions freely and dress according

to their own wishes.

Many of the teachers like being involved in administering the school

and in making basic decisions about philosophy, iheory, program and courses.

Apropos if dislikes, several teachers referred to the dissensior

(which often leads to antagonism) among the staff regarding fundamental issues

1 "
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such as the aims and goals of the school, teaching methodology, administration

strategies, discipline measures and use of space. Without an administrative

head (which some teachers felt would resolve the difficulties), these issues

were repeatedly dealt with (in a democratic fashion) at the staff meetings.

And, in spite of being able to come to decisions ac+ding to the vote of the

majority, some teachers complained that others still acted unilaterally. Some

teachers reported that this situation was frustrating, tiring and was working

to the detriment of the students.

A couple of the teachers mentioned that they found it difficult to

work with many of the students because of their negative (due to deleterious

home life experiences), noncompetitive, unmotivated and antipathetic attitudes.

As one teacher said, "It is difficult to relate subject matter to the kids'

emotional framework."

At least four of the nine teachers came to CONTACT with no real

knowledge, preconceived notions or expectations about the school. However,

here are some of the disillusionments or surprises the teachers experienced:

"I expected the kid4 to be mote 4e2ti-di4ciptined and
independent."

"Thete i4 a dilgetence between them/ and 6act."

"The 4choot i4 not democutic in the teat sen4e. The
kid4 have no invotvement with amicutum ptanning,
extta-cutticatat activitie4, admini4ttative 4tu2.turte4,
etc. Theteliott, CONTACT i6 not an atteAnative 4ChOlg.
TO be an attetnative 4choot, the 4tudent4 need to be
nvotved in much mote o6 the deciaion-making. CONTACT

i4 4imp2y ttying to do a 4upet good job otc what the
tegutat 4choot4 haven't been abte to do."

"I had 4peciatized in 1ntetdi4ciptinaty 4tudie4 and
hoped to be abte to put4ue th.i4 at CONTACT. It ha4
not came about."

"I wa4 4Lapti4ed about the wotktoad."

I .1)11
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"I have amt. to teatize that the zchoat 45 patt oi
zociety and can onty Dela Und-aid.'

"At the beginning, 1 6ett the zchoot zhoutd be vety
6tee. 1 lieet now that 1 didn't have much undenztanding
()IS whizt innet-city kidz'need. Theze ate kaz who have
&and may Sum the tegulatzchootz, but ate ztitt
iseeking to continue that education. (They take a
tot ol6 petzonat A24P.4 in coming to zuch a di66etent
zetting az CONTACT zchoot.) 1 Ott that VA o theze
kidz out the 'piecez oi papee zo that they can get
a good job.

I ISeet that nothing going to wonk except what meetz
the ztudentz' immediate pexceptiDnz oti what they 'feet
they 4houtd be doing in 4choot. They petceive that the'
only my they can zucceed LS to do the zame thingz they
have puviouaty 6aJ2ed at; but, they gait becauze they
zee thoze thingz az imetevant and tidicatows. They
want to zucceed in the notmat way even though they zee
the noAmat way az tudictouz.

Even though the ultimate 6ox me az a teachex to have
a ztudent zay that he wants to teau and wantz me to
keep out o6 the Ray, thi uzually doe4 not happen with
theze (adz. It 45 a waz.te o6 time and deztAuctive to
theze kidz to leave them on theit own with a tot o6
6/Leedom."

Teachers' Perceptions of How CONTACT Generally Affects Students Favourably

One major theme was reiterated by the teachers in a variety of

ways and can probably best be summarized by saying that the teachers believe

the students are affected favourably while in CONTACT because they are treated

as people or equals by the staff. The teachers care for them, give them in-

dividual attention, do 't "put them down", allow and encourage them to ex-

lpress themselves (in o a 1 and written form), listen to them, allow them to .

fight back, and provide them with a framework in which they can be themselves

(academically and personally).

Teachers' Perceptions of the Changes Which Should be Made

The teachers were asked to speculate about changes which could be

made in CONTACT to better meet the needs of the students and to alleviate any

unfavourable influences which the school might be having on the students. The
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teachers off,red quite a selection of ideas and it is probably best to present

them as a listing rather than in a summary form (The reader must keep in mind

that not all teachers agreed with some-of these ideas.):

"Therm shoutd be mote diaciptine".

"Therm 4houtd be mou conttot and monitoning OS
attendance".

"The students need ctoseA guidance becauae peen.
prtessuite is Wen negative".

"The open physicat stAuctuAe may not be good because
some students have no inteanat diaciptine and the
open artea distAacte.

"We need a 6undamentat change in ptognam becau4e we
have a Aeat ptobtem in tehm4 06 success tate. I

am not scum what the change shoutd be".

"CONTACT Centte i4 not wotking and needS to be
changed".

"The teacheAs need time Sot administAative worth
duAing 4choot home.

"We need to change the motning pkogium 40 that therm
IA mote gtoup wotk".

"We need mote cutticutum devetopment".

"We need.to get tid oS the judiciaAy committee.
It wilt not woth with out pusent tunnovet tate
OS students".

"The students 4houtd have mote 4ay in the pugAam.
A committee made up o teacheu and 4tudent4 might
be wothabte".

"We 4houeci ehange the adminihttative deci4ion making
ptocess. The 4tati6 meetings axe negative in teArm
oS intetaction4 between the teachet4 and it /Leaches
the students".

"We must imute that the students au moving Sotwatd.
IS the kids penceive that they ate not attaining what
they want and need in a coupte (IS month4, they witt
teave. They witt teave in spite oti how wett they ate
being tuated and hmw good a time they ate having".

I 77j
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"We need an adMinistrative head".

"We need clea4 diuction about diAciptine, tateneAA,

attendance, job o4itntation and tide akitta".

"We need a conaiAtent overcall appoach. We need to
avoid atabc congict and worth aA a unit. We aet a

bad example 6olt the fade.
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CONTACT Centre

The.history of the development of CONTACT Centre has been deicri'3ed

in the section which discussed the history of CONTACT School. The reader will

recall that the Centre was originally made possible by a LIP grant which paid

the salaries of three workers -- a co-ordinator and two -workers. A CONTACT

teacher was also assigned to the Centre on a full-time basis. The Centre was

located in a setting separate from the school.and the activities of the Cen;xe

were also quite separate frolythe school.

At the tiMe of piag study (the two academic years, 1977-78 and 1978-79),

CONTACT Centre was physically situated in a corner of CONTACT School and was

somewhat involved in the activities of the school. !II") three workers (including

a co-ordinator) were employed the by the Toronto Board of Education. A CONTACT

teacher was no longer-assigned to the Centre.

The investigators debated about whether to include mention of the

Centre in the evaluation, but finally decided aa---collect a few opinions about

it from the teachers, students and Centre workers. These are reported in this

section, but the reader should keep in mind that the opinions only relate to

the Centre as it was defined for the two years of this study.

The Teachers' Opinions about CONTACT Centre

Many of the teachers seemed uncertain and/or dissatisfied about the

role of CONTACT Centre and its relationship to the school. However, at the

.
same time, most seemed to feel that the Centre could contribute a great deal

to the school and suggested a number of interesting ideti for improvement.

For the 'tmc years of the study, the teachers saw the Centre as

primarily involved with student attendance meaning that the workers were to

find out why students were away from school'and to do-the necessary counselling

to improve the students' attendanca. The teachers also saw the counselling
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aspect of their work extending beyond the problems associated with poor

attendmince to those connected with Finding jobs, finding living accommodation,

identifying goals, career planning, dealing with various agencies and insti-

tutions, etc. Secondly, and to a lesser extent, the teachers saw the workers

as a liaison brAween the school and the community, that is, the workers keep

in touch with community groups and activities, help find speakers for the

speakers' hour, explore other educational options for the students, etc.

Thirdly, the workers were involved with extra-curricular activities such as

dances, skiing, roller skating, etc. (One worker had organized a small

music group which performed around the community). Fourthly, the workers some-

times functioned as street workers in the sense that they wouleirlook for young

people "hanging out" in various places with nothing to do and encourage them

to attend school (this role was more typical of the Centre in previous years).

Fifthly, in a couple of instances, teachers had obtained the help of the workers

in the actual process of teaching. And finally, the workers had three votes

at the staff meetings and the general meetings.

While this list of, duties sounds impressive and the teachers mostly

agreed that these things should be done-by the Centre, they were concerned be-

cause the work was not being done in a consistent fashion and because the

quality of work varied greatly with the individual workers.

When asked how the work of the Centre could be improved, the teachers

tended to stress the following ideas. It is interesting to note that all these

suggestions imply that the Centre should be closely related to and involved with

I/
the school, whereas no such component was conceived of in the orig4al proposal

for CONTACT.

- Many teachers felt that the school should be part of the

community (not an escape from the community) and that the
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tying together of edhool and community could be most ef-

fectively done by the Centre 'workers. One teacher spoke

of having "resource researdhers" to identify elements of

the community to use in CONTACT's academic program. Others

felt the workers should be deeply involved with helping

students'deal with the coMmunity, learn about the community

and contribute to the community.

- Several teachers felt that attendance follaw-up was es-

sential. Originally, this ilad been the responsibility of

the teachers, but many seemed to favor the idea of the

Centre workers doing the job and doing it in a much more

intensive fashion. (One teacher did not bialieve in at-

tendance follow-up, saying that poor attendance would not

be.a problem if the program of the school better met the

students' needs). ,

- Many students need jobs either while they are enrolled at

CONTACT or when they leave and_they are often very naive

about finding them. Some teachers felt that the. Centre

workers could and should contribute a great deal,in that

respect.

- At least one teacher felt that CONTACT needed someone to

"blow its horn" or, in other words, to advertise and improve

reputation among educators and administrators.

- A cunple of teachers mentioned a more abstract idea. They

felt that the Centre worlEers sho'uld reinforce what is

t:ught in the curriculum, particularly with respect to life

skills and student rights.

- One teacher thought the entire school should function more

like the Centre andrthat the concept of formal teaching was

irrelevant. In the same vein, another teacher felt the Centre

should be involved with the entire program of the school.

- The teachers generally agreed that the Cen..xe should be

involved with counselling and guiding students.

179
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The Students' Answers to Questions About CONTACT Centre

The interviewors asked 130 students the question, "What do you think

of CONTACT Centre?" -- 98 of these students had been on the permanent rolls of

CONTACT and 32 had been on probation only. Their responses are given in Table

89. Many of the students (43%) knew nothing about the Centre and had had no

involvement with the workers. However, the majority of thoSe students who had

been involved with the Centre, reported positive .experiencas and praised the

workers.

The interviewers also asked 57 students the question, "Have you been

involved with CONTACT Centre since you left the school?" -- 25 of these stUdents

had been on the permanent rolls of CONTACT and 32 had been on piobation only.

Most of these students (83%) replied that they had not been involved with the

Centre after leaving CONTACT.

TABLE 89

STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "WHAT DO YOU THINK OF CONTACT CENTRE?"

(N is 130)

Response

1111161.1.1MM.I.P.

NuMber of
Students

Percentage of
Students

Don't Know
(wasn't involved with them, don't

know them) 56 43.1%

Good/positive experiences
(they care a lot, get involved, help
a lot, phone you when you are away) 53 40.8%

Poor/negative experiences
(poorly run, just there to get paid) 15 11.5%

Very little involvemert 6 4.6%

TOTAL 130 100%

LS
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CONTACT Centre Workers

For the two year period of this study, five workers were employed

by the Toronto Board of Education at CONTACT -- there was a turnover of two

workers the second year. The investigators interviewed all five workers and

collected the following information and opinions.

Selected Characteristics of the Centre Workers

At the time of the interviews, the workers were all 30 years-of age

or younger -- the youngest worker was 23. Three of the workers were men.

Only one worker spoke a language in addition to English -- he spoke Ukrainian

and Russian. When asked why they took the job at CONTACT Centre, most said

it Was because they needed a job. One felt the job would be particularly

interesting and challenging, while another wanted the job because CONTACT was

an alternative, political school.

Four of the five workers had obtained a high school diploma; one

had dropped out in grade twelve. Three had received their high school educ

cation in Toronto, one in Kingston and one in Eastern Canada.

Three of the five workers had obtained a university degree and two

had done some work at the graduate level. One had a teacher's certificate, one

had obtained a few credits from a community college, and one had training in the

area of social service work from a community college.

In brief, the related work experience of the five workers was as

follows:

(1) Volunteer work with children.

(2) Four years of social service wOrk in a large city.

(3) Volunteer work in an Ukrainian community and union work
at FORD.

(4) Work vith battered children and battered wives.

(5) High scnvol and community college teaching, teacher's aid
work and experience as a director of a street service.

1 c), I
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Some Opinions of the Centre Workers

The school year, 1977-78, was the first year that CONTACT Centre

was located in the school. The workers were employed by the Toronto

Board of Education. It was also the first year of this study. That

year, the Centre employed three workers (two left and were replaced the fol-

lowing year) -- one worker was a oo-ordirator. Also, that year, the Centre

began to be more involved With CONTACT School than itihad been in the preceding

years.

The investigators asked the five workers several questions about the

role of the Centre, the relationship of the Centre to CONTACT School, their

contribution and how their contribution could be improved.

There were difficulties. The remark of one worker, "This job has

crept into the school through the back doCr," nicely described the maeason

CONTACT Centre was experiencing a variety of difficulties during the two years

of this study. Shortly before the three workers were interviewed during the

first year of the study, the staff of CONTACT and the workers had attempted t

sort out the difficulties by drawing up a paper to define how the workers

should relate and contribute to the school. In order of priority, the workers'.

responsibilities were to be:

(1) Attendance
(2) Counselling (guidance', direction, support)
(3) Liaison with the commdnity (bring community resources into

the schooZ prograM, maintain communication with other schools,

keep informed about agencies and activities in the community,
introddte people to thd school, etc.)

However, most of the worker's felt that the Centre was.pot following

the paper closely and in an integrated manner. ,There seemed to be a problem

in deciding the responsibilities of each.individual worker -- they talked of

not having good job definitions accompanieeby review procedures for hiring

staff, probation terms, follow-up and evaluation. The morale of the workers

C
.1
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also seemed to be low because of poor pay, short-term contracts and inadequate

work space. And further, they implied that several of the staff as wq11 as

the workers had become overly emotiollai about the whole issue, thus making it
a

even more burdensome to find rational solutions.

When the five workers were asked to describe their contribution to

CONTACT School, the resulting list of activities was lengthy and included:

- Attendance (daily follow-up of students who are absent)

- Counselling (attendance problems, birth oontrol, career
planning, etc.)

Extra-curricular activities (CONTACT School Travelling Music
Show, sports, yoga, etc.)

- Recruitment* (booths, posters, phone calls, Thursday noon hour
information centre, etc.)

- Administration of volunteer work programs (Harbour Front, etc.)

- Helping in teaching courses (biology, exploring Toronto, post
secondary education options, etc.)

- Community liaison work (knowledge of community and people in
commun .y, community meetings, inter-agency functiont, source
of information about jobs, schools etc.)

- Public relations work in other schools

- Plan speakers' hours, tutorial weeks and seminars (e.g., a job
employment seminar run by Youth Employment Services to train
students how to look for jobs).

- Follow-up students who have left CONTACT

- Sincere interest in the philosophy of the school.

The investigators also asked the workers a few other questions of a

more general nature. First, they ivere asked to describe what they liked and

disliked about working at CONTACT. Several said they like the teaching staff,

because they are eatirsto work with, co-operative and very much involved with'

* The workers had originally been called streetworkers and were supposed to
recruit mtudents from pool halls, etc. However, they no longer functioned

in that way. One, worker referred to that method of recruitment as "obsolete."

One teacher felt that the method which had been picked up from United States

was not appropriate for Canadian'students because they reject t:he notion of

being solicited on the streets. That teacher also felt the community could

rat be thought of as a "jungle" and consequently it was wrong for the street-

workers tef go out and6fetch.stvdents with the message that they should try to

escape from the "jungle" by returning to school. He felt that, in reality,
the students want to and should identify with and learn to live in the community.

S3
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.the students. Several said they iiked the students beCause they are bright,

aware, and "streetwise". Several reported they like the atmosphere because

it is relaxed. One worker liked the location and another liked the job because

it provided the chance to be creative in a socially useful situation. In addition

to disliking the pay, work space', short contracts and poor job definitions,

the workers tended to be critical of the administration of the school. They

made such comments as:

"The achooL ahoutd kevise ita ovenatt aim and goat4."

"Therm ate atiticat adminiatutive pxobtema in the 4choot.

Them. i4 a aptit down the middee. Therm ia no one to

make the iinat deciaion.4. Thi4-kaa,a det4imentat e.44ect

on the 4choot."

"Thene id a congiet within the ata66 about the phito4ophy

and note a4 the achoot."

"The dii6icuttia in intenactAng with the buneauutacy oti thia

4choot ate a test...et o4 the phitosophy which ia at4o a 4unction

o4 the peuonnet."

"The amb,iguou4 phito4ophy with it4 vartied intetputat2on4 i4

hatd to wonk with."

"The tack oti an adkaniatAative head makez it di44icutt. They

need to tethink how an admaniatnative head could be 4it into

the p1vito4ophy o4 the 4choot.."

Secondly, the workers were asked to delineate the characteristics

of CONTACT which they felt affected students favourable. They particularly

mentioned: (1) the relationship between the teachers and students; (2) the

relaxed, co-operative atmosphere; (3) the non-repressive attitudes and (4) the

freedom to make decisions about whether or not to participate in various.ele-

ments of the program.

And finally, the workers were asked to point out things about CONTACT

which they felt should be changed because they affect students unfavourable.

They mentioned: (1) the lack of direction for the students; (2) the unwillingness

to "weed out" or discourage students who are abO'ing. the philosophy of the school;
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(3) the indecision about the school's role among the staff; and (4) the

lack of firmness.

Summary and Discussion

When this study began, CONTACT Centre was in a process of beginning

to be recognized as a formal,tintegrated part of CONTACT School. The Centre

had just physically moved into the sdhoolf the workers had just begun to be

paid by the Toronto Board of Education and the struggles to define the Centre's

relationship to the Achool were obvious.

There was a strong feeling among both teachers and Centre workers

that there is a potential for CONTACT Centre to make large and important con-

tributions to the school. The areas most frequently suggested as possible

responsibilities were: (1) attendance, (2) counselling, (3) community liaison,

and (4) resource persons for academic courses.

However, both teachers and workers expressed frustration because the

Centre was not realizing that potential. various factors such as poor pay

tended to keep the morale of the workers low; the jobs of the individual workers

were ill-defined; and the roles of the Centre and personal relationships of

preceding years hampered the rational development of a new, effective plan for

the Centre.

Many of the students had had no involvement with the Centre. Of those

who had been involved, most described positive'expeiriences.



CASE STUDIES

When the investigators presented their proposal for the evaluation

of CONTACT School to the staff in the fall of 1977, one teacher suggested

that the evaluation would be made more valuable and Inteiesting by doing

a few case studies. The investigatorp agreed and immediately outlined a

strategy, in consultation with the teachers, for the selection of the students

to be studied in depth.

The investigators and teachers agreed that it would be interesting

to study two students randomly selected from al .os students falling under

N.
each of the following five classificat

1. Students who had entered CONTACT directly from
another school in January 1978.

2. Students who had not attended any other school
for at least six months before entering CONTACT.

3. Students who had not attended any other secondary
school. *

4. Students who had attended CONTACT the previous year.

5; Students over nineteen years of age.

Ten students were thus identified and the investigators attempted to

follow them from January 1978 to June 1979 and interview them in depth four

or five times in order to put together a history of each student's experiences

with CONTACT School. The students' names are fictitious.
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JOAN -- lead (Mead CONTACT dinc.aq iitom anothen Ackoot iA lettiatew 19 71,
*-

Jame was horn in Coterie. learani te speak Inglish first and was living with both parents. her father won 4
mechamic and her mother did lainefri.

Jhan had attended a reviler Toronto high school tow a year and half but was uhhappy with it because. "there
are too many reelects; there wece had, strict teachers; there was too much homework; t did not attend often.'

One day a friend told Jean Menet CONTACT sad she registered ih January 1976. When Jean was intexviewed eme
;math later, she yes very happy with alowncT. She said. "the teachers atm mire telecast, the stoilehts are more vocal
and free to come amd go, the school is open, yoe can work at your owe pace. there is more time for English and meth..
emetics, you can work when you want. mid there is ealy one subject La the afternoon.' Joan reported that she had %Seem
law. psychology, home semsality amd gose on same field trips.

Josn's scores on the evaluation inatrtments were as follows;

veosbulary 6 6
Needing Compreheasion 7 2
Mathematics Concepts . 5 5
Mathematic' Problem Solving-5.5
Self-esecept 62.0 (she scored lowest OR the school subscale)
Life Skills 9 5
Social Skills., 123.S

During Tebruary, March and April. Joan studied history short stories and consumer education. She got
credit La history. to English. she had worked on a book report and comprehensions. She felt she had sees little pro-
gress in English but added. 'in Ls better than in the other schools. The t4ileher deose't lecture. 1 like working on
my own. The materials are interesting." She said she wasn't doing mathematics bateau she didn't went to learn metric.
She had not been involved in any extra-curricular activities and hod not gone on anylield.trips. She voiced the
following concern. "twerybody is changing for the worse -- they ace attending less often becamee it is the sod of the
year and the weather is nice."

During the June interview. Joan reported that she had improved a littl in her reading, but had remained the
same in her writing and !athematic.. The reason she gave for improving in reading was, "I am reading more botks
raver used to reed before." She said she hadn't improved La the other two areas because she didn't like the subjects.

oen reported that CONTACT had helped her a little with her self-confiderce. but hsd lade no difference in
her self-discipline (it is up to the student) and in her ability to get along.with others (she had never had any
trouble getting along before).

She felt she had learned a little about citizens' rights (law courts and police) bat nothing about social
times. the commaiity or future educational and job oppOrtunities. She said CONTACT had helped her to learn to study

independently.

Joan sometimes felt free and sometimes felt ristritted about expressing her opinions in 413,NTACT. She felt
she had a Little say in making decisions and rules concerning CONTACT but wished it wprs more. She thought the re-
lationship between the students and teachers was O.K. and she sometimes felt relaxed aAd enmetimes felt tense at CONThCT.
She considered the amount of movement, discipline and strucivre at CONTACT to be about right. She felt she was getting
enough imiividual attention at CONTACT. 3he wished they had facilities for tennis.

During the summer of 1976. Joan did a lot of travelling and limited for a job. She didn't find a jcb.

Joan returned to COVTACT the following school year after trying another Toronto high school for two or three
seeks. She didn't like the teachers at the other schor7 because. 'They put me heek In grade nine end made me do work
t had done before." She hoped to improve her math enough to get into regular grade eleven the next year. She said.
"t as trying harder this year.°

then Joan was interviewed for the last tine in April 1979, she was attending cONTACT only in the morning and
spending most of her.time working on mathematics. She wanted to improve her mathematics enough to enter a grade eleven
business course in another school for rhe next echo's/ year. Ste felt that she was making progress and was happy about
0:eraCT.

her post-test self-concept score of 63.0 was essentially,unchanged.

Nor post-test C.T.IleS. Mores showed that she hed definitely improved in eathematice.

gocabulary 4:9 (gain of 0.3)
Reading Comprehension 7.4 (gain cf 0.2) t

Mathemitics problea solving 7.2 (gain of 2'4)
Mathematics concepts 6.9 (gain of 1.4)

ter post-test store on the life-skills questionnaire of 14.0 indicated an !mpromment in her knowledge in
that area. And, her post-test score for tocial skills of 124.0 was unchanged.

Joan's school records showed UWE she had attended five elementary schools and one regular high school at
level 3. She had obtained seven high school credits at the regular high school and abnut one at CONTACT.

1 S
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tamed coma diatetbi om emodutot achoot Qt Jaarm44 19711

Jahn was been Le Newfouedland and learned be speak Owlish first. At the time of this study, he was living

La a group home Le Scarbornughs he hid behavioral problems. Ne had transferred to CONTACT after Mae from 4 high school

Le a small Oetario town neer Tomes where he had hese in grade nine. John's hrethar was also at CONTACT and wee the ose

whe had recommeeded the school to Johm.

John didn't think that CONTACT would be different Orem other schools except that he booed the tetchers would

be 'sore waderatanding."

k south after registering at CONVICT, John reported that it was better than he had Stxpected because "there are

only three subjects day and you have more freed= -- you can fey what you went.* There was nothing he disliked.

Jokes COM and self-comcept scores were relatively Lows

'ftcabulary 4 2

Needing Comprehension 6 9

Mathematics Concepts 4 4

Mathematics Problem Solving....6.0

Self-concept 47 (his score an the peer subscale was muchlower than the others).

N W did not complete the life-skills questionnaire and vas not rated for metal *kills.

John's mood during the April 1978 interview was completely different. H. seemed "spaced out. all he could

say was *everything is boring, boring, boring.", Se had taken 034=44 in health. family planniag, sexuality and physical

education, but had not obtained any credits because "I didn't go much."

Znglish, ha had done journals. crossuerd puzzles and comprehensions. He liked Owlish, but didn't believe

he had made any progress since Januarf.

Re wasn't doing mathematics because, "I just don't feel like doing it, I don't know why.'

The only other comments he made about his school life since January vere.'t vas on the social committee for a

school dance, / vent on a good ski trip with the school and I visited a drugstore and hsaIth clinic.' Ks concluded by

saying he would like to %cork on a farm.

John was still going to CONTACT La June, 1978!' lie felt that his reading and mathenatic skills were still the

same becauee 'I am not interested.' However. he Said his writing had improved a little. He claimed that cam= had

made no difference to his self-confidence, ability tx, got aldhq witn others or his self-discipline. He refused to ela-

borate on these tnpics.

John reported that he hadn't learned anything* abdut citizens' rights, the community or future educational and

job opportunities. However, he said he had learned a lot about social issues such as sexuality, uneivInyment and con-

sumerism.

rat said he had not learned to study independently because, "1 already knew how."

John felt very free about expressing his feelings at CONTACT and did so whenever to felt like it but added,

"It is no freer than the other school."

Re believed he had some say in making decisions and rules concerning CONTACT as a result of the general

meetings but added. "The teachers have the final say."

The relationship between teachers and students was seen as O.K. by John. He said. "! got along better with

the teachers at the previous school." Ho felt relaxed all the time at CONTACT.

Re mosplained that there was too little moveeent allowed and too much discipline and structure. "2 want to

smoke and read the newspaper freely -- they sake me work when I am supposed to be going at my own pace."

Re said that most teachers gave him enough
individual attention and that he was able to take the courses he

wanted. He wished there was track and field.

John didn't really know how many credits he had earned. Re wanted to leave COMTACT and get a job. He didn't

like some of the teachers. Re particdlarly wanted to work on a farm:

Nhen John was interviewed/A October 1978, he was living with his sister and looking for a job. Me said he

bad boon loading trucks for a while, but it ended. John wee Ln a very angry, negative mood and said, "I am mot in the

mood fox answering guestlons." He hung wp.
3

John's situation wes nisch the same in April 1979. He seemed to have a job and did not intend to.go back to

school. Ke was still very angry.

John was not available to complete the evaluetion instruments during the spring of 1979 on a post-test basis.

John's school records showed that he had attended At least two elementary schools and one regular high school.

Ns hed obtained no high school credits either from the regular high school or CONTACT.

1FL;
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JUL--- lad aft attended my save Wool fti Lowe 444 000484 KW* en4s44ng coma

Jill had actually been out of school for toe years before entering CONTACT in January of 1978. She had last
atteeded a school La Worth tack. Oaring these twe years, she had been doing nothing and she decided she probably needed
sore education so thee she could get a lob. A probation officer told her about CONTACT.

A% first, Jill didn't think that CONTACT would be good because, "The kids snore
and out of Mugge." nowever, she thOught the teachers would be uoderstanding.

after attending the school for &bout a month, Jill felt that it wee betteethan she had empected. She 6aid.
s good.°

When asked what Abe liked about Cana= she said, °The teachers ve more time for you and there is a longer
lunch hour."

ner complaints were that the teachers should be-stricter. Use/music was too loud, it wee messy and the morning
obbjecta (mathematics and SWAM') lasted too long.

Jill's CTRS and self-concept scores were relatively Lows

end the school looked too small

Mathematics concepts 3 9
eschewer-ice Problem Solving 4 2

VOcabulary 4 6
Needing Compreheneion 7 4

Self-concept 48

(She scored highest on the peer subscale)

Jill'left CONTACT three months after entering and could not be located for the April and June interviews and
esannot avallbble in the fall of 1978 to complete the Life skills goestionnaire or to be rated on social skills.

Jill was interviewed again in October /978, Ms had had a job for five months in a plant factory. She said
she was supervising others and anloyed it's's), much. She hed also been attending aa upgrading program at ;earn. arown
College since September. She hoped to work La a day care centre some day. %

Jill seid she hod dropped Out of CONTACT because, 'It was barley and it did not help me at all. She had to
plass for returning to *Chao/ Ln the future.

The last interview with Jill book place in April 1979. She had chenged jobs. she was working in /mother

factory. She said she vas lucky because, "I was never uneeployed." Ssi had dropped the &athematic. upgrading course
at George nrown college because, "_-.; wasn't worthwhile." Jill said she had no intentions of returning to school because.
'I am making good money now." She was planning to move to Florida to stay with friends. She had another factory job
'lined up" there.

nor last comment about CONTACT was, "The kids have too much freedom."

Jill's school records indicated that she had attended five elementary schools and,no regular high schools.
She had obtaind no high school credlta from wrilicr.
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Daring the 1979-78 school year. Jim attended a high Wheel in Rtobicolts. ves LA grade nine end lived with his

parental. however. LA September 1176, his parents kicked him out of the Muss and he moved in with his brother who lived

near CONTACT. NO spent the time Wind from September to JOAUOrf looking for a lob. Ne couidn't find a job and found

himself beconiog very bored. Then his probation Officer told him about CONTACT end he registered in January 1977.

:la's brother had lett so Jim hed to go an student welfare (a worker at CONTACT helped hia get on welfare).

Jie didn't rosily knew what to expect of CONTACT but thought. 'It would be like other sobooks.' Re said h

would Aim, liked to have gone ormr-half dey to mime and onehaLf day to another school for shop. but it did't work

out. Me complained thee. 'New studeuts sometimes get bugged at the beginning I did."

When he was asked during the February lotarviAo whet he Liked about CONTACT., he said. 'They give me work at

Wf Own : couldn't keep up at the other school. There is sore freedom if t don't feel like working, I don't

have to. They give me individual attention."

When he was asked what he disliked about CONThCT, he said, 'There should be a meoking area. There is too

much talking out and swearing. I don't like doing sewing amd other-female things and there should be more time for

reeding.'

:1A's mores on the evaluation instruments were lows

Vocabulary. . 2 0
Reading Camprehensinn 2 9

Mathematics Concepts 4 0

Mathemstics Problem SolvingA.1
Self-0encept 211 (Ris scores were equally low on the family, peer aad school subscales)

Se was mot available during the fall of 1978 to complete the lifin.skills questionnaire cr to be scored on

social skills.

At tie time of the next interviev (April 1978), Jim had deveioped a somewhat negative attitude about CONTACT.

Se had not obtained any credits and said, 'The courses are stupid -- I would like to take gym." He said he wasn't in-

s terested in the reading murse called 'Cops and Robbers which involved reading a variety of detective novels.

Jim felt that he hed made soma progress in tnglish, liked it. but oomplained that he nevei had enough time to

finish. Re said he had bees writing stories. The teacher would give him the beginning of a story and he would finish

it.

Zn mathesatics, he had been doing fractions. multiplication and division. He reported that he liked oath.-

meats, but added. 'z heven't made any progrees because 1"ve done it all before -- It is verv easy.'

Jim liked to go on field trips. Re had been to the police museum, the =Oar p/ace and various shows with

his cleat. Re had not been involved with any extra-curricular activities.

Jim cnuldn't maws any good things or any unpleasant things that had happened to him during January, February

and March at CONTACT.

Curing April, he was very cencerned about a summer job. Re said. 'I am living on ay own and my welfare will

be cut off -- I want a steady job for the summer."

The ApriZ inturview was the last time Jim was interviewed. Worn he was not interviewed during June with the

long. in-depth interv:iew schedule, a great deal of information was not collected. Several attempts were made to fin4

Jim during the next year. Re could not be located. one person who knew Jim said. in a very drunken state, "I don't

know where Jim is. but he le sure going to get it if he comes back here.'

Jim's school records indicated that he had attended four elementary schools and one regular high school. Re

had never obtained any high school credits.

--
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deer wee boon La Detedte aed Leareed te Speak SagLials filet. Om lived mita both parents. Nis father wetted

fa henlaital sad his mother looked-after their home.

I.S.O. entering/ CONThCT. dery had beab'in grade seven in a Taranto School, but was experiencing a greet deel

Of tremble. I. said. "I waseCt getting along didn't like the teachers. I was fighting Lot. The sating was too

strict. 'Gym was compulary. / stayed away lot.'

A social worker helped Gary get into COWTACT.

can tail the to s their first mambo. r get breaks and I can eat in class. I call speak sy nind and / get a say
At the the first intervtew. Gary had been attiandlog =MTh= for hoar months. Me via very pliased. 'T

Le whet Is happening. I cao joke around with the Machete and they listen to what / say. I don't fight here co one

bees me and I don't bog anyone. I like the open setmp. / like the field trips (art gallery, ballet, pioneer village,

saience centre. etc.) -I Like the general meetings because I know what is going on and there is good communicationu

There is no principel you can't be sant to the principal's office.' -
r

hary's only coeplaint was that there were not smooth desks.

Gary scored extremely Low on the family subecala of the self-concept questionnaire. Nis total sours was 49

(somewhat low). ,Nis CTIS scores worst

tesebelary 3 7

Roadie, Cbmprehension . 6 1

Mathematics Concepts .9.5

Mathematics Problem Solving 6 6

S. wee not available when the Life-skills questionnaire wee administered and tha teachers rated him as liSp

on social skills.

During February and March. Gary m.udid photography and participated in the Dullish course called 'Cops and

piaaaare .

Gary said he had made sore progress in reading and writing than he had in the regular school. de felt he

waded more work in welling because 'that's my week moot.'

Gary liked the system' by which mathematics was taught. Me had been studying fractions and graphing.

Re had not,been involved in any extra-curricular ActiViC1411 but had participated in several field trips such

es the Science Centre, Pioneer Village. the court Moues. the Police Museum, Trigger (a lob pLaisment centre) end a rally

at Queen's Park.

Se commented on the fact that fewerVigs turn lip when the asather gess nice.

when interviewed near the end of the 1977-70 school year. Gary reported that he had improved 1 lot in reading

and mathematics and a little in writing. Me elaborated by saying he read aloud a lot. did 4 Lot of mathematics and

could cboose his own topics for writing.

Ne felt COMM had helped him a lot in learning to get along with others because, 'I used to fight all the

time -- I don't fight at all here."

ea also felt =TACT had helped his a lot with his self-discipline because, 'I don't nerd the teacher's en-

couragement now.'

Xis self-confidence had imprcved a little becalms. 'I am improving in reading -- I read aloud lot -- / used

to be shy."

Gary bold the interviewer that he had learned a little shoat citizens' rights, social issues, the community

and future educational and job opportunities. 'In particular, he talked about studying tenants' rights. laws. courts,

women's rights. sexuality. racism and about visiting Trigger. the 4/rt gallery and the Sctence Centre. Me described Lose

movies he had seen about jobs and job hunting.

Ile felt that COMTACT had helped him to learn to may independently.

Gary said he felt free most of the time to expressAis opinions and felt he had about the right aammat of say

im making decisions and rules in CONTACT: Re described the relationship between the teachers and students as good be-

oituno. 'You can call them by their first names -- they have perties at their houses -- they are like friends."... no felt

telexed dost of the time because of 'the open area."

Ile ems satiagiod with the amount of movement. discipline and structure remarking, "Instead of suspending

students, a charge can be made.' Ne felt he got enough individual attention. Ne wished they offered a business course.

Nis fimal cements during the JIM* interrew vers. "It is a good school -- it has really inpreved since I've

been hope.'

Gary's ext interview took place in December 1976. Ne kad spent the summer at his sister's place in the

couotry. Me began the 1976-79 school year in school in the country, but dropped out becaus. didn't know any-

.ene -- it was too\strict +- too structured -- you coulda't smoke.' HO then returned to CONTACT later in September but

left singe he'ves supposed to move back to his sister's place in the country. Me 'pent the remainder of the time

before Xmas babysitting for his sister La the country. Gary returned to CONTACT in January 1979.

While Cary was still on'the school rolls during April and May of 1979, he wee net attending and could net

be contactd by telephone or mail. Me did not take the CTRS, self-concept inventory or life skills questionnaire on

a post-test basis. The teachers' pest-rating of 120.0 on his-soetal skills wet approminately the same as the pro-

rating. ;

Oary's school records indicated that he had attended schools and no other secondary sch061.

Ne had obtained no 140 school credits.
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VICK mot *Agenda amv 04umg Aussiwywkome

Dick wee a native Canadian who was born in Canada amd spoke only Inglieh. Me lived with his mother who col-

lected mother's aLlowmce.

Disk entered CONTACT Ln :Una of 11175. Me hed been Le grade sight La Tomer School but left because. "I

wasn't getting anywhere I felt re herd La I didn't get along with the teachers or the principal.' A reeler

at that school helped Dick get late CONThCT.

Dick still Liked CONTACT after attending fer three years. "I can walk to sehoel. It's alias -- nifia carpeting.

The teachers are gird. You can call the teachers by their first names. The tearer* dross informally the way they

like. I have Iota of friends here."

Me had few dislikes. "The'subjecte arm too short. I don't like the jUdging system -- some people are araIng

it. It is bit noisy Mcrae of the open structure but it has C mired feeling." Me expressed some corers about

hie age. "The kids rem younger now."

Diak's self-concept wore of 64 was quite high. Nis CISS scores vexes

Vocabulary 7.9

Meedieg Compreheasioa 5 4

Cathartics Concepts 4.4
Mathematics Problem Solving...7.3

Nis erre of 13 oat the life..skille questionnaire was well above average while his store for social skills of

Ll1.3 was &beet aveiage.

Outing flphruery and March. Dick took art and crafts drawing and physical education. ge said he enjoyed

them all. Me hadn!t received a credit in any of them because he hadn't completed the assigned work.

Dick didn't seen too enthusiastic about his Inglish and mathematics. "I don't know why I don't like the

thgliah program. I find the mathematics boring. I's not doing my work. It's my fault. not the school's fault."

Me had not been involved in any extre-C=Titmiar activities but had gone on a few field trips. me liked a

ski trtp.

I. eopreesed.concern about some vandalism which hed ocnurred in the school.,

Dick was next interviewed in.Juna of 1978. Since beginning at cOrOorT. tick felt his reading had improved

little. big writing had improved a lot and his mathematics hed gotten worse. "I am not interested Ln mathartits. I

don't do it and they don't pressure me. my writing iv:proved a lot because they check the errors -- their standails are

very high -- the journals and comprehensions are good.

Dick felt that COMTACT had helped him lot with his self -confidence and his ability to get along with others.

"I feel free ta say what I went at school. They helped me to look at myself -- I understan4 mysell a bit better.

tv*rybody is friendly and gets along well. The field trips are good."

Re felt that CONTAcT had not helped him with his self-disciplins. "It is my fault I sire in -- it is not

their responsibility.°

Dick believed that he hed learned a lot about social issues at CONTACT. particularly hUman sexuality, family
tiering end advertising and a little about citizens' rights. particularly tndisn rights and pollee.

M. sold he had learned a little about the community and mentioned art whores nuseums and the Rarbour ?rant.
Me felt he hald learned nothing about future educational and job opportunities and &Mad, "h Lot of people tole rd go
in school with no real counselling or help with goals."

Dick felt that CCaTACT had not really helped hin to learn to study independently. "The school should give

more guidance and couneelling."

pick said he felt very free to express his opinions at CONTACT. "It is very democratic school -- the general

meetings are good -- the teachers don't hassle you.' Me felt he had a lot of say in making decisions re rules con -

orming,CCOTACT. The teachers talk it over and the students look at it."

Me described the relationship between the teachers and students as 'excellent'. TThe alarms are much smeller

than in a regular school."

Dick reported that he sometime felt relaxed and sometimes felt tense at CteeTACT. Me rid he had been
feeling tense because, "During the Dist two menthe, I haven't been getting anywhere."

Ne felt there wee tbo much movement allowed in the school and too little discipline and structure. "Dis-

cipline is the major factor that is lacking."

Dick said he would like more individual]. attention. "The teachers might not notice that I om not working

and might not oven care." Mi wished he could study woodworking, auto mechanics and play basketball st Cheerer,.

Me was Looking for a job for the coming peat.
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Dick stayed in Toronte for the summer. de wanted a job but didn't look because, °I knew I wouldn't get
ofts.' *2 didn't enjoy the summer. Items the worst rammer 2 ever had. Nothing happened.'

le went beck to CONTACT un September 1978. Me said he woe glad to be boot' because of the rumear. "2 was
glad to see all the people here again."

Oaring the fall. ha scudled life skills and physical education. He liked some of the new students and
felt sore aomfortable with the row arrangement of :lasses. "ft feels more relaxif, and spacious this year." Mere
was nothing he disliked. PThe teachers and kids aro about the same.' He wasn't.nire whether he would remain in
CONTACT for the entire school year.

Dick wee still at COWTACT in the spring of 1979 and during the May interview said that he had bean in fairly
regular attendance all year. He said that he had taken and obtained credits in 2 or 1 pnysical education courage.
4 geography zoorae and a kiting course.

Dick reported that he was seriously looking for a full-tIme job and did mot intend to return to CONTACT in
the fall. Re expressed aoncern about what he had ac:ueved at =INTACT and wondered whether he would have been better
off in another school learning A trade.

Dick was retested with the CTSS teats and the self-concept inventory. His CTSIS scores were as follows:

Vocabulary 8 I (gain of +0.2)
Reading Comprehension 7.5 (gain of +2.1)
Rathematics Concepts 8 2 ;galLn of +0.9)
Mathematics Problem Solving 7.4,(galn of +2.9)

8e had perhaps achieved sore ac CONTAllpithan he realized

His total self-concept score (57) was a bit lower than it had been 15 nonthe earlier. The change was not
associatad vita any 3ne rubecale but was spread over all subscales.

iis life-skills post-test score of 25 was lower than the pre-test sccre. The teachers rated hie approximately
the same on his social skills with a score of 109.2.

Dick's school records indicatd that he had attended four elementary schools And no other high imhools. RA

had obtained approximately six :redits during his four years at CONTACT.

49"
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GOUTS! -- had Uttndtd CONTACT the oltviond (MCP.

Louise wee born un Dintarto. learned to pee* English first and lived with both parents. (er father workedLn sewing mtll and ner mother did claiming.

Wore entering =MAC", unix. had been in grade seven in 4 Toronto school. She didn't like the school.
was absent a lot and felt old because she had failed netts. Her brother told her Snout CONTACT and her mothmr made
the arrangements for her to get Ln.

When asked during tne fLrst interview what she liked about CONTACT. Louise said. '.I like the breaks and the
long lunch hour -- there Le no rotary system t can work At my own tiM4 and my own pace. t like the open structure --
there is lots ot space. It Ls easy to get h.., from the teachers -- they don't bitch. I like my friends. I like
the courses on lee and family planning."

Louie. said she didn't like the strict attendance rules and had not expected the general meetings. She a/so
thought the charging erste= was stupid because. 'anybody tharges anybody." She complained about the crossword puzzles
and book reports betause. 40n't Like reading.' She wasn't letting =edits in the afternoon courses because, 'I
don't like them."

Louise ob3ected strongly to doing the CMS tasting; she completed only two of the subtests and har scores
veins los 3

Vocabulary 3 5
Mathematics Problem Solvtng....4.6

'Her score on the self-concept questionnaire was moderately high (61): she scored much lower on the school
subecale then the other rwbscales.

an the life-skills questtonnaire, She scored 19.0 and on the social skills. the teachers rated her as
115.5. Both scores were avvrage scores.

During February and March, LOIL/14 took family planning, human sexuality. short stories and art. In English.
she had 3one assignments in punctuation trid,studied short stories. She said, "T don't like readtng, I hate it.'
tn mathematics, she had studied thtegers, but didn't feel that she had made any progress.

She had not been involved in any extra-curricular activtties and had gone on only one field trip to an
art store).

Louise described one unpleasant thing which had happened to her during February and March. "I got accused
by teachers for being on drugs -- nothing happened. The teachers decided not to call my parenta." Some good things
were that, 'The school tot luice machine And a new basketball net.'

IO JUI14, Louise felt that her reading and mathemetics had unproved a little Ind that her writing had
proved Lot. She said her writing had improved because she had been 'doing a lot of stories and :ournals.'

Louise thought that CONTACT had helped her a little with her self-confidence because, "I feel better
about speasing in front of a group." She satd she had been helped a lot in getting along with others because. "I
mover used no talk to students at the old school -- the students here are not stuck-up." She also felt she had been
helped little with her self-discipline.

She reported that she had learned a lot about citizens' rights and social issues. In particular, she men-
tioned dealing with police, dealing with lawyers. how to demonstrate. how to strike. women's liberation and the
things which influence prices.

She said she had learned nothing about the community because.. ": don't like going on 'trips." And, she had
learned a little about future educational and ;ob opportunities -- especially how to fill out ;ob applications.

Louise reported that CCNTACT had helped her to learn to study independently and added, ": like working on
my own: I ork at home.'

Louise felt free most Of the time to express her opinioee in CONTACT and felt she had great deel of say in
making decisions and rules concerning CZNTACT. She thought the relationship between the teachers and students in
CONTACT was 0.X. 'Some students and teachers get along, some Son't."

Sometimes she felt tense and sometimes she felt relaxed in CCNTACT. 'I feel tense when the teachers argue
with me.'

Louise felt the amount of movement allowed in CONTACT was about right. Rowever, with respect to the.amount
of discipline and structure, she was still complaining about the charging system. 'It's stupid -- students shouldn't
have the right to punish another student -- you can get charged so easily -- some teachers charge too often for silly
things.'

She thougnt she was getting enOugh individual attention. She regretted that there were no classes in
cooking, typing and gym.

Louise spent the summer of 1979 travelling in Ontario and Eastern Canada with friends. She had a job for a
very Short tire but quit becauee she didn't like the work or the boss.
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.rte roturn,.4 to ,.rrITACT Ln Sept.:met* and .rtendud for the qntire :1-q''m m:hool yr. luring the fall.
she took health education, law. life skslls. physiCel tducatson. guitar. mathematacs 3n4 Cnolish. She was glad to
be back lc :TNTACT. Snr likei the new system nf thrme classes rt the embrnino :nd t:-.4 hew .,)hysLcal *ctup of more
distInct class areas. There was nothing she disliked about opperrocr. She felt her reading was improvtng. but cleaned
she still *tatted Lt. ihM was happser than she had oeen the prevtuus year.

when Lnt'arviewed for the last time :n Apral 1979. Louise felt she had tmprcwed in reading and mathematics
and said she had 40fiftite1y enjoyed a cooksng class and a skssng trsp. She sts11 complasned about the chargsng
system and still felt all schools were boring. "Nowever.* she added. -If I have to te um school. CONTACT la the best
school there is."

She was stIll Isving wsth both parents had mo job and had no plans tor %he costing year.

Louses's post-test 7.711$ scores Indic/seed that she had indeed improved in her vocabulary and mathematics;

Vocabulary 4 8 (gain of I.])
4sthematics Problem Solvsng 8 2 (gasn oC 3.6)

Her post-test self-concept. life-skills and social skills scores were essentially the sena as the pre-test
scores.

Louisels school records Indicated that she had attended four elementary schools and no other secondary
schools. She had 313tained about sax credits from CONTACT.
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GEOINE kad =ended CONTACT'Lhe 041W4lUe oak

George was born in Florida and llearned to speak English first. At the time of this study, he was living
on his own aml reCeiving mons financial support frmm Children's Aid.

Meorge had previously attended a Toronto elementary school and was dead sat against going to a regular
Toronto high school because, "There are too many people and the schools are too bin.* A vice-principal helped
him get into CONTACT.

Ite expected =INTACT to be "a free. unstructured school where pbe aren't forced into doing things,' When
*eked if CONTACT *as what he had expected. he said. "It was last year. but not this year. Last year the teachers
end pupils were equal. but this year the teachers are on a power trip. There are too many rules, the school is
going structured." George yes reluctant to be tnterviewed and seemed to have some very strong, bitter feelings
about CONTACT.

George flatly refused tO take the CTSS tests. His total self-concept score was average (58)
, altnough

his score on the school subscale was very low. George obviously felt unsure about his academic abilities.

He also refused b2 omsplete the life-skills quesonnaire. The teachers gave him a score of 116 on social

when interviewed in April 1978. George felt he had nada a bit of progress In nglish and said he liked
the English program.

He wasn't doing :mathematics basal:use, 'T don't need it; I know all I nerd to know in basic mathematics."

asorge had become part of the school's music group 7.he played the guitar) which got togather after school
and performed in public occasionally. The group was led by one of the Centre workers.

Re hadn't been on any school trips because, "I don't like school trips."

George felt that some students and teachers were making CONTACT undesirable by abusing the :udiciary
system. He Also wished that CONTACT mad more to offer Ln gym. instrumental music and library. He ocsplained
about the ormlit system, 'You should be able to get ... full credit for each bourse."

During the June interview. George felt that he had improved a little in reading, stayed the same in
writing and was mot as good as he used to be in nathematics (he hadn't done it for over year). He fait mathe-
matics should be sade more relevant.

H. felt that CONTJ1CT Mad nade no difference in his salf-oonfidence and ability to get along with otners.
However, le said that the school had halted him a. lot with self-discipline because, "%Jiving the freedom, rou have
to 4514 it with self-discioline."

George reported that he had learned little about citizens rights, the mmesunity and future educational
and nob opportnitles. :n particular, he mentioned stream law, the Youth Employment Agenc. and the Ontario
College of Art.

He said he had learned a lot about social issues and referred V, human sexuality, racism, women's rights
and consumeriss.

He said that CONTACT had "ver7 much" helped tim to. earn to study independently.

George felt very free about expressing his mpinions at OCNTACT. He tMought he had a little say in staking
decisions and rules roncerning CCNTACT but felt the studarts "should have an equal say."

teacher."
The relationship between the teachers and tudents was described by George as. "0.X. -- it depends on the
HO again complained about there being 'MO much charging and too much use-of the judiciary system. Hie

said. 'There should be more communication to work things out."

George usually felt relaxed at CONTACT because "of the free atuosphere."

Hs felt that the amount of movement around CONTACT was about right and that there could be a bit more
'noademic structure."

He said he got enough individual attention at CONTACT. Re suggested that CONTACT needed more courses
on 'street skills' and football, basketball and hockey eguipeent. He wanted a more "democratic" system.

George did not retarn V, CONTACT In the fa11 of 1978 and the investigators were unable to locate him
during October for an interview. His caseworker aaid he was taking dancing classes and looking for lob. He
said it was difficult for George because. "He Ls very shy and the lob market is tight."

George's'school records indicated that he had attended two elementary schools and no other secondary
schools. He :ad obtained about four credits while at CONTACT.

oi;
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gra -- ov4 mate-tat,' gestiA of age

Nina was born in Moog Kong and learned to speak Cantonese first. He spoke and understood English with
imme difficulty. He lived with both parents' hiS father worked in Ai Chinese restaurant and his mother wee At
home.

Nike at attended Literary College in Hong Kong to about a grade tan level. He worsted for e while after
omming to Canada and then decided he wanted to learn 401C0 mathematics, English. bioLogy. physics, cheaistry and
art and then perhaps ;a tO an art school. So his aunt phoned the Toronto Board of Education and. with the aid of
translator, he was placed at CONTACT eo that he could brush up on various things. The placement officer felt his

standards were mot hull% enough to go to community college.

Mike's CMS scores on the mathematics subtests were higher than the other subtests. For mathematica con-
cepts he cored at a grade level of 9.2 and for sathematics problems solving. 9.5. On the vocabulary subtsst, he
scored 7.7 and on the reeding oomprehanszon subtest, 6.0.

Rike's 'core of 44 on the self-concept questionnaare was a f'irly low score. He scored lowest on the
peer subscale and highest on the family subscale.

Ss was not attending in the fall of 1978 when the life-skills and social %kills questionnaires were
administered.

The interview sessions with Mike were difficult because has poor english. He did not understand some
concepts and probably sisanterpreted others.

When asked what he liked about CoNTACT, Nike said. "I like learning things about myself. I like learning
subjects. ": like having only a few subjects each day. r lake Canadian geography, Canadian history, civics, en-
vironmental science. social science, eusic and the library. I like the teachers -- they explain things -- they
help 24 ta 1414= halo to GOA they help me do rsignments. I like my classmates -- we talk to each other And
learn about different oountries."

Shen asked what he disliked about CONTACT, he said, "There hould be more sports and music. Some students
decoke too mach. Some students make too much noise and destroy things. They are making bad habits.'

stike'l attitude during the April 1978 interview was very ;ositive. He said he had obtalred credits in
Canadian history, Canadian geography, aocial science, environmental science and music. He spoke highly of the
COUZI4040 and said he particularly like learning about native people, Canadian oovernment, Nebec. personality,
pollution and the guitar."

/n English, he had been doing creative writing and newspaper writing. He had been workang on grammar
and punctuation and felt he had improved a bit icr everything. He said. "I like the way they teach Engiisp."

Re had completed several units of mathematics and wag working on polynomials. Me said, "I have done some
of it be:ore, ao It is sometimes easy. : like the wey they tesch mathesatics -- I like the teacher.'

Mike hed not been involved in any extra-curricular activities and had hot ;one on any trips r.-ith the
school-

ee was disturbed by the destructiveness of some of the students, felt it was sometimes too noisy and
felt CONTACT should accept more students. In addition, he suggested that CONTACT needed a better library, a juice
44chLfte, a prolector screen in a large seminar room and a basketball net.

Mike was still at CONTACT during the June 1978 interviews. ge felt he had improved a little in reading,
writing and mathematics. He said. "It depends on yourself if you want to improve."

B. fait his self-confidence had improved a little at CONTACT because, "The teaching method is good."

aike said TONTACT had helped him a little in learning how to get along with others because. -Playing
19 and talking with ocher people is good."

K is self-discipline vas 4 little better but, "It is mainly up to the student. not the school."

Re had learned little elmAit citizens' rights.

lie hadn't ail yet learned anything about social iseues. but would like to learn "all.°

Mike felt he hadn't learned anything about the community, but said, "I would like to lee= to co-operate
with other people in the city - to get people helping people in the community -- to learn about multiculturism."

Nike thought he had learned a little about future educational and job opportunities. He mentioned tNe
speakers who had =Pe and talked about how to find jobs. He wanted to leama more.

Se believed CONTACT had helped him to learn to study independently.

Se enesetimes felt free and sometimes felt restricted 4.2044 expressing his opinions at CONTACT and felt
thet he had some say in making the decisions and rules.

1



80 was unsure about the quelity ot the relationship between IW teachers ard students. He added. 'The
students do crazy things and this teachers have to control thee -- sometimes the teachers and students talk peace-
fully -- Lc depends on the teachers and students.'

lw

Ne reported that he =estimate felt relaxed and sometimes felt tense at CONTACT. He said he telt tense
when the work was difficult or when the students were acting silly.

Mike suggested that there wee too much movement around =AMC?. He felt Lt was disturbing.

Nie said he T04 enough individual attention and that he was getting the courses he wanted. He felt there
should be such more in the line of sports equipment.

Nike dlscontinued his studies at conk= at the end of the 1977/78 school year. He had obtained &bout
six credits.

During the 1978/'9 school year, he wee attending a level 4, 5 and 5 school'whers he vas taking eight
courses mostly in grad4 leven. He was also LA an ESL class (English as a Second :Anguage clasel.

When interviewed Ln October of that year he wasn't sure he liked the big building and said he vas having
problem, with courses which were heavily based on knowing the English langvage. He said he was not getting the
individual attention he had received at CONTACT.

elks believed that CCNTACT had helped him break into the Ontario educational system beellIA0 he had learned
4 lOt Of basic things &bout the system. 4e said he had learned a little about a lot of other things at CONTACT es
well.

Mike was Last intervielled during April 1979. He was 22 years old and still living at home -- he explained
that It vas guite accepti4le for Chinese people to live at home until they get married. He weft still at the
same school and hoped to get a couple of credits by the end of the year. He was still struggling with his lAnquiage
problem and said the ESL zlass had helped bit. HO felt ne had learned quite bit even though his marks were ,
'bad.' He %oss Loosing fcr a summer )ob and Lhtended to return to the SOPA school in the fall.

Nis final comments about CONTACT wee that tbe school had helped his bit. Tt had helped him in has
English snd it taught him Noe to study in Ontario. He felt that CONTACT needed more teachers and sore facilities.
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-w Ovtk ItiReAtit yearce of age

Lynn wes barn in Ontario and learned to speak English first. Both of her parents were alive but she
Lived elth only her mother who supported Wynn both with mother's allowance.

Lynn had attended a regular high schael for two years. Sha mad she did well the first year, but the
second year site was frequently sick, skipped out a 10t and finally quits daring the teacher's strike. She had ob-
tained four credits. after drophIng out of school, she found herself liviig at =me with no job but feeling that
she would like to finish school. NOwswer, she was concerned about returning .42 school because she would be older
than the other students. Her sister's probation officer told her about CONTACT and she regrstered in September
of 1977.

Lynn was first intertriewed during tebruary 127e, about six months after entering CONTACT. At that time.
she repovtad that the alternative chool had turned out to be close to what she had expected. She said she
particularly 1Lkied the law course and the writing workshop and appreciated finding out about colleges and universities.
She felt that it wee the only place she could pr..* up credits. When asked what she disliked about CCNTACT, she
said, -it oo noisy because of the oper areas and there iS MSC enough discipline; but, the kids would probably
quit if thess were more discipline." Lynn was also disappointed about the way mathematics was taught.

When Interviewed during April and June of 1978. Lynn-2till felt that the school was noisy and felt it
was because the school was lettlng in kids who were too young. She said, 'It is like i son."

"Si*
'izing tebruary, earth and April, she had taken three afternoon courses tory of art and music,

anthropology and post secondary education. She had found history borIng. She got a edit in post secondary
education and descrtbed the ODUZSO as "really good." "tt helped me Go decide about colleges, find out about re-
guiresmnts for mature students end learn about the transistional program at 3 of T.*

Outing the same three oonths, she had done the usual work in Diglish (journals. comprehensions. etc.).
She felt the word pussies and games were too easy and wished there was more grammar, paragraph writing and essay
writing.

She didn't think she had made much progress in English but felt she had always been good at it. Her
CTRS vocabulary score Was 13.5 while her reading comprehension score was 10.1. She couldn't harm anything which
would ha'm helped her improve her reading, but felt more attention could have been petd to her faults in writing.

She had not done any mathematics because she had started high school before 1974 and it was not com-
pulsory and because she didn't get along with the mathematics teachmr. Her math problem solving score was 8.8.

The investigators did mot get scores for Lynn on. self-concept life-skills or social skills.

During the same time, she had gone on.a ski trip. visited several colleges, the Science Centre and the
museum as part of her school activities. She couldn't name any good thing that had happened to her and was dis-
turbed by an incident where a student had hit a teacher with clay.

She felt that CCNTACT had made no difference in her self-confidence. commenting that. "Setter teachtng
would have helped her academically and consequently iinproved her self-confidence.

She reported that CONTACT had made no difference in her ability to get along with dthers adding,
have alwayi been able to get along well rith people."

I

She also felt that OONTACT hsd made no difference in her self-discipline. She said, "I have a hard
time getting dp in the it.rhings -- no one can help se with that.'

Shm-had learned a little about citizehs' rights. particularly roung people's rights.

She hadn't leatred anyrhing about social issues because she wasn't interested and hadn't taken any of
those anurses.

She hadn't learned anything about the community. Although she had visited the museum And Science Centre
while at CONTACT, she had known about thqua before entering the school. p

She said CONTACT had not helped her to learn Go study independently.

since wmae, she had felt fairly restricted about expressing her opinions particularly in relation to the
school newspeper. She felt the drug issue had been handled badly. In fact. she felt the school newspaper wee
poor.

Lynn felt stwe had a little aey in decisions and rules concerning C4IrACT awl was satisfied with that state
of affairs. 4*

She described the relationship between the teachers and students as "excellent." "Xt is personal, you
can talk to teachers freely and call them by their first name - the teachers are not so conservative."

At times Lynn felt tense at omerAcT, at other times relaxed. She felt tense when "the teachers get on
ey back.'
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Lynn did Not lake the,noiae and movement associated with the open plan arrangement of CONTACT. She
aloe telt there wee too little discipLine. Pie partieularly objected to the language the students used.

She telt she mould have had :more individual attenticm at CONTACT and wished the SChOol had temp sport,.

Lynn left CONTACT Ln :une of 1978. She did mot intend to return end, at that tLme, had no other plane
for the future.

Par 4 short tios after leavtng CONTACT. she had a job with the army reserve. Later, she obtained a part-
time job an the SUN mailing room which she still held Ln Apral 1979, At of the last Lnterview .Apral
1979), Lynn was still th1iving wi her mother and stall had no defLnite plan r the future. She flt that CONTACT
had not helped her at all. She said, "I haven't set foot in CONTACT :has yeas. but r heard that at is the same
as Last year.*

Lynn's school records Lndacated that she had attended one elementary school and mmi other scondary school.
She had about four hion schools credits whIch she had obcalned before she encored CONTACT.

I

gip
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

CONTACT is an alternative full-time academic secondary school

operated by the Toronto Board of Education. It is designed for two groups

of people:

(1) those who have dropped out of School and now want
to return; and

(2) students who are attending other secondary schools,
but who feel they are not benefiting from-their programs.

In June of 1977, the School Programs Committee of the Toronto Board

of Education received and approved a recommendation from the Report of the

Patterns of Dropping Out Committee --

"...that the CONTACT Schoot concept be evatuated
to detetmine how it meets the neect o4 dtopout
students."

CIP

(page 12)

The committee felt that the evaluation would serve to (1) provide

CONTACT School with valuable 'feedback, and (2) to identify elements of the

CONTACT School concept which could be adopted by other schools to help meet

the needs of dropout or potential dropout students.

The study, which was carried out over a period of two years, ad-

dressed, in particular, the following four questions:

(1) What are the characteristics of the dropout students in
CONTACT?

(2) What are the needs of dropout students?

(3) How does CONTACT attempt to meet the needs of dropout
students as identified in (2) above?

(4) Which elements of the program at CONTACT are successful
in meeting the needs of dropout students?

) EN,

A
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A large proportiOn of the CONTACT students were born in Canada

(80%) and learned to'speak English first (86%), meaning that they do not

have the multicultural makeup which is typical of the rest of the school pop-

ulation in Toronto.

Approximately 44% of the students were living in a situation where

they were being financially supported by some form of assistance and 40% were

living with their mother only. /n fact, onlY 18% of the students were living
_

with both parents where one or both parents were working.

Close to 70% of the students were 15, 16 or 17 years of age when

they first enrolled in CONTACT; close to 70% had attended three or more ele-

mentary schools; and, close to 70% had attended one or no other secondary

school. Approximately 449 had obtained no cedits from other high schools,

while the others had obtained very few.

The most common reason the students gave for going to CONTACT was

that they couldn't cope (they gave a wide variety of details) with the re-

gular school system.

CONTACT students have a wide range of vocabulary and reading com-

prehension skills. Their grade-equivalent scores on the CTBS tests ranged

e,
from grade one to grade twelve. For the vocabulary test, 53% scored at or

above the grade eight level. For the reading comprehension test, 47% scored

at or above the grade eight level.

Similarly, CONTACT students have a wide range of mathematics skills.

Their grade-equivalent scores al.; the CTBS tests ranged from grade two to grade

eleven. For the mathematics concepts test, 20% scored at or above the grade

'eight level. For the mathematics problem solving test, 3% scored at or above

the grade eight level. Obviously, their mathematics skills are lower than their

vocabulary and reading skills.
' )
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rAl the aVerage, CONTPCT student:- ored low on an evaluation instrument

measuring self-concept. Their self-concept scores in the area of family re-

lationships were particularly low and'aiis is not surprising given the data

abou,t their famies. They also tended to score low on self-concept associated

with peer relationships. Interestingly, their school self-concepts were as

high as/those of the control group of regular grade nine students. The "Leaving

school Early" students (Larter and Eason, 1978) also have low self-concepts.
./

Such feelings of unworthines which seem to be characteristic of studeni's who

cannot cope with the regular schoo] system and want to leave-it should be ser-
e

iously considered by anyone who is working with dropout or potential dropout

students.

Teachers and students of CONTACT, administrative personnel and

,trustees of the Board of Education for the City of Toronto, principals of

feeder schools and various so:ial agents 1.4,ere asked to identify nfleds of drop-

out studentA which a school such as CONTACT ghould meet. The following six

needs wese most frequently identified and were chosen to form the focus of the

evaluati.on. (Some of the needs are rather loosely defined.):

1. Basic academii Skills (reading, writing and mathematics)

2. Social skills (self-confidence, getting along with others
and self-discipline)

3. Life skills (knowledge of citizens' rights, knowledge of
social issues,.knowledge of community, knowledge'of future
educational and job opportunities and ability to study
independently)

4. Democratic and relaxinl atmosphere (freedom of expression,
say in decision making, good pupi:*-teacher relationships,
freedom of movement and,proper amount of discipline and
structure)

5. Individualization and flexibility (individual attention,
suitable courses and suitible extra-curricular activities
and sports)

6. Academic and/or employment advancement (credits and jobs)

) ,f
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In order to determine how and to what extent CONTACT meets the six

needs of dropout students, data were collected by interviewing the students,

teachers and Centre workers and by using a variety of evaluation instruments.

Table 90 is a summary of the students' opinions about how CONTACT

meets their needs. The table has been organized by arranging the twenty-two

key questions in the student interview schedule in order of percentage of

students who responded positively. The questions beside which A appears are

those needs for which the zesults of an evaluation instrument suggested a

positive change in the students after attehding CONTACT for at least five

months. The qu2stions beside which a * appears are those needs for which the

results of an evaluation instrument suggested either no change or a negative

change. It is interesting to note that the opinions of the students and the

results of the evaluation instruments tend to suggest the same conclusions in

several areas.

The data in Table 90 need considerable elaboration since a simple

examination of the percentages of students who gave certiin responses and a

look at the order in which they have been arancred in the table do not tell

the whole story.

The studn i..:-. say they get enough individual attention and learn to study
independently at CONTACT.

The students felt that individual, friendly, personal attention from

understanding teachers is very important and it is impressive that 88% of the

students felt that CONTACT is meeting their needs in this area. The classes

are small, the teachers constantly strive to attend to the students' needs on

an individual basis and the morning classes of English and mathematics are

completely indiv:idualized.

Almost as many students (81%) felt they had learned to study inciepen-

dently and many of the students said it was because the teachers give them*
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TABLE 90

A SUMMARY OF THE STUDENTS OPINIONS hBOUT HCW CONTACT SCHOOL MEETS THEIR NEEDS
(N=98)

Question
Students'

Response(s)

Percentage of
Students (N=98)

1. Do you get enough indj.vidual attention?

. Have you learned anything about'citizens'
rights?

3. Have you learned to study independently?

Have you learned anything about social
Issues?

5. Has your writing improved?

6. Now that you have left CCNTACT, are you
working or continuing with your education?
(N=58 students)

vf7. -Has your reading improved?

ve. Have you learned,anything. about the
community?

*9. 'Have you learned anything about getting
along with others?

*10. Has ycur self-confidence improved?

11. How do you feel about,expressing-your
opinions?

12. What do you think about the relationship
between the teachers and students?

13. How do you feel at CONTACT? 0

14. save you learned anything about future
educational and job opportunities?

15. What do you think about-the 'mount r)f
Iiiscipline and structure?

,

16. Does CONTACT provide you with the courses
you want?

17. How do you feel lbout the amount of movement
that, is allowed round the school during
c1asi4`t4i1tle?

1.8. Does CONTACT provide you with the extra-
curricular activities and sports you want?

Have you improved in mathematicsP9f),

%

Yes

A Little/
A Lot

Yes

A Little/
A Lot

A Little/
A Lot

Yes

A Little/
A Lot

A Little/
A Lot

A Little/
A Lot

A Little/
A Lot

88%

86%

81%

79%

72%

(about) 70%

6a%

67%

66%

65%

Free most of the
time/Very free 63%

Good/Excellent 65%

Relaxed most of the
time/Very relaxed i.3%

A Little/
A Lot 60%

About-Ri4ht

Yes

About Right

Yes

A Little/
A Lot

.58%

sa%

56%

55%

53%
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ip TABLE 90

Question
7tudents'

:lesponse(s)

Percentage of
Students (Nm98)

20. Has your self-discipline improved? A Little/
A Lot 49%

21. Oid you get the credits you planned to
get? Yes 25%

22. How much of a say do you have in making
deisions and rules concerning CONTACT? A great deal 24%

411

individual attention, trust them, encourage them and show them their concern.

This finding is most interesting, since learning to study independently might

mean, to many people, that a student would be left to his own resources and

experience minimal interaction with a teacher or that a student would'be gven

a lot of freedom without teacher involvemnt. While a cortain-l-)crcenwrc oft:ze-

students did, in fact, say that such freedom and lack of direction had taught

them how to study independently, a larger number felt otherwise.- The ability

to study independently is, without a doubt, a valuable life skill and, once

learned, probably improves a student's chances of being successful in school and

in other aspects of life. Some students may need a period of time in their

school lives when they receive individual attention, trust and concern in order

to learn to study independently.

'The implication of these findings for CONTACT Staff is'51at-they

should continue in the same vein.

These findings suggest one strategy which a school or a school

might adapt to meet the needs oepotential dropout students. Potential

students could be identified at grades seven, eight and nine. (Several

teristics of dropout students have been discussed in this reoort.)

could then be assigned,to very small classes with carefully chosen

system

dropout

charac-

The students

teachers who
.°
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are understanding, friendly and concerned -- this could be done for the entire

program or for part of the program. The program would be highly individualized

with a great deal of attention from the teachers with a view to helping the

students learn to study independently and with a view to providing the students

with very personal guidance, encouragement and trust.

Most students become more knowledgeable about citizens'1121121s, social issues
and the communi*v while at CONTACT.

When-the students were asked to describe what they had learned about

citizens' rights, social issues and the community, they most frequently meh-

tioned the followin_g:

- How to deal with police/lawyers/ probation officers (arrest
procedures, rights)

- Protests (reasons, procedures)

- Laws/street law

- People's rights (Indians, tenants, young people, women,

senior citizens, students, immigrants, etc.)

Government/potitics

- Sexuality

- Racism

- wemen's rights

- Unemployment

- Consumerism

- Museums

- Science._ Centre

- Art Galleries

The credit courses (many of which have been specially developed by

the teachers), the speakers' hour, the general meeting, the school field trips,

and the involvement with social issues and the community are the primary ways

in which CONTACT School increases the students' knowledge of citizens' rights,

social issues and the community.

Not many students wanted to.learn more about citizens' rights, social

issues and the community suggesting that-the students-nrivfairly_satisfied:-with-

what CONTACT is doing in these areas. (A few students said they would like, to

29 Ai!
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learn more-about government, politics, law and women's rights.)

Most of the teachers also felt that the students improved their

knowledge in these areas while at CONTACT, but several wondered whether that

knowledge was used by the students to gail better control of their lives. The

fact that many are working or continuing with their education after they leave

CONTACT suggests that, in some way, students have gained better control of their

Lives as a result of being at CONTACT. Such causal relationships are, of couzse,

very difficult to establish. t4,:9
.40 4

The implication of these findings for CONTACT Staff is thae they

should continue in the same vein.

Regular schools might find some of CONTACT's strategies useful in

helping students become more knowledgeabfe in sUch areas.

One'implication of these findings for the school system is that con-

sideration might be given to putting more-energy into curriculum development

in these areas sc that more students could benefit from such learning.

Students functioning at any grade level) are likely to improve their readini
and writing skills while at CONTACT.

The students were asked to elvaborate on why they felt they had improved

in their reading and writing. One explanation was giiren much more frequently

than any other -- they attributpd it to the fact that they do a lot of reading

and writing at CONTACT. The students also spoke of the individualized program,

the personal attention and encouragement, the freedom of choice of materials,

the freedom opt expression, the nattreof the assignments, the work on funda-

mentals and the constructive criticism and guidance from the teachers.

The following sums up the teachers' description of how reading and

writing are dealt With at CONTACT.

"The 4tudent4 in alt the av4e4 arte encouraged to do a
Zot o6 teading and wAiting at than own Zevet, with
and about mate/Lira they ehoo4e and ake interce4ted in,
wiLiZe puceeding at theit own pala(N
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The concept that spending a lot of time on reading and writing will

improve the students' skills seems unsophisticated and 4Idiculously obvious,

but the truth for many students is that they have attended school for several

years and have not done a lot of reading and writing (one.student said he had

never read a book before, another said he wrote his first letter at CONTACT).

Recent literature in the field of education has labelled this concept "time

on task" and studies* are showing that increased time on a task improves
4

learning.

CONTACT's approach to teaching reading and writing to dropout students

should definitely be continued.

Aoroximatelv 704 of the students who had left CONTACT were workin
continuinc with their education; and, about 50% of the students re

or 4

orted that
they would like to learn more about educational and occupational opportunities.

While it is difficult to say whether students are working or continuing

with their education after they leave CONTACT because CONTACT has given them

the credentials to do so, has encouraged them to do so or has made them more

aware of various educational and occupational opportunities, the study did find

that students who had been on the permanent rolls of CONTACT and had lift were

much more likely to be working or continuing with their education after leaving

CONTACT than students who had been on probation but had not been on the permanent

rolls.

Students were asked whether they had learned anything about future

educational and occupational opportunities at CONTACT -- 60% said they had

learned a lot or a little. However, about half the students said they would

like to, learn more. In particular, they suggested they would like to learn more

about how to find a job and keep a job.

* In a paper entitled, "txplosion of a Myth: Quantity of Schooling and Exposure
to Instruction, Major Educational Vehicles" by David E. Wiley and
Annegret Harnischfeger, the authors conclude that achievement is directide-
termined by only two variables: total time needed by a pupil to learn a task

,and total time a pupil actively spends on a givien learning task, All_AaWL
othet variables' influences, they say,'are mediated,through these factors.
They also point out that the one variable which is most amenable to important
policy modification is that of "Total jadmated 4posurs Time."

ft,
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A recent research study of students' attitudes to work and unemployment

(Leiter, FitzGerald and Friendly, 1979) found tliat students believe the schools

should prepare them for the work world.

Thus, the findings of these studies suggest that the students are

looking to the schools for guidance, preparation and training for the work

world. Perhaps CONTACT and regular secondary schools should consider doing

more for students in these areas. CONTACT has made a start by offering a credit

course on post secondary education (which also includes topics related to the

work world) and by.exposing the students to variousoptions through involvement

with the community and as a result of the speakers' hour.

For the most part, students at CONTACT feel'relaxed, feel free to express their
opinions and have good relationships with c.he teachers.

The studentS are free to express their opinions at the general meetings

and the smaller group meetings. The'free, open atmosphere and the attitudes

of the teachers contribute to that freedom of speech.

Many of the students said the relationship between the z.eachers and

students is good because the teachers are helpful, understanding, resoectful,

friendly, committed and earthy. They also referred to the openness, freedom

andgood communication. The teachers talked of the favorable student-teacher

ratio, the mutual respect and the freedom of exoression as factors contributing

to the good relationship.

The free, open atmosphere was also cited by the students aS that

element of CONTACT which made them feel relaxed. They said they felt relaxed

also because they could work,at their own pace, the-teachers were not strict

and the students were friendly.

Obviously,'the maintenance.of such an atmosphere depends on both

teachers and students, but the personality, attitudes and characteristics of

the teachers are extremely important. Not every teacher would want to or would

be able to adjust to the 4emands of such a setting (,)4.40
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These findings suggest that CONTACT should oontinue in the same

mode and that they should always select their new teachers very carefully.

The school system cannot afford to ignore such findings. A recent

study of the "Leaving School Early" students (Larter and Eason, 1978) clearly

showed that most of those students did not have good relationships with their

teachers and did not communicete with them. In that study, 392 students were

asked to say what their teachers felt about their leaving school. Here are

some of their responses:

I didn't talk to them 46%

They didn't gay anything/much 18%

I rarely saw the teacher(s) 5%

I didn't tell them I was leaving 5%

They didn't ,care 3%

I can't remember/I don't know 3%

vat

80% of 392 students

The most frequent reason the "Leaving School Early" students gave

for leaving school was that they disliked school and were bored with it; and,

teachers were frequently mentioned as the aspect of school they disliked.

Between 30% and 40% of the students at CONTACT want more discipline, more
structure and less freedom of movement about the school.

CONTACT has not been able to establish a satisfactory approach to

discipline, structure and movemen't about the school for two reasons; the students

have different needs and the teachers cannot agree en what is best. That which

suits some of the teachers and students will never suit the others. The problem

, is serious and raises such questions as:

1. Should attendance be compilsory?

2. Should there be a school head or principal?

3. How should the space be organized?
Should it be open or closed'?

4. Should there be more rules about lateness, moving
around, stoking, drinking coffee, etc?

2.1
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5. Should teachers place deadlines on assignments, etc?

6. Who should make the rules?

7. Is it possible to have more discipline and structure
without sacrificing the other positive aspects of
ZONTACT7

One solution to the problem (which should be seriously considered)

might be the establishment of another school very similar to CONTACT but with

more discipline and structure. Teachers and students should then be alloWed to

choose the settinm which best suits them or.even change settings as their needs

chance. Without such a solution, there will continue to be a drain of the

teachers energies and resources and some of the students will continue to be

affected detrimentally.

Several students would like to take courses which ire not offered at CONTACT
because ecuicmenv and materials are not available.

Business English, typing, shop, wood*orking, mecha_ics, home' economics,

art, musis, pottery, home nursing and child care and survival were a.Ll mentioned

by more than cne student.

Students at CONTACT would greatly bepefit if materials and equipment

te made available to CONTACT for at least two or three of these courses.

The other solution would be to locate CONTACT near another secondary school

so that the facilities, equipment and specialized teacher skills of that

school could be used.

Many of the studentsat CONTACT would like to be more.involved with smcirts at
the school.

Hockey; baseball and gymnastics were most frequently listed by the

students.

CONTACT does not have much in the way Of sports facilities and equip-

ment, but it does have personnel who have the ability to conduct a sports

program.

C)
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This situation should he corrected. The students would probably

benefit from the kind of interaction with peers which sports provide. The

Toronto Board of Education-could provide CONTACT with the facilities, CONTACT

could be located near another secondary school so that they could die the faci-

lities of that school, or CONTACT could be located near some form of community

resources which they could use.

CONTACT School's peroach to teaching mathematics is helpful for approximatElv

50q$ of the students.

The progrIm is completely individualized and at the pre-nine and grade

nine levels comprises a series of worksheets which the students do in small units.

The students studying above grade nine follow the regular Toronto Board of

Education math program. Drill, memorization, encouragement, immediate marking,

review and learning one concept'at a time are the methods tney believe in. The

worksheets are designed to improve the students' reading skills as related to

mathematics.

Many of the students who reported that they had regressed or stayed

the same in their mathematics during their, stay at CONTACT blamed it on the

fact that they didn't like mathematics, didn't find it relevant or interesting

cr hadn't been doing it. Many teachers were also.concerned about the reasons

for teaching mathematics and the difficulties of coping with students who aro

hopelessly "turned off" on mathematics.

CONTACT should take note of the finding that about one-third of the

students suggested that CONTACT could improvd la, the teaching of mathematics

mostly by (1) more individual attention or more math teachers Or (2) different

program and materials.

The fact that a substantial proportion of°these studentS and, no
10

doubt, a substantial proportion of all dropout students, dislike mathematics

,and say they are not interested in it should be a point of concern for the school

system. Is it possible to make the mathematics curriculum more relevant'to

213 \
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the 1,1'es of students? Is it possible to make mathemaacs more,interesting?

Does the traditional mathematics curriculum still make sense in an age when

computers, calculators and micro-processors are rap idly becoming a part of our

everyday lives?

Just 49% of the students thought their self-discioline had improved while
attending CONTACT.

These students attributed their improvement to: (1) encouragement

to improve, (2) the freedom.which ultimately brings self-discipline, and

(3) their liking for CONTACT.

The students who felt they had not improved or who felt they could

be better helped to improve spoke of: (1) the need for more discipline, struc-

ture, challenge and pressure, and (2) the need for more motivation and positive

reinforcement. Somn students suggested that it is basically uo to the student

and that the school can do nothing to help.

To a certain degree, these findings reflect those found for the topics

of discipline, structure and movement about the school. Students oeem to have

different needs and perhaps one school with a particular approach cannot meet

the needs of all students in these areas.

Most of the students at CONTACT are aware that they do not have a great deal
of say in making decisions and rules concerninci CONTACT.

CONTACT ScAool is not run democratically by the students. The

students are free to express their opinions in a variety of -settings and to

make recommendations .to the teachers, but all major policy decisions are made

by the teachers.

CONTACT seems to have achieved a balance which is satisfying to most

of the students -- only 21% felt they should have more say or equality.

The majOrity of the students (65%) felt that their self-confidence and ability
to get along with others had,improved.

The evaluation.instrument showed that CONTACT students have low self-

concepts associated with family and peer relationshipsbut not associated with
0 .
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school endeavors. This suggests that a school such as CONTACT might help im-

prove the students self-concepts by helping them, in the area of peer relationships

ince little could be done about family relationships.

While 65% of the students reported an improvement in their self-

confidence and ability to get along with others, the evaluation instruments

suggested no improvement.

It is noteworthy, that the students who felt they had improved were

much more likely to attribute that improvement'to the relaxed and friendly

atmosphere, fraedom of expression and teachers' attitudes than to a sense

of acoomplishment. Leveral tcachers, cn the other hand- believed that an

improverent in :elf-worth would came as a result of academic success.

CONTACT should probably give more consideration tc the fact that the

students feel inadequate and unworthy with respect to their peer relationships.

Tear sperts, which the students seem to waht at CONTACT, organized hy teachers

who understand the students' problems might be an excellent vehicle for helping

the students in this area..

Only 2513 of the students reported that they got the credits they planned to
get while at CONTACT.

Most students enter CONTACT with very few high school credits, most

'students remain in CONTACT for less than seventeen school months (not including

July and August) and most students obtain very few credits'while at CONTACT.

Do students leave CONTACT because they are not getting credits or

do they leave for othere reasons before they get the credits they had planned

to get?

The investigators were able to locate 44 students who had left CONTACT

and ask them why they had.left. Only 8 of them said they had left because they

weren't getting ahead or weren't getting credits. The others gave a wide

variety of reasons for'leaving -- some personal reasons and some school-related

rpasons.
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The molution to this problem of students remaining for short periods

of time and receiving very few credits probably lies in solving some of the

other problems which have been outlined .7,A this report. However, as discussed

in a preceding section, many students are working or continuing with their

education in another setting after leaving CONTACT and cannot tle, considered

failures.

CONTACT might also experiment with lengthening the afternoon

blocks so that one half a credit could be obtained per block instead of

one third a :redit: The studentsmight feel as if they had accomplished more,

the longer time period might allow the teachers to go into more depth (which

some students would like) and the students might be mre likely to get the

necessary assignments done over a longer time period.

'The botential CONTACT Centre has for helping CONTACT School meet the needs of
drobout st.;dents is exciting but has not teen fully realized.

CONTACT Centre, Operated by three workers, became a foxmal part of

CONTACT School mostly because of the termination of a government grant whioh

had nitially supported it. The Centre then moved into the school and the

Toronto Board of Education =aid the salaries of the workers:

Low pay, poor accommodation and lack of job definitions have combined

to produce low morale, confusion and ill-feelings.

The Centre should be and could contribute a great deal in the following

areas:

- sports
- extra-curricular activitieA such as music
- community liaison #

- counselling
- monitoring attendance

- searching out educational and occupational opportunities for
the students

-.scouting the community for resources for the courses and thE
speakers' hour.

if) f
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,

In conclusion, this study has identified and discussed in detail

the principal needs, of students who have dropped out of the regular school

system and electei to attend an alternative educational setting. The study

has showt how a Toronto alternative school called CONTACT attempts to meet

these needs and with what degree of success. The report should be of value

to anyone interested in establishing a similar alternative school. There

is also considdrable "food for 6hought" for persons in the regular school

Sytem who are concerned about students whe are potential dropouts. Finally,

the report calls attention to the fact that it is virtually impossible for

such an alternative school to operate independently of society and the

regular school system and that, ccnsequently, the school should never be

given all the crsiit for its successes :or all the blame for its failures.

4.1
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APPENbIX A

Propqsal for CONTACT with addend4m, recommendations and
amendments. 3assed by:the Toronto Board of Education on June 15, 1972.
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PRDPUSAL rom "CONTACT"

P reamble

The concept of this school aruse ieitially from concern over the

!trete/briny mailman of high school etudents who ate dropping out of their

egular schools. The reasons tor this. admittedly, are complex. However,

one of the mein reesens la that the aegular secondery school., et whatever

academic tir occupational atteun, has been iorced to caters to every iedividual

who enters its plot/gamma, Siren students ace bound not benefiting from a

regular programme, quite frequently a change from a straight acadcmic proeramew

-2-

A large proportion of the dropouts occur in the loner City Area.

Therefore. lthough owerAcT would be open to students from all sections of the

City of Torooto, emphasis would be placed on student* living in this area.

Siellarly, it.,ough mutual benefit will La durived true enrolling number of

students with already high achievement levels, it would be hoped that a larger

proportion of Students with average or below-average achievement levels would

be enrolled.

Selection of Students

As has lready been exp d, prospective studenta, could be re-

ferred to CONTACT or approach CONTACT on their Own [initiative; they would be

to one with more emphemos on techoical, commercial or vocational skills help*
drawn from all streams of the-secondary schoois in Toronto. In order that all

to improve the motivation and achievemeet of the individual stedents. Ent other 1

students may have equal access. limited only by the capacity of the school.
students, however, it seeme that the change required is not necessartly that hd

there will be no formal academic cr.jteria tor entrance toi CONTACT. Instead,
of the plc/gramme .ortent but tether than of the programme methodology. Certainly

the interests and needs of eaeh student will be assessed on entering CONTACT
the students wlea droo'but of the technical, commerpial and vocational programmes

at which time programme ofietUdies, muluelly agreed upon, would be established.
cunflam this. Therefore, in order to otter an opportunity for this, kind of

After sufficient time bee elapeed to allOre the student bw-rtriall:i0 the school

student we atu surdesting that An alternative school be esalisheci by the

Board of Ederation for the City of Toronto to help alleviate this problem,

starting wlth a small unit of 50 students for the academic year 1972-1973.

/
Student Sody

The etudents ate to be drawn from two grouper

StodentS 00 larger On the roles of secoadery schuols in
Teronto, who did nceCgreduate before leaving, who ere pte-
Sally unemployed end who desire an opportunity to continue
their secondary scihool education in an alternate setting.
These students could Ouww to CONTACT through referrals by
former teachers or guidance cvunsellots, and community soci1
service gencies.

421 Students who are presently on the roles of secondary schools
in Toruntp, but who are not benefiting from their regular
progrsera,,eerhaps attending only,sporadically and/or disrupting
their el %%% e u . These students would be retorted by their re-
spective *chorale. it their schoole ermi CONTACT agree that this
alternative programme may be helpful.

s NA')

and his programme, an evaluation, done in cunsultation with the ytudent at

all times, decision would be made whether to continue the initial programme

or make necessary adjustments to it. After this initial evaluation, further

progress XepOrts Will be aadv at regular intervals. At the SAX* time, CAVO

will be taken to ensure that these evaluations are done in such way that the

affective development ot the tudent will not be layered.

it oae or mere evaluations indicate that the student is not bone-

fiting by the prOgramme at CONTACT, esilecielly after attempts have been made

to ad)ust the ecti;Aties to the student's needs and interests,wit would seem

only rattenable that the student would withdraw from the progreeme.

221



It le eoseible that the emolument will not teach capactly netil

susatiee later jn the fall of 19721 however, we do not anticipate any dif-

ficelty In attracting a sizeable number of tudents within few days of the

opening of cteiTACT in september.

Gt:NENAL Ole:AVILM

CurCieOlum

A f tect lee l,Iss. at Inn

Convicts:urine the nattne'ot the students et CONTACT, one of the ri-

Italy oesponsibiliLlee of the school will be to develop solid feelieg ot

self wutth in every student. To this end, the methodolugy of the cecricelom

l ettesu co-opelatioo lather (bell com)etition among the students., foster

attitts4cs and sotal skills to help fecilitate involvement of students in all

facets of their community. and base achielmemet on individual interests. needs

nt! abilities tether than on gtoep norma .

covitIve pevelepment

(INTACT will utilize, ttsthe gteatemt pussible extent, Ptoblem

bitected Appittech (('roblem Poeing-Problem Solving) tor two reasons; first.

such an ap(ooach will ptovide a method where encouragement can be Owes to

develop the skills of innoyation, ctitical analysis. decimion Elaine, acting

un decimions, and assessing the melte of those, actst at. Um items time. it

will ptuvide a vehicle stot-jvating alodents In the more tredilioaal aspects of

the curriculum whether it is eimply remedial work in the basic skills os- a

Ocholatly pseseetation tn 4n utper schema discipline.

fsollefte Coultas,.

OP The CONTAtT progiamme will follow closely the outline of 11.5.1.

Students will select plogsamme of ctedit courses, based on Leellr interests.

needs aed past achievements at former soceciary schools. because of the flex-

ibility of WS.). and the vecioes levels of subject depth allueable within

each course, students of differing achievement levels and goel micntations

will be able to fulfill the teguirements fot Secondery School Gradcation

Diplome*. The staff at CONTACT will assist the students in locating onteide

rsource people for special Courses Mhos.. necessary.

Location and_Physical Plant

because of the composition of the studeht body. As described above,

it eseem expedient to locate CONTACT in the Imes City of Tcronto. As has

already been stated, however. Lilts would not preclude any student in the city

from attending. Convenient ACCeSS to the T.T.C. subway system seems almost

en impetative.

because of the stature of the students Attending CONTACT. the toetines

of the school, both in terms ot administration and programme. will be dittetent

from those of the regular secondary schools; gtouPings uf students. time-

tabling ot cl and individual seashells. types of activities. hours of

operdtion, input ot resource people and espeCially tho alienation Of these

students from the xistaug &drools elte it obvious that CONTACT could not

share facilities with mi existing school. Minimum accommodation would consist

of large COSMO WOO, WO to four SOAllOr "class OSSIS a kitchen and an

outdoor area. These fecilities could probably be found in Church. *T", or

COmmunily Hall.
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Steuctute

UNTACT tut l9/2-197l will conritt ut the following;

5,4) etudents

Uri 4 rull.tiaa kngtifiLated teaaiere and t.,u, part-time lay aunin-
...Lentil paid Ly this Tnto baatd of Lthicati(in

I I) aesoutLe pelsownel itovided Ly truth the Tuioutu Board uf
Edwatton aied uoices :o +id in sod; thing* 44 eval-
uation ut utudenti anJ ptogtarces, counselling, administration
and eecretaiial sec:ices, ce-o:Jination ulth community aguecies
and parets and so ol. Al:ho_lh the student-teacher ratio
is somewhat len.ei t:-.41 city oveaaja. IL is similar to that
of thu upecial hiih and voLetiunal uchoult. and ueemn
pproptiate to the rat-.ie u! C:ITEACT.

(A) iqt.l.""

A* lc the 4:444 with all ott:ct ",azunto te_houlu. CONTACT will hold

its license thhoogh tLe autNailty of the Toronto Postal of Education, and

will le: tesponkible to It.

In the Saa. why, and for tie barna seasons that LA would be snad-

visable to locate OoNTACT in an existing kchuol it would also !Wen

neenuaty tu keep ucpatate the lines of communication and aesponsibillty

tiom-any specific school. Students will be drawe from all paats of the

city; plogrommes by the veiy esthete of the'school will bo different than

those of most co ell esisting secondary schools. Therefore, clitect cue-

tact with tho boaad, thaough the Diacctor or a Superinteedent designated

by him is essential.

Lle,40441_,P4I0P9'

Implicit in the sehool'a philosophy 404 operative is the belief

that ittudente must bo'given 4n opportanity to paitIcIpate In the demo-.

de.ieitai making proceecee uf Cm school, not oely to ptovIde re-

leeaut tvedbect: Cod decisions conceveing the ongoing programmes of the

school, but also to insane that the students will have the right to in-

-6-

valve themselves in a decleion-making procesia, and the gesoonaibillty

of following through on their decisions; it le'coly through the continual

pathetic. of making lecteastegly complex decisloes le a democratic sett.iny

that studente will become aware ot their rights mud responsibilities

as citizens and become knowledgeable of the methodology of democratic

sttuctures.

(C) Initial Staffiaand Administaation of CONTACT;

When CONTACT is approved Ly the hoard. the undersigned individuals

would select from themselves oi fiom outside the group if citcumstances

necessitate, the leitial tour teachers for CONTACT. Ihis selection

would b.a presented to the Ditectos or his designate for consideration

and spina/val. Although the academic backgrounds of the teachers selected

should tepresent A cross-section ut the disciplinary yrouplinvi outlined

In 11.5.1., of gloat importance is the individual teechewn. bultef th.

and acceptance ot the philosophy ut CumTACT and hliaber ability to tit

Into itu commueity and provide positive benefits towaide fulfillieg its

purposes.

FrOM the tour teachers sulucted the undersigned individuals will

also appoint an interim co-ordinator who, in addition to his/her regular

activities as a staff member at CNNOTACT; will be gesponsible for;

GO. ensuring that the policy and administrative decisione made
. by thu state Are carried out

-ased-

(b) serving as official spokusmae tur CONTACT in its normal re-
lations with the Toronto huard of Education And other outside
groups.

2`'.5



fa Ultimate necir,ion Mal.oul ?Istria cliNTACI:

A. the CONTACT cormunity develops and stabilizes doting its (list

academic yeas, decision mAkin4 uldola will be gsadually assumed by Iwo

ovetlpping loclies within thw st_hools ttlst. the entire community (A4A-

of all 5t,1.1e1o15 and staff plus tesuusce petsonnal and especially

patents who ate involvC4 In the organizing activities ot CoNTACT. shall

*set weekly to discuss and gasoline items of concern to the entire cum-

munItyi secondly, an csecutive oommittve made up of rupgebentatives of

each of the constituents of clyrrAce shall assume an adainistrattve end

advisosy tole wIthip, the school, Lod sgeloLt co-oadinatog fug

btliuul.

Anattrutint 14)0,...M. MN CONTACT"

rgoapdav

In tho shott space of one week since "Proposal fog CONTACT" was

plated on the agenda of the Alternatives in Lducation Committee of the

Ibionto board of !duration. we have been provided with many exceptional op-

pOttursitIcs 1.4.6 stflect un our ugisJingl proposal. Thu sematks Of the committee

membess, Ms. Mgibuy end others wl:ci spoke /a the May bth meeting proved ex-
.,

tsersely enlightening.; out uolleaues comments during tho past week. as well

As (Nose co)lected via lettets and phone calls (all extremely favourable)

CEOS individuals responding to thm media coverage provided opportunities for

(lathes tefIrrctions on out plans) finally, Mr. Milloy's generous donation

of his time tu allow us La expand and xplote our concerns and ideas both

philosophical and ',tactical was of gteat hnip aval much afillecietud.

A.11a resuIt of these turmoil snd infusizal discussions of the psopouel

fug CONTACT, this addendum has baen.prepared, first to clasify Items previously

- -

not made osplieit, and secondly to modify IDOMW positions and staangthen

others. Also included Is a tentetive. proposal tog budget for CONTACT.

Comparison with other Alternative Schools In Toronto

As eel. be expected. lige description of CONTACT has diawn, and

lightly au, comparisons with othea alternative models within the city. and

e specially with the Tosonto huagd.lo S.L.E.U. progtamma and Adult bey Classes-

Although on the susface, CONTACT mey seem somewhat akin to the

S.L.E.U. prOect, In fact there Aga basic and substantial differences, not

only in the proposed student body and cursiculum but lso in its basic attire--

tug!. first, the student body attirected to S.L.L.D., whether intentional or

otherwise, comprises, almost entirely, students whu have above avetege achieve-

ment in At least the basic skill glees. While it IS our hope that at leosit

some students of this achievement level attend CONTACT, we aro planning fur

'a larger proportion of student* with average ur below gm achievement

levulir (see page 2 uf the ptoporial).

As result, plogramwe content wuuld obviously be much different

than that at S.E.E.O. Remedial courses in the basic skills will be necesses/

for soma, while must will fullow general level high school subjects. because

the basic purpose of CONTACT As to allow studunts tu complete'a regular Secondaty

School Cgaduation Diploma programme in an lternative setting. It is xpected

that all will enroll in psogrammw of credit courses to achive thlwrsim.

To this end, the structure will Os Such to encourage (tech Student

to Seek out a prugtamme fitting his needs end interest., and to follow through

on that basic decision. It I. expected that thy students and the administrative

body of CONTACT, realizing this basic aim, will ensute that evesy participent

is meeting his or her individual responsibility towards meeting these ends-
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In the "eaupolal tot CONTACT" le was uggested that the student

Ludy would be drawn, not only from exikting school tulle. but also from former

tudents of roskondaty schools who had not graduated before b!eving the.r re-

e pective school.. Prescntly those individual. have two avenues fur returning

to full time schooling within (he Toronto board, either by re-enroling in

mecomda,lf rhluail, if not too irunli time has elapsed 1.111c0 previously attending.

or ntering the Adult nay CI t the Y.M.C.A. both have proven successful

for a large ma)oaity of foimer utudents who have sought out this possibility.

Voir other students, however, end especially those whose reasone for

leaving theta formes schools related MOre directly to their Inability to cope

successfully with thc routine* of those schools, it would seem unlikely that

returning to the beift; kind uf environment would neceusarily lead to succ'ese.

For this ieason, it I. our feeling that an .11.4.1r...ties methodology Is required,

and especially cam In a bdat109 desit led specifically to meet individual needs

and thus enhance feelings of self-woo( Iv. Alb an individual and as a *embus of

the community at large.

tredfction of Uut?.e.,1! _7. Metfuoyulyt S.1.1vlill_r SO Evaluation

We are all aware of the recent ltemptm made to ienolorte educational

nothoduks-1101. especially in new techniques tor teeching specific academic

diecIplines. As an x.tople, one may well look t the teaching of reeding.

Mccent decade* hAver seen shifts (tom the plionetiC to the word-recognition

appioach, ;wed back agete. For ach method, techniques such es "piogiammedr

learnings," employing epecsal book. and teeching maehin5s, and ...metal audio-

visual wppsoaches iewually sequi(ing expensive equipment) have been promoted.

Argumeets have evoiaed covela the relevance of the content of reading material.

Lately, the.dimension of accountability has been added, and out of that has

V

wow contract teaching by solvate companies. In the final &pailfuls, sweaty

of these attempts have Buffered varying degrees Of [allure.

It is our fouling that those concerns for techniques in xkill in-

struction shOuld be relegated to a position of less impottauce, *Specially

tor students such as those at CONTACT. Surely of prima concern an the leaaning

procese is the motivating factors. until tudent is aworm of the reasons

for wanting, end evading, to read, all the gimmicks in the world Can du little

to encourage real learnlny. In short, "you cannot teach what one dues not

wird' to learn,"

It is our purpOrie, then, to movtivate the student and te-estahlish

in him sense of self-worth. We see CuterACT as assisting In the development

of these necessary pte-condltions for education by; 1

J
/-4

(I) giving attention to the individual needs and interests of cn
the xtudent. 1

(2) pioviding flexibility for the development of greater rub-
poosibility for decisions made by the students.

(I) incleasing personal cootact and rapport between all members
of the community.

A feather possible caul... (Ur the lack of motivation on the part of

some Inner City students is the alienation of their families Cron the routines

of the regular school system. It Seem* apparent if students are to achive

in sn academic environment, then it is only necessary that the family understand,

sod be InvOlved in the philosophy and wOrkings Ot the schOoll flt this way.

poeitive reinfoscement will be provided in the home as well as at school. To

this end, It seems imperative that the students and parents, as well am the

staff, be given meaningful rule in the decision-making processors ot the

school.

rinally. it is our coucern that a continuous evaluation be made ot
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bith the general pi...item et coNTArT and the individuel proosses of torch

student. oe molester.) coutAtT, the level@ of achieveeent In the halal; skill.

of eavh student will he oil so that suitable plogasmme may he drawn

up. Thie amen( will also tots the tight pat I. ot 0 loolltudinel evalu-

ation of skill Acquisition, so that an otehmtIve demleallhatlims ut the avcraIl

erecters of coNTAkT may be made. As well, the more natmel subjective evalu-

ation ut each student's plc...pose th each ot his ur hut courses will he made

hy the Individual teeuhuis cohierued. in icersultatIon with the student when-

evet possible. In Mi. way, thu two sepeaLu forms ot evaluation will ptuvide

Lhecks ree thu suc.ess ut the prugias and al101.0 the 'tall tu make tevisione

to the trosisulue whvh arid If hecessagy.

higequIltosei for torn/WI'

1412 has bc..ome year ut muoutary crisis tor thu Toionto Bored,

ud wu are as meats of this problem as anyohe could he. We dilsro tedlite that

the "Ploposal gut cuorutl- Luuld Ohl have cue* at A mule administratively in-

or.pottuce time, uhly after the 1172 buckiet. had finally been struck. tot thie

we con ooly apologise, and add that we, tuu, wish that mach Mule time 'vele

available fur the Doer.' to considut Aids prow:gel along with their ether mOtO

helmet langur.

Heston) bald this, howevet, we Cau ()Illy tette/Late our concernm tor

the student*. nd Dorset strident*, ut Tosonto tu whom we have addressed riot

Mortis. Silvery to delay thie project one more year would only further es-

acelhote the eituation. lu the tetvent hope that wu may begin our task th4s

Septembei. we elm step/eating the following, bare minimum of expenditure for

tho last lour weight of 1411; this is Imiug dolor With the unietetandsny that

thu Okkardi would see tit to finance CONTACT muse aplorgoiately tu its nature

droller the 191,1 tIa.cjt yeel.

Physical M1ant

because of the nuceeirity of locating CONTACT apart trots any

@elating eecondary school lot the reasons originally stated. It la our hope

that we will be abl to tiod %irritable accommodatton which the owners, In under-

standing VW plusdra finalist:Ida difficulties. would he wil11ng to donate at

little or hu Wet tor the months of Suptembet to December. 1972. Presumobly

this donation would he made with the undesstanding that, if the accormodation

proved suitable. the Toronto hoard would see lit to recompense the owners, at

an quitable lent, tug coNTAtT'e uee of the building during thu caleoder .yeat.,,

1171.

touipment, Supplies And Textbooks

bacillus. of the expected variety of chievements, ri,..ds and interests

in the inlciel student body enrolliog in CONTACT, numerous and vetted text-

books arra supplies are of crucial importance to thu program. IllOwever, lhe

needs of specitic students will not, in any be known in full ontil

che progrem at CONTACT has progressed somewhat. and awry of the tumutteditses

can be obtained over the space at the filet few months of operation, pe
I

hopei

partly from surplus stuck in other econdary school*. In Chia rosy'also the

*Intl will by able to ertoblish Mete precisely tha range ut books end ijalilLs

required fur a school ot thie type, and specific requests of more pe nent

natute can be mode Cur the ensuing budget year.

Magic equipment of the calendar your 1972 can possibly be !toot to

the minimum ot slitter:0 illimeter projector and screw.. A

duplicatimg. machine, basic froorture and a telephone.

Miscellaneous

implicit in &pruposal of this rioter° are other eesential

typewriteri,

expendi-
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tures. uch av cutsiculum activities, cutticulum ivaluation, peutesularnal

developemet, tepees's fO resource petition. and caemmanity activities. cue-

tingoectes and so on. While we hope that the Wald will ultimately imu tit

to fund thesse items, we ate pteiossed to inimite expendltutes on thus dutiny

the gest uf thti. calendas ytult, in iight of the genecal financial seatsictions.

Students

Althuumik it lit huped that CONTACT will dtaw atudeets who ace

ithos un or uft the tutiu of othet school., we would be willing, for the

fitst yeat, tu tuoull almout entirely student: who ale ptesently nut on the

tulle uf the Tuauntu bujid. In this wry, ustia ceilley expenditures will be

a:notated (assuming the pleneet poi...Faction enaullments ot ll tugular bet:co:daily

pchoule will hold up in septeeCesi. Thus, the Pluvincial Ciovetneeet'u shag.,

apptusimately tene-thild of the per-pupll Lusty, 41116 64 assumed. If nuu Y.

Maffei'? can futmally eutoll its rtnduntb befute the end uf uhiv lyls, in older

tu feather *saute hello boatd mid Ptoviejetal Goveanment supputt.

Stuff

COnsidatiny the ouster" of the school,' deed ita expected rtatelot

flue dieing thu filet menthe uf its inception, the full cameavment of four

teacivete; plus at least tem of the two patt-time lay webirtainte, will be es-

sential Isom the'titst day. At the mama lieu. it ir cettatnly not out inten-

titan Cu &wive ant existIey aeutiedagy echoul at even one tot it"-necided. and

alweady tlmotelelod,'ILausohing peartioos. Therefore we are &eking-the impobelble.

end late hoping that the board will locate Crum the exteting 1972 kmdget the

ikoMmiNt Seguised tut CONTACT'd limptember to Ducombet. 1972 period. With tour

oppeefotion to( minimal rependitusee In tacilitive and supplies during thl$

'haft period, end taking into conside-Ofion the Provincial Coverement*s con-

tributton..we ate. in effect, auking the Ouword tut epproximetely two-thirds

-14-

of four mueth's salaries to ble taken out of this present budyet.

Recommendations

1. That the Word approve the concept of the CONTACT School ptoposal aw
outlined by the CONITACT School group in thole proposal. dated Nay 8
and 15, 1972. proViding that accommodation is available tor thm school
al no oast to the board.

2. That the Director of Education after consultation with the CONTACT
tvpresentativus, and any other intererted groups. report on mwthodv of
atofting Mk CONTACT School in order Lit Achieve the putposer at the ptoject.

AmendmenLE

1. That the Director of Education not act on the recommendation to outeblish
the CONTACT School if it ie hecuisery to reduce etaff in other scheolu
In otder Cu staff the .CONTACT school.

2. That tho Director of Education report following the first year of the
curracr sehoopa operation on the success-44 the school ficiat the view-
points of both staff end atudenta.stlir report to Include the nuebut of
utudents who wore enrolled when the school opened and the number entailed
at tho end of the first yuAc.
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APPENDIX B

A pamphlet describing CONTACT distributed by
The Toronto Board of Education
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WI IAT IS CONTACT?
It is full time academic secondary school
operated by the Toronto Board of Education.

WHO GOES TO CONTACT?
It is designed for two groups of people:

those who have 'dropped out' of school
and now want to return;
--audents who are attending other secondary
schools, but who feel they are not benefit-

from their fuograins.

IS THERE ANY AGE LIMIT?
No. Mou students will be of secondary school
ago ( 4 21 years). Rut persons over 21 who
caii benefit from the program are also wel-
cow to attend.
VJIIAT PREVIOUS SCHOOLING
MUST STUDENTS HAVE?
Contact is open to any person of secondary
school aae or me( who wants to be in school,
no matter what grade they wre in at their
previous scho.A.

MUST STUDENTS BE ABLE TO .1.1kAD
AT A CERTAIN LEVEL TO ENROL?
NcL Many students at Contact come in order
to catch op in reading and classes are Or-
ganized io such a way to help this happen.

HOW DO STUDENTS FIND OUT IF
CONTACT IS REALLY FOR THEM?
F Or the first three weeks at Contact a student
is enrolled on a..trial hasit. If after fiat time
the ..tudent and the staff feel that Contact is
the right place for him or her the student is
enrolled on a peimanent basis.

WHAT KIND OF COURSES ARE GIVEN?
Contact of leis basic courses in English and
Mathematics. Many students are able to use
these courses io catch up in reading, writing
and mathematics. When a basic course is
completed, students move onto more ad-
vanced work.

Students at Contact also take community
studies courses which include academic sub-
jects such as Geography, History, Man in
Society, Science, Music, Art, Typing, Con-
sumer Studies, Home Economics, Dramatic
Arts, arid Physical and Health Education.

In addition, there will be an opportunity
to participate in a community outreach-
inreach volunteer program.

ARE THESE CREDIT COURSES?
Yes. Most courses offered at Contact at the
secondary school level are apRroved by the
Ontario Ministry of Education and are worth
credits toward tht Otitario Secondary School
Graduation piploma.

s

HOW ARE THE STUDENTS INVOLVED
IN SCHOOL DECISIONS?
Every week there is a General Meeting involv-
ing the eotire school body at which the stu-
dents are inVolved in inaking decisions about
discipline, in planning after-school activities
and trips, and in making recommendations
on programs. There is also a Judiciary Com-
mittee to make rulings on the conduct of

,

students.

HOW IS THE SCHOOL INVOLVED
WITH THE COMMUNITY?
The Contact Education and Resource Centre
is located in the school. Three street-workers
with the Centre are involved in acting as a
liaison with the community; providing.an
education information service for the com-
munity; seeking out students from the area
who had 'dropped out' to see if they would
like to return to school either at Contact or
some other Board school; and coordinatift
the community outreach-inreach Program.

Additional responsibilities include, liaison
with feeder schools, volunteer programs,
extra curricular activities including the Con-
tact School Travelling Show.

ATTENDANCE?
Attendance is compuLG -e1 is monitoral
daily by the Street-workeis. .

WHAT IS THE ENROLLMENT?
For the 1978-79 school year there are 8
teachers and 3 street-workers with the total
student enrolment of ai)out 110 students.

WHERE IS CONTACT?
Contact is now located at 310 Gerrard St. East,
near the corner of Parliament and Gerrard.
The schoo'l telephone number is 922.1314.
Contact Education Centre 967-5258.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION?
Every Thursday at 12 noon a service is avail-
able to studeno and parents, guidance coun-
sellors and social workers or anyone who
wants to find out more about the school. No
appointment necessary, ptarigome.
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CONTACT
PROGRAM TIMETABLE

1973-74

Monday/Thutsday Tue4day/Ftiday Wednezday

9 - 10 Math

9 - 10:15

Engtish

.

9 - 10 Town

Hate Meeting

10 - 10:15 Steak

10 - 10:45 Gym

10:15 - 10:45 GROUP
,

ot Options

10:45 .- 11 &teak

1045 12

EngiLsh

10:45 11 Steak

rAW

11 - 12

Speake46' Houk
11 - 12 Math

12:00 1:00 LUNCH

1:00 - 3:30

Community Studies

1:00 - 3:30

Vatunteet Pitogitam



CONTACT
PROGRAM TIMETABLE

(effective April 2, 1975)

Time Monday Tuaday WedneAday
_

ThuA4day FAiday

9:00-10:00 Math Genehat Meeting Math Math Math

10:00-10:30 GAoup GAoup

Gym/Film

GAoup GAoup

10:30-10:45 &teak &teak BAeak Bneah

10:45-11:30 RegutaA Engt24h RegutaA Engti4h
BAta 10:45-11:00
RegutaA Engt4.4h

Spealzem' How'
RegutaA Engti4h

11:30-1200 Typing/
Speciat En9ti4h

Typing/
Speciat Engt.i4h

Typing/
Speciat En9t44h

Typing/
Speciat Engt.44h

12:00-1:00 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

1:00-3:30 Community
Studies

Comovnity
Studies

Wedne4day Atiten-
noon Pug/aurae

Commun.ity

Stadia
Community
Studies

'

2 4 2



9:00
to

9:50

4:50

to
70.05

10:05

to

70:55

70:55
to

11:10

12:00
tO

;:00

1:00

to

2:15

2:15

to

2:30

2:30

to

3:30
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CONTACT
PROGRAM TIMETABLE

(1978-79)

Monday Tue4day Wedne4day Thut4day Ftiday

9:00 to 9:30
GAcup

Engtish

Engti4h

f-

Eng.i4h

.

Engtish Engti4h

Steaiz

I

Steak

,

Rteak Steak &teak

Option

/*
(

Speake44'
Howt

Option

f

Genetat
Meeting

Option ,

k

Meat t,

...
&teak &teak &teak 3teak

Math Math 1.

11:30 to 11:50
GnoLp

Mdth Mdth

LJAch i Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

Community
Studies

Community
Studie4

,

,

Community

In/Out

Community
Studie4

Community
Stu4 ie4

&teak Steak
Reach

Plogtamme
Steak Sneak

Community
Studie4

Community,
Studie4

1:00

to

3:30

Commutity
Studiez

Community
Studies

,
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APPENDIX D

Letter and form sent to various groups of people
to identify the needs of dropout students



THE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE CITY OF TORONTO
155 College Street, Toronto M5T 1138, Canada, 598-4931

Research Department

October 5, 1977

TO :

Recommendation No. 15 (approved by School Programs Committee on
June 28, 1977) of the Report of the Patterns of Dropping Out Committee
states that:

"the Contact School concept be evaluated to
determine how it meets the needs of dropout
students". (p. 12)

On October 3,.1977, we met with Contact School Staff to discuss a
plan for the evaluation. (A copy is attached). One of the first
steps in this plan is to gather information on the needs of the students
at Contact School as perctkived by different groups of people. You are
a member of one of the groups frarrwhon we would like to collect ideas.

Please list on the attached form what you feel are the
needs of students who attend Contact. List these nbtectives (needs)
in order of importance and feel free to list as many as you like.
Please return the forms to the Research Department.

Thank you,

/It
Enclosure

Sylvia Larter
Research Associate

Janie Cairshman

Research AssiStant

Duncan Crean. Director of Education Edward N. McKeown. Associate Director of Education
Mitchell Lennox. Superintendent of Professional Services / Donald Rutledge. Superintendent of Curriculum 6 Program
Helms I. Sisson, Superintendent of itscsonnol / Harry G. Fem. Comptroller of Buildings and Plant, Dsv id S. Noun. Comptroller of Finance



I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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OBJECTIVES OF CONTACT SCHOOL
(in order of importance)

.4



APPENDIX E

Student Interview Schedule
for

Students Who Had Been in CONTACT
for Five or more Months

4 NOTE: Response cards are shown in Appendix G

.*These interviews were conducted by telephone or face-to-face at CONTACT
according to which was most convenient for the student.



STUDENT'S NAME

CONTACT STUDENT INTENVI,EW SCHEDULE
fOlt STUDENTS WHO HAD BEEN IN ()INTACT roR

V1VE ON SOUL MUNTUS

I. Aseics

Nes Cuntat helped you improva your seeding. writing all4 math skill!?

Card

Fur eeb subject. choosa the number on the card that'indicates pow
much you think you have improved,

1. Beading

Why

Whet other things would have helped you improve?

2. Writing

-3-

What other things mould have helped you Lmprove?

Other Comnonts

II. Social Skills

Now has CONTACT helped yuu with the following thine? Again, I will read
out ratings for aech one.
Card 2

1. Self-confidence (feeling better about yourself, 'AO./

Why?

What could have heen improved?

Why? 2. Getting along with others

What other things would ha*. helped you Mmprove?

3. Mathematics

Why?

21,S

Wily?

What could have heen lmprovmd?

219
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I. Self-discipline -
(getting to r44.1400l on time, getting work done, tu.)

-4-

A. Social issues
(eexuality, racism, uneeplOyment, women's rights, consumerism, tc.)

Why? What did you learn?

What 4:A.....Ad have been improved?

Other Comment.

Life Skills

When you were at COMM:7, did you learn anything about the
following things?

Card I (Kuad card)

1. citizens' rights
(sagest law, yuwelnimunt, right to proteet, etc.)

What did you learn?

What would you have liked to learn?

What would you have liked to learn?

3. KnowLedg. of community (thu city)
(agencies in the city, museum, Airt gallery. community vents. etc.)

What did you learn?

What would you have liked to learn?

4. Knowledgo of future ducational and Job opportunities

What did you learn?

What would you have liked to learn?



S. Did being at CONTACT help you learn to @toady indepandently7

YES NO

Other Comments

IV. Democratic mid italaain4 Environment 4

Caid

1. dow did you teal about espaesaing your opinions In CONTACT?

(Mead Cord 0
Identity the occasions witch you telt restricted.

Card S

2. Now much of a say did you have in making decisions and rules concerning
CONTACT.

(Read Card S)
If 1, 2, 3; -- Whets could there have been improvement?

Card 6

1. What do you think about the relationship between teachers And
tudonts ih CoNTACT?

(Read Card 6)
What makes it (their answer)?

-6-

Card 7

4. How did you teal when you boors at CONTACT?

Mead Card 7)
What made you teal tenarWrelaxed?

Card 8

S. 'Mow did you feel about the amount of movement chat' vire allowed atuued
U. school during class time?

(Bead Card 8)
tkplain

Card 8

6. How did you feel about Ube amount of discipline and structure in CONTACT7

(Road Card 8)
Egplain

Other Comments
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V. Individualisation and riaalloliiti

1. Did you get enough individual attention at CONTACT?

No

4 Explain

1. Old CONTACT plc/vides you with the %courses you %fan(od?

1$0

II no, whith courses would you have liked?

). Did CONTACT -.rovida you with the atra-cusriculat activities nd
putte that you wantod?___

It no. what would you have likadt

VI. Credits

1. nave you aencog41106.4 your plans for cseditar

-_-

GanaralLintoisation

I. What do youthink &hoot CONTACT Control

,2. Why did you coee?to CONTACT?

D. 0104 414 you find out about lit

4. WA 4w vuu 11ke about CoNTACI?

S. What you J1 sl iku alaust CoNTACT/

.Vorsonal Data

I. Wars you born in Canada?

(IC Tee) What province?

(ir No) What country ware you born in?

2. Wad English toe first langmago you learned to peak?

(lf NO) What language 414 you learn to igma Mat?

I. Did you learn to peak Englitth And another lahguage at the 410A0 ties?

(lt TES) What was tha other languaga?

4. Ara both parents alive and living with You?

1both ha
GaOnly Nothor tO
1Only rathar

Nuither

S. What is your father's job now?

4. Whab,10 your pother's job now?

7. It lives with netthar yarant. but with Mon. loes

- With whoa do you live7

What is the job ut tha head of the houmahold.whers you live?

- Weir this person financially support you? (soon, board and stiendiNg
Money?

(It NO) WhO financially upports you?
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. It lives s1ons4

- Where dO you live?

- Do you !Imam:14111y support yoursoli?

(Ir Tao) what is your Job]

Now rainy howe week do you wOthi

- {It No) Who finsnOlaily suppotts youl

Any Other Comments About CONTACT



APPENDIX F

Questions Added To The Student
Interview Schedule* For Students
Who Had Dropped Out Of CONTACT

Within Five Months After
January and October**

*See Appendix E
**These interviews were conducted by telephone
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Questions Added To The Student
Interview Schedule for Students
Who Had Dropped Out Of CONTACT

Within Five Months After
January and October

.1: Why did *you drop out? (Explain)

2. What are you doing now?

Have you been doing that since you left CONTACT?

3. Have you had any involvement with CONTACT Centre since you left the
school?



APPENDIX G

Response Cards
for

Student Interview Schedules



CARD 1

1 I AM NOT AS GOOD AS USED TO DE .

2. 1 HAVE STAYED THE SAVE

3. I HAVE MIMED A L I Tilt .

di HAVE I PPROVED A WI.

Viror ..

CARD 5

1. file

2. A LITTLE

3. Sat

4. A cam ocAL

CARD 2

1. CCMACT HAS I %CC TH I IIGS HORSE

,2. CONTACT HAS ME NO DI FF ERE .

3. Calmer HAS I ELM PC A L I IT LE

. COW ACT HAS HELPED It A LAT .

..1110.1.011.111...

CARD 6

1. PooR

2. 0.K./noT DAD

3. Coco

di . CLEM

CARD 3

1. I HAVER I T LEMNED MYTH I NO

2. 1 Imt LEAstio A LITRE.

3. lIvWELEAtPCDALOT.

NM.E1.1.

CARD 7

1. UWE ALL THE Tilt

2. UsuPtLy TENS:

3. SUtTIPLS RELAXEDiSOPIET I PIES 'Eta

IL USUALLY MAXIM

5. (WAD ALL TIE Tilt

CARD 4

1. VERY RE STR I C IED .

2. PESTR I C TED lUST OF 111E T I PE .

3. SOINIET I REE/SOr ET I I ES i(S1RICTLfI.

4. FREE MAT OF ME TimE.

5. VERY F REE

ANEW. -MMINIWMIMIMIIIIMMIMMI101110.

CARD 8

1 ICO LI TILE

2. 1T's Amur RIGHT

3. Ito tun

26t



APPENDIX H

Student Interview Schedule*
for

Students not accepted at
CONTACT

After probation period

./
*These interviews were conducted by telephone



STUURNT'S NAMIL

STUDENT INTERVIEW SCUEOULE rOM
STUOCNTS ACCEPTLD-AT CONTACT

ArTEK Pla*BATIoN PLI000

This year there ots researchecs looking at CONTACT chool to deteradne
how the school meets tha needs or students who have dropped out of ochet
chools. We ats interested in hearing your opinions of CONTACT tor Om
shoat tree thot you wet. ihote.

Wo have a few questions that will probably take About ten minutes and
hope that you won't ind answering them.

1. Can you eitst toll us how you found out about CONTACT?

2. What mode you decide to tty tw get into CONTACT?

). During those three weeks. did you want to Nat on Lk* tulle'? 11 yes.
why did it not happen?

Pt nu, why did you not want to get on the rolls?

4. im this the lite*. tire that you've tried,to get on the rolls?

Are you going,to try &gain?

$ .

-2-

a

What did you like and dislike about CONTACT while yoir were there?
(studnts, teachers cO u , general structure rules. etc.)

I. What do YOU think Of CONTACT centlo?

7. Nave you had any involvement with the centre since you left bhe school?

S. what ate you doing now-2

Hove you been doing that since you left CoNTACT?

0L _



-3-

To end gat, few pessunal guestional

1. Tout Age._

2. 161110 YMU both In Canada?

(If YES) What ptuvince1

or rio) What cuentty wet° you born in?

I. Did you leatn to speak English and Another lenguage at the seam time?

(If YES) What was the other language,

4. Watt English the fiust language you learned tu epealt?

(If mU) What lan9uagy did you teats& to speak first?

5. Aga buth patents alive and living with you?

both

Only Muthar

Only rather

Melchor

6. What is your lather's job now?

7. What le your muthet's job now?

O. If lives with neither patent., but with summons elsei

- With whom do you live?

- What 10 the job of tha head of the household wher you live?

- 4 -

Duee this person financially support you? (room, board end epending

money?

11r NOI Who financially supports you?

9. II lives /drones

- Where do you live?

- Do you financially suPport yourself?

- (If YES) What is your job?

How many hours week do you Work?

- (It NO) Who financially supports you?

Any other comments about CONTACT School or education in general

2"r)



APPENDIX I

Student Interview Schedule*
for

Students who left CONTACT in
June 1978 and did not return

\

NOTE: The interviews were conducted six to ten
months after June 1978.

* These interviews were conducted by telephone

9
4



STUDENT'S NAME

STUDENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR
STUDENTS WHO LEFT CONTACT IN JUNE 1978

AND DID NOT RETURN

This year, as you may know, there are researchers looking at CCNTACT
School to determine how the school meets the needs of students who have dropped
out of other schools. We are phoning you because we would like to know what you
have been doing since you left CONTACT in June 1979.

1. What are you doing now?

Have you been doing that since you left CONTACT? (jobs, school,

looking for jobs)

3. Why did you not come back to CONTACT in Septemher?



APPENDIX J

Teacher Interview Schedule*

*These interviews were conducted face-to-face at CONTACT School



MANE

I. Educational Background

nigh School

tiolvegeity

.1'selhe _ 1.111_9194

2. Wock expegionce

,TeaLhini

a

MOWN INURVIEV

- 2 -

3. Do you speak any Immune. other then Englieh?

4. Joining CONTACT;

When did you come to CONTACT?

Now did you find out about. itT

Why did you come to CONTACT?

5. Degree ot involvement:

What Is the average number ot hours per week that you work (both at
school end at home on school-related thingr)?

Now I. this clic broken down among:

Teaching

Counselling

Course Development

Course 'reparation and Marking

Detre-Curricular (give xamples)

Administration (meetings. err.)

PP
Other

I



. What du you have to do at CONTACT that you wouldn't have to do at auothar
chool?

What thing. don't you have to do here that you would have to do at another
achoul?

1. &a(ore you came to CONTACT, what were your lartresvions of lhe Lhool, and
what did you Willey. you could accuepilial here?

.,11.1

Which Supra/salons were correct and which ones proved go be incorrect?

) )

- 4 -

S. What do you like about workIng at CONTACT/

M.-
al.

Are there things that you d7olika about working at CONTACT?

O. What are tha sort important thing* about CONTACT that you feel aiteut
tudents favourably?

/(

Are there any things that yau feel need to be changed becau

9(

se ey don't
effect todents favourably?

10. Any other opocItle likes ant dislikes &boot CONTACT/



Nev you taught reading in any ocher school? If sit, how dose yourII. During your ties at CONTACT have you. experienced eny changes?
:e.g.. In the student., in the eneral atmosphere of the chool,etc.)

-

PART II'

As Ond mentioned earlier in the year, are trying to evaluate,in
depth, ix needs that were identified through the fall survey. These
were; beak ekill., nocial skills, life chills, a democratic chool atuosphcre,
individualitacton and flexibility, and the opportunity lot alio student, to
achieve their goals. Oue of the goale of the evaluation ie to describe
how these needi ere being mut. The next part of the interview will attempt
to get at that infuumation.

1. 54141CO

V.

a. Rending and Writing

Now do you teach reading?
evaluation).

(e.g.. materials, teaching approach, diagnosis,

proves flitter hos your previous programa

.,.'

How are the methods that you use entire tit from chose generally 'mad in
'other schools? re

Are there sethoda that you have ttied that have not been successful? Why? '

Are there ether thinge that, you would like tu try but haven't? Why?



- 1 -

What kiwi of teaching techniques have you found to be
effective?

h. Math

Huy du you coach math? (e.g.. materiels. teaching approach. diagnosis.
evaluation).

Malid you taught each in any other school? If o huo does your pregram
differ (tom your previous progras?

How are the methods that you use different from those generally used in
other schoola?

91.04c,

Are there methods that you have tried that have not been muccquatull Why?

Are there other things that you wouid like to try but haven't? Why?

What kind of teaching techniques have you found to be
ffactive?

2. Social Skills

The survey in the
needed by CONTACT

fall indicated sCome nuclei skills people felt were
atudent4. They were:

self-worth
- sociability compassion tor othersa
getting along with others0 co-operation
vs. competition

- lf-discipline
- responsibility

W. would like you to comment on how you or the school as a whole
attempts to meet chose needs:

2"4



a

self-worth

getting along with others

sell-diecipline

reeponsibility

eciteLo?

In which cfCAO .8'4 you most successful?

- 10-

Which ethod. du you feel are most ffective in teaching social kills?

Are there any improvements which you feel could be sada In this area?

3. Lifs Skills

(This concept was not well defined by Me tall survey respondents.
Some of the skills that were mentioned were; knowledge of citizen.°
rights, social issues, learning to learn. knowledge of community and
knowledge of future educational and job options).

How do you attempt to deal with these need.?

citizens' tights

social 1

2 ",19



knowledge of community

learning tu team

knowledge of futur ducational and occupational pumeibilitias

others?

In which ere** ere you oust successful?

- 12 -

Which rethod* du you feel ere most effective in teaching these life lt1114

Are there any improvements which you feel could be made in teaching
life Skills?

4. Democratic and Relaxinv Environment

Almost all of the survey respondents felt that a need of dropout students
was the existence of a democratic environment. We would like you to
comment on come of the following ideas. You: comments should include
how CONTACT deals with these concepte.

treedom of student expression

studentsshare in deelaion-making

good teacher-pupil relationship

2S1



less buirmucracy

freedom of mobility

the formulation of rule,

discipline and structure

In our case *god), interviews, we found [here Vila a large disparity in the
etudentr0 feelings about the amount of discipline and structure needed In
the Bch ttttt 1. We would like you to comment on this.

S.

-14-

What cheractegirtics of CONTACT du you blieve contribute most to a
democratic and relaxing tmosphere?

Are there any tmprovements which you feel could be made lo this rea?

Individualisation - Flexibility

This concept was mentioned by some al the respondents of the survey.

In what way do you attempt to provide student individualisation?

--NW. Improvement do you feel could be made to better respond to the
incilvldria-neerWel_aiudents?



-15-

In what way I. CONTACT more flexible than other echoolef

Are there thloss thet are either too flexible or too inflexible?

Ocher Cuomo...ma

rANT iii

What du you feel is cite relationship between CONTACT Centre and CONTACT School?

ar

.11ow does CONTACT Centro holp meet the ale needs of dropout students?

basic eltilla

social skills

life skills

democratic and relent's] atmosphere

--(

imdividualleation/flealbility

4



imademmic and mployment dvancement

Mom dues the WNTACT centre stait contribute In any other way?

11)(la
i- 7 r

4



APPENDIX K

CONTACT Centre worker Interview Schedule*

*These inter4iews were conducted race-to-face at CONTACT School

2F,7



CONTACT CENTRE woioccle idiveview scnruptx

I, V4ocatIonal backstuood

Pt Ltt

Uolyereltx

01 Itte t Tr lp

2. Work Paper-fence

114:laird

Othei

J. bo you peak any languages ether than English?

11

c 4

411r

- 2 -

4. airlift& CONTACT

When did you coma to CONTACT?

Haw did you find out about it?

Why did you COO4 to CONTACT?

5. What do you feel is the relationship between CONTACT Centre and CONTACT
School?

1;1

6. Degree of Involvement

Wbat I. the average number of hours per week that you work (both at school
and at hood on school-related things)?

Mow i the time broken, down among;

ttendance problems

counselling

recruitment

academic activities (give exeTples)

xtra-curricular activities (give examples)



administration

Other

-3-

T. What do you feel le your most iwportant contribution Co CONTACT?

Now could your contribution CO CONTACT be improved?

. What do you las about wotking at CONTACT?

Are there things that you dislike about working at CONTACT?

.73

-4-

9. Whet arm the mobt important things about CONTACT that you feel affect

ottniento favourably?

Are there any things that you feel necd to be changed because they don't
affect tudent favourably?

10. Any other specific likes and dislikes about CONTACT?

291



0 APPENDIX L

IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory

292

p.



- 2 -

NAmE:

.91 ,

2.

I LIKE To MET NEW PEOPLE.

I CAN DISAGREE WITH MY FAMILY.

TRUE
VIMINIo

N O T
TRUE

12

1 so not voRr. IS FAIRLY EASY FOR PE.
ViBECTWN5:

4. I AM SATISFIED TO BE JUST MAT I AM.

Ctl THE FOLLSAIMG PAGES ARF A SERIES oF SITAIBENTS PEOPLE SOFETIMES uSE 5. Wiwi I COT ALONG BETTER WITH OTIER KIDS.

TU DESCRIBE IHLKILAS, PLEASE READ EA& sTATEmENT cARLFuLLY AND 6. I Of ITN GET IN TRO9BLE AT NUM.
DECIDt WiETHIR taiT IT Is TRue tog yQu.

7. I USUALLY LIKE mY TEACHERS.

8. I Ni A °ERRS. PERSoN.

9. OTHER KIDS ARE OFTEN DEAN TO 11.

10, I 10 MY STARE OF wuRK AT MM.

11. i OFTEN FEEL UPSET IN SOCOL.

IF You MINK A STATEmENI IS TRIE FOR YOU, DECK neTRUE SouARE. J2. I OFTEN LET ODER KIDS HAVE TIEIR WAY,

13. HOST KIDS HAvf FEwER FRIENDS THAN I DD.

IF You THINK A SIATEPENT I LTIJEF(1YOU, CHIKK DE HOT TRUE sOuARE. 14. N3 ONE PAYS PINCH ATTENTION TD ME AT HamE.

15. I cAN ALWAYS GET GODO GRADES IF I WANT TO.

16. 1 CAN ALwAYS BE TRuSILD.

17. IAMLASYTOLEKE.

18. HERE ARE TIMES WHEN I WOuLD LIKE TO LEAVf HOME.

19. I FORGET MOST OF MAT I LEARN.

i AM POPULAR WITH KIDS MY OWN AGE.

21, 1 6M POPULAR WITNGIRLS.

22. MN FAMILY IS GLAD %MEN I DO THINGS WITH TWOW.

THERE ARE NO RI6HT OR WPOI16 ANSWERS,so 23. I OFTEN VOLOTTEER IN SCHDOL.

JO EACH STATEmENT AS HDIESTLY AS YOU CAN. 24, I AM A HAPPY PERSON .11.M., 34

00A



25. I A4 LONELY vERY oFTEN.

26. FIY FAmILY RESPECTS mW IDEAS.

27. I Am A uoun swum.

28. 1 01 1EN Do IHINGS HAT I'm SoRRY FCR LATER.

29. GOER KIDS DO NOT LIKE ME.

30. I &JAW BADLY Pa HOmf.

31. I WIEN GET DIscouRAGED IN SOCOL.

32. I WISH I ritRE Yotto.LR.

35. I Am ALWAYs FRIErity Talmo onER PEOPLE.

34, I USuALIY MEAT MY FAmILY AS KEE AS I &MILD.

35. KY ItAcHER MAKES ft FEEL I Am NDT GOOD mum.

36. I AIWAYS LIKE Dam TIE WAY I Am.

V. MOST PEOPLE ARE voCII BETTER LIKED TIAN I AM.

38. I CAUSE MAKE TO MY FAMILY.

39. I AM 20,4 IN FINISHING MY Sava %WK.

4fl. I AM OFTENLICAPPY.

41. I AM POPELAR WITH ems.

42. I KNoW MOtT IS WELTED OF ME AT 10:ME.

45. I CAN GIVE A Mop REPORT IN FRONT Cf THE CLASS.b

44. I AM MDT AS NICE LOOKING AS POST KOPLE.

45. i riam't HAVE MANY FRIENDS.'

46. I SOMETIMS AFiuuE WITH MY FAMILY.

0 1 4

-Ti

4 -

IS 4/.

48.

49.

50.

1

I AM FWD OF MY SCHOOL wORK.

IF I NNE ScliETHING ID SAY. I USUALLY SAY IT.

1 AM AH45.-TIE LAST TO BE CIOSEN FCR TEAMS.

I FEiL MAT MY FAMILY ALWAYS 1HEGTS PE.

N O T
TRUE TRUE

6

10 51. I AM A GOoD READER.

52. 1 DON'T MARY MUCH.

53. IT IS 11411) KR ME TO MAKE FRIENDS.

54, MN FAMILY WOULD HELP ME IN ANY KIND OF TROUBLE.

55. I AM NuT DOING AS hELL IN SCHOOL AS I WOULD LIKE RD.

56. 1 HAvE A LOT OF SiLF CONTROL.

V. FRIENDS uSUALLY FOLLANKY IDEAS. _ .

58. MN FAMILY UNDERSTANDS ME.

59. t FIND IT HARD TO TALK IN FRONT Of DE CLASS.
In

60. I OFTEN FEEL ASHAMED Cf MYSEIF.

61. t WISH I HAD mceE CLOSE FRIEND:.

62. MY FAMILY OFTEN EXPECTS TCO MuCH OF ME.

63, I AP OCUD :N MY SCHOOL K. -7 1

64, I AM A GOOD PERSON.

65. SUETIMES I AM HARD TO BE FRIDLEY WITH.

66. t GET UPSET EASILY AT HOME.

67. I LIKE TO DE CALLED ON IN CLASS.

Si 68. I WISH I NERE A DIFFERENT PERSON.

69. I AM FUN TO BE WITH.

70. I AM AN IMPORTANT PERSON TO MW FAMILY.

71. MN CLASSMATES THINK I AM A GOCO STUDENT.

72. I AM UM Of MYSELF. i2



4.)

75. (FTEN I DON'T LIM. TO BE MIDI ODIN KIDS.

PI. MY FAMILY Ati) I HAVE A LOT Of Fill MAIDEN.

75. I WAD t IKE lu DIAW our tit. sum .

/b. I CM AI WAYS TAKE CANE (0 MYSEIF F.

71 . i mutt) NADIR Lit WITH KIDS YLUK.F.14 DWI I AA.

w fApHof DALAI tY CONSIDERS MY FEU

/9. I CAN DISNAIE WIIII MY ILACINN. V

80. I CAtel HI ItIlIiit.t un.

0

S.



a
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APPENDIX M

Social Skills Rating Scale '

4

t)



sOCIAL SAIL1A HATING tocALE

atudant..

I am faxlItor with tato student's social skills

I sm MIL familiar wItt this student's social skills°

Please cir.:le your responses. 4.

su sure to respond to *11 items.

1. dlots along with teacheas

4. bets loal with other students

J. 6osips &Lout tudents and teachers

4. Steals 1

S. Listens to others In gallop discussions'

6. Distrects other students

1. Lies

. Withdrawn

V. Accmpts criticise

10. 1mpu141ve

11. rights with other students

12. Tolerant o( other roman .

I). Coo *put* asity in front ot 4 SIMAil

1

I.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

. 1

1

1

1

yfutly (lets then 10).

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

- 2 -

3 4 5

14. Avoids participating in group activities

3 4

).*
1.

3
4

3 4 5

3 4

3 4 5

) 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 S

3 4 5

3 4 3 ,

3 4

Is. Makes triends easily

lc Has concern tor others

17. Respects property

10. Chests

19. Gets into trouble when no one is watching

20. Wants too much attention

21. Tolerant at other aaaaa 1 orientations

22. Can speak oasily in front ot a large group
(over 10)

23. Attacks others in group discussions

24. Acts superior to other students

25. Selfish

26. Wonders aimlessly

27. Hyperactive

26. Tease4 other students

20. Adjusts easily to new situatimme

30.. Bossy

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 1 3 4 5

1 2 1 4 S

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 iN 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 1 4

Please chack that you responded to all items.
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APPENDIX N

Life Skills Questionnaire

.



()

Lin QUEST I 04:1A I Mt.

Check or fill in The

Correct Answers be)._

1. According to law, you hav to go to the police station
with polIceeen it he tells you. True

Pals.
tDon' Know

J. Nen need mor education than women. True

Vales----
on't Know

1. Must of the laws are made by policemen. ?roe

False
"T Dfilet Know

4. If you pay rent, you are ligible to file an income tax
ieturn.

0 S. In marrteg, the man should be the head of the
household.

(1)
6. You alwsys need a Grade 12 diploma to gat into a

oommunity college or tan ity.
a

- a -
7

d. Which of the following places In the city have you visited?

museum art gallery
cience contr. planetarium._
Ontario Place 1.2,4011 clinic

_ _ health clinic ptiblic library

live theatre Ibirbourfront

newspaper office Woodgreen Community Centre

Matto Zoo Jimmy Simpson Community Centre

The TOMCOD Centre Island

Race Track Kensington Market.D ---

True
false
Don't Know

Tram
Palos
Don't know

True

Don't Know

07. Nave you ever been involved in a proteet? Yes
No
Clun't LflOi

The matte allottad tor each question ace shown in the bowie.

a

9.

St Lowrance Market

Whore would you get help with landlord/ionant
problems?

010. Waste one legal clinic in Toronto.

011. What would you do if you didn't like
decision that was pasied by the Board of d4
Education? (Check as many as yoU like) nothing

protest at the board

tell my friends

tell my parents

tell my teacharsL

tell my trustees

don't know

12. %Lich of the following are venereal
diseases (V.D.)?

(subtract wrong answers)

mumps

smallpox

syphilis

bronchitis

___9onorrhsa

cancer

glaucoma

psoriasis

ulcers

tuberculosis



.3.

(i) 1). List S method. of birth control.

()U. Naas ono health cliniein Toronto.

(I) 11% . ow long do you have to work within ono year
to guallty fur onemploymunt lusurance/

0%6. How uld 40 you have to bm to vote in Canada?

()13. Give an example ot racimm.

1 week

4 weeks

13 weeks

40 weeks

018'
Give Ain example of 1 preJudice.

Ol9. List one ()told thing About buying' on err:tilt.

010. List one bad thing about buying on credit.

- 4 -

21. .Which of the following foods contain protein?

0
(subtract wrong

chips

beef

silk

fish

bread

peas

lettuce

pe &&&&&

chocolate

oranges

cheese

apply )uice

coke

(:) 22. What are tour important items a family should
include in itu budget? 1.

2.

3.
1

h4
4. an

Ln
(:)23. Wane two,agencies or ways CP get help whun you 1

have problems with thu things you buy. 1.

2.

024. Mame two agencies you could go to lf you
were looking (or a )ob. 1.

TOTAL m 47.S

0

a.


